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The Church in Korea

SAMUEL HUGH MOFFETT
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1973 Korea Annual. But its claims are a little hollotv despite evidences of some revivalecent years. All spot checks and samplings indicate that Christianity is the largest orga.i--ed religious force m Korea today. What the statistics do not show, however, is the cominu-mg power of a primitive animism (Shamanism) among the masses of the people (over 60%)who claim to have no religion.

There is a darker side to the statistics of Korean Christianity also. Closer examination of
the swelling figures reveals the tragic facts of division and schism. Major denominational dis-
tinctions existed before, imported from the West, but only since the Korea War, during the
decade of division from 1930 to 1960, have the Korean denominations themselves become so
splintered, as the chart below will show. There are:

14 Presbyterian bodies

1 Roman Catholic church

3 Methodist bodies

2 Holiness bodies

with 1,536,000 constituents.

800,000

327.000

254.000

_ 4’he author, a graduate of Princeton (B.D.) and Yale (Ph.D.), is Professor of Church History at the
eological Seminai-y of the Presbyterian Church of Korea in Seoul.
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3 Baptist bodies with 63,000 constituents.

6 Pentecostal groups 60,000

1 Anglican Church in Korea
n

30,000

2 Seventh Day Adventist bodies
ff 28,000

1 Salvation Army ff

25,000

But tlie statistics of church schism notwithstanding, the raw data of Korean church growth

and membership suggest something of the bursting vitality of a church so young that the first

Korean ProU'stant to receive infant baptism died only last year.

The first Christians in Korea were Japanese. Some estimate that as many as 18,000 of

the soldiers in Ilideyoshi's invading armies were Catholic converts under such Catholic lords

as “the chivalrous Christian daimyo" Konishi Yukinaga, who captured Seoul and Pyongyang.

Such an introducing of the faith to Korea was not of a kind best calculated to win Korean

converts, but it did at least bring the first Western missionary to touch Korean soil, the Jesuit

Father Gregorio de Cesjjcdes, who came briefly and ineffectively as chaplain with the Japa-

nese armies in 1593.

Catholicism came to stay only when the Koreans themselves brought it in from China two

hundred years later. The first Korean was baptized in Peking in 1784, returning to propagate

the faith in his homeland. Missionary priests of the Societe des Missions Etrangeres de Paris

followed, beginning in 1836, despite a government ban on the propagation of foreign reli-

gions. Tlie church was decimated by great waves of persecution in 1801, 1839, 1846 and 1866.

Nevertheless, at the end of “the Catholic century” in 1884 there were some 17,500 Roman

Catholics in the country.

In that same year the first resident Protestant missionary, Dr. Horace Allen, M.D., reached

Korea. He was not, however, the first to introduce Protestantism. This was done, as in the

case of Catholicism earlier, by the Koreans. Eight years before Allen opened Korea to Pro-

testant work, in 1876 a small group of Koreans had been converted by Scottish Presbyterians

in Manchuria. They helped the missionaries with the first Korean translation of the New
'Festament, beginning with the publication of Matthew in 1881. As other gospels were pub-

lished the Korean converts began crossing the Yalu to distribute the Scriptures secretly in Ko-

rea. One of them. So Sang-Yun, returned to his native village not far north of Seoul, con-

\erted most of the families, and gathered together a worshiping congregation of almost a

hundred people a whole year before the first Protestant missionary arrived in 1884.

Early Protestant mission history was dominated by the Presbyterians and Methodists, and

these are still the largest denominations. Methodists tended to emphasize education, and Pres-

byterians evangelism and church planting. Presbyterian strategy was shaped around the so-

called Nevius Method, stressing church-wide Christian education in Bible classes for the entire

church membership, and sturdy self-reliance for the young church—self-government, self-pro-

pagation and self-support. But to contrast the two denominations too sharply is to oversimplify

and distort. Methodist evangelists spearheaded the nation-wide evangelistic crusade of 1909-10,

the Million Movement. And Presbyterians, too, pioneered in education, as in Soongsil Col-
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r7 5-™;z r::r:;*some o the most intensive persecutions of modern times, first under the |-ipanese militarists and then under tlie communists.

and77
pietism, it is d,arged. has also made Korean Christianity narrow

tr e ItlT"' “r7' «'• - band it Itrue hat the Korean church rarely produces searching theological resolutions and sweepingmmfestos on socal and political issues. This probably indicates a lack of serious evangelicalemphasis on social justice and the social implications of the gospel.
Nevertheless, the history of Korean Christianity is surprisingly full of political protest so-

cial revolution and evangelical demonstration. The church's pers-asive involvement in the Ko-
rean independence moi-ement’s protest against colonial injustices was denounced by the lapa-
nese as suicidally radical. The Rev. Kiel Sun-Ju was more than Korea’s foremost evangelistHe was also an organizer of the 1919 independence demonstrations and principal Christian
^gnator of the Korean Declaration of Independence, for which he spent two years in jail.
Of the 33 signers. 16 were Christians at a time when only 3% of the country was Christian.

The Christian educational revolution in Korea not only introduced modem education to
the country, it was the opening wedge in the liberation of Korean women from the centuries-
long imposidons of Confucian tradition. Out of Korea’s first school for women, started by the
Methodists in 1886. has grown today’s Ewha Women’s University which ranks along with the
co-educational Yonsei University, founded by Presbyterians, among the four most prestigious
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schools in the country. This favored inner circle is now broadening to include a fifth school,

the Jesuits’ Sogang University.

'I’here are today 1 1 Protestant colleges and universities, 85 Protestant high schools, 79 mid-

dle schools and innumerable Christian primary schools, all legally recognized as private schools

but subject to Ministry of Education curriculum requirements. The most recent controversial

issue in the Christian educational system is a proposal of the Ministry to forbid the teaching of

Bible and religion in the private schools. A strong protest by the churches to the president him-

self may reverse the decision.

The medical revolution in Korea was also Christian. The first Protestant mission institution

was a hospital, the gift of a grateful king to Dr. Allen, the first missionary, for saving a royal

prince’s life. Today there are 21 Protestant hospitals in operation and many smaller clinics.

For years the only medical education in the country was at Severance’s Medical College which

grew out of Dr. Allen’s first hospital. As late as 1954 the Korean government reported that

more than a third of all Korea’s licensed physi'ians were Severance graduates. Christian hos-

pitals strongly emphasize family planning, supporting one of the most successful birth control

])rograms in Asia outside Japan. Population increase is down to 2.2%, with a target of 2%.

In 1961 it was 2.9%. Another Christian emphasis is rural medical service, as in the satellite-

clinic plan of the Taegu Presbyterian Hospital, the village health program of the Chonju

Medical Center, and the island experiment in low-cost medicine and community health pro-

gram on Kojedo. But still only 6.5% of the rural population ever gets modern medical treat-

ment, and the ever-increasing “brain drain” of Korean doctors and nurses to the U.S. and

^Vest Germany aggravates the situation.

Chri.stian impact in the fine arts has been no less pervasive. Christians rescued from obliv-

ion the Korean alphabet, key to the country’s native culture. The publication of the Bible in

hangu! (the Korean alphabet) rather than in Chinese characters was the begintiing of an in-

digenously Korean literary renaissance in which Christian novelists, poets and artists have played

a part out of all proportion to their ratio in the population. The national anthem was written

by a Christian. In Seoul last year a Korean Christian opera, Esther, played to packed houses

in the city’s largest auditorium. A Korean best-seller this year has been a book written in

Korean for Koreans by a Western missionary, Persimmons, Winter and Koreans by Edward
Poitras, who takes a sympathetically critical look at the country as seen through occidental

eyes. The best-known translator and interpreter of classical Korean literature into Western
languages is another missionary, the Anglican bishop of Taejon, the Rt. Rev. Richard Rutt.

AVhen national independence was regained in 1945, Korean Christianity found itself con-
fronted with far more complex problems of political responsibility than it had ever faced be-
fore. I’or the first time, Christians in Korea possessed political power.

Three of the first four presidents of the Republic have been Christians, and Christians have
been prominent both m Cabinet posts and the parliamentary National Assembly. Their record,
however, in national political life has been understandably mixed. It was considerably blem-
ished by evidences of corruption in the later years of the Syngman Rhee regime. But history
IS clearing that doughty freedom-fighter and father-figure of many of the charges against him.
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^n°ma y, but Korea s armed forces have had an official Department oftapla.ns s.nce 950. I, was exclusively Christian until 1969 when a handful of Buddhistaplmns was belatedly added. .At the end of 1972 there were 305 Protestant chaplains -17Cathohes and 19 Buddhists. Since 1970, in what was probably an effort to use religion as an
ant.-co,nmun.st morale-builder, the Korean government encouraged an “entire ar.ny tnake be-
tever movement which opened the door to an evangelistic ca.npaign so successful that the.e
have been mass baptisms of over 3,000 servicemen at a time. In two years n.ore than .50 000
baptisms have been recorded, and the percentage of Christians in service has jumped from an
estimated 16% five years ago to 33% today.

The pace and political background of the crusade have raised serious questions, but with
few exceptions the instruction by the chaplains has been positively Christian, not negatively
ant.-commun.st, conversions have seemed to be real, and active follow-up continues as the
draftees return to take important roles in their village churches.

Of considerable concern recently lias been the role of the Christian tinker government as
distinct from that of the Christian in government. It is a far more difficult problem than
when the government was foreign and Japanese. Then Cliristian opposition could be naiion-
ahstically automatic. Opposition is no longer so easy. Now that the government is their own,
the Korean Christian’s concern for justice, protest against corruption, and defense of freedom
sometimes conflict agonizingly with his patriotism, loyalty and obedience to the recognized
powers of the state. A further deterrent to hasty protest is the deep hunger in the peninsula
after years of savage troubles for stability and security and continued economic progre.ss.

Nevertheless, when protests have had to be made, there have been Christians to make them.
Sometimes it has been done by official statements, more often by silence which is in itself diffi-

cult, and sometimes by demonstrations. The Korean National Council of Churclies has cour-

ageously championed freedom of the press. The most effective and decisive protest against

municipal injustices was a demonstration led by a Christian pastor in one of the capital’s worst

satellite slum areas. It forced the city to make reforms and has revitalized a dead and for-

gotten resettlement ghetto into a pioneering model of suburban self-development, much of it

organized around the church, such as home industry projects, Christian social service jirograms

for street peddlers and bus gii*ls, and day care for the children of working mothers.

A major drain on Korean church membership is the .siren call of the cults. More than 210

new religions” have been counted, and some of the largest arc aggressively proselyting, semi-

Christian sects like the 700,000-member (claimed) Olive Tree Cliurch which combines faith

healing with a thriving industrial complex built on believers-labor, or the 300,000-member
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Holy Spirit Association for the Unification of World Christianity {Tongil-kyo) which worships,

a nalionalistically Korean Messiah but has established “families” of foreigners as well in Japan

and the United States.

The counter-thrust of the ecumenical movement is sadly weak by comparison. The Korean

N.C.C. no longer represents a majority even of the established denominations, and Genevas

one-sided political and social pronouncements have not commended the W.C.C. to the Korean

Christian mind. In one area, however, real progress has been registered. Relations between

Korean Catholics and Protestants have never been better. For years the missions of both con-

fessions have been coordinating their relief and much of their social service activities through

llie Korea Association of Voluntary Agencies. More recently they have cooperated in a joint

new translation of the Bible. The New Testament has already been published, and the Old

Testament is scheduled for completion in 1974.

The deepest division of all in Korea is the abyss that sunders north from south. Despite the

dramatic resumption of dialogue between North and South Korea in 1972 for the first time

since the Korea War, prospects for reconciliation are, humanly speaking, very dim. The Red

Cross talks confirmed tliat there is, apparently, no organized church left in North Korea. Once

the north was the center for Korea’s greatest concentration of Christians. Communist persecu-

tion of th(‘ church, however, has been more severe than in either China or Russia. Asked by a

South Korean reporter what was left of Christianity in the north, the Rev. Kang Ryang-Uk,

whose close kinship to Premier Kim Il-Sung perhaps explains his survival as both a Christian

minister and a high communist official, said that he knew of no church buildings or Christian

meetings.

Nevertheless, undeterred by calamities and divisions and problems that would cripple lesser

clmrches, Korea’s buoyant Christians continue to multiply and spread. They support over forty

Korean Protestant foreign missionaries (including wives), and six Catholic. Most are in Asia,

but they have also sent missionaries to lands as distant as F>thiopia and Brazil. It may well be,

as some Korean Christians are already saying, that if the missionary enthusiasm of the West

declines, tlie little country of Korea will have the vitality and faith to take up the continuing

challenge of world evangelization.

.\ final note about books on Korean Christianity may be in order, tliough only a few of

many worthwhile volumes can be mentioned. The best comprehensive survey is Allen D.

Clark's revised History of the Church in Korea (Seoul: Korean Christian Literature Society,

1971) which adds an analysis of the current situation and biographies of outstanding Korean

Christians to his earlier work. The classic and irreplaceable record of the early period of Pro-

testant missions is L. G. Paik’s The History of Protestant Missions in Korea 1832-1910 (Seoul:

Yonsci University, 1971, a reprint of the 1929 edition). A less definitive but more inclusive sur-

vey of the Catholic church is J. C. Kim and J. J. Chung, Catholic Korea: Yesterday and Now
(Seoul: Catholic Korea Publ. Co., 1964).

On specific, more limited subjects the following are important: Roy Shearer’s Wildfire:

Church Growth in Korea (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1966) ,
a documented history and anal-

ysis; ’‘The New Religions of Korea”, Transactions of the Korea Branch of the Royal Asiatic
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I and my age are barren

Of prayer, impotent, dumb
Under heaven, knowing too well

The why, how, when and where,

But speechless in God’s face

And presence; my age and I.

Like the athirst Christ, crossed,

Lacking wine, blood, to ask

Grace, or to praise, love, bless;

Tongue cracked, palate near burst,

Saliva slackened, and throat

Parched in the dust black noon;

Like the mariner, albatrossed

In tropics, sea-marooned

On his salt and endless island

Lacking wit, will, words, cursed

On the pitch hot deck, with dry

Lips dead, denying, denied.

Dying.

O water snakes,

Pity us in your beauty.

Alove in our hearts some love

And spirit of praise, that we may
Drink deeply of your motion

And feel the blessed rain.

Move gently for our sakes;

Quicken our dry hearts; open

The way to God again.

Simon Baynes
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Religious Policy and the Church in China

DONALD E. MACINNIS

Although the open practice of religion in China apparently ceased during the period of

peak intensity of the Cultural Revolution beginning in August, 1966, there is no evidence that

China’s leaders made organized religion a particular target during that three-year ideological

struggle. Religion is not mentioned in the 16-point Decision of the Central Committee which

launched the Cultural Revolution in August, 1966; nor has Chairman Mao or any other leader

spoken of religion in subsequent communiques and directives. One concludes that China s re-

ligious believers, by 1966, were seen to be either thoroughly absorbed in the collective tasks of

socialist nation-building, or too insignificant in numbers or influence to pose any challenge.

The Cultural Revolution, however, was far more than a political campaign or power strug-

gle. The first of the 16 points in the 1966 Decision began: “The current great proletarian cul-

tural revolution is a great revolution that touches people to their \-ery souls ” The goal was

a massive shift in psycho-historical perceptions, a virtual spiritual conversion of China’s mil-

lions. It appears that China’s youth, mobilized into militant groups of Red Guards across the

nation, o\'cr-responded to the summons to attack the remnant traces of bourgeois feudalism

—

the “four olds”: old ideas, old culture, old customs, and old habits. In a widespread and in-

discriminate assault on every remaining sector of pre-revolutionary culture, Buddhist temples,

Moslem mosques and Christian churches were closed by roving Red Guard groups. Religious

scri])tures and objects of all kinds were seized and destroyed, and clergy and believers were

harassed. It is only in the past two or three years that visitors have seen Buddhist temples

and monasteries, mosques and a few Christian churches once again open for use by believers.

Under the united front policy, which enlisted all social, cultural and ethnic minority groups

in joint endeavor toward common national goals, China's leaders have held consistently to a

stated jjolicy of freedom of religions belief within the context of patriotic service in socialist na-

tion-building. The deputy director of the United Front Work Department in 19.'58 said:

Ideological differences on the question of God arc intolerable. The policy on freedom of religious

l)eHcf tolerates such differences and facilitate.s the correct handling of such contradictions among

the people. The policy on freedom of religious belief, therefore, is a long-term basic policy of

the Chinese Communist Party and the state to cope with the religious problem.

However, religious belie\ers, like all other citizens of China, are expected to participate fully

in the nation’s tasks:

The author served the Methodist Church in university teaching in China and Taiwan before coming

to be the first director of the China Program/NCCCUS.\ and editor of China Notes. He is the author

of Religious Policy and Practice in Communist China: A Documentary History, New York: MacMillan

Co., 1972, and is presently working on a second book for Macmillan, The Maoist Vision for New Man
and New Society.
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FROM WORLD . . . (^)TO^ TIffi lORLD
or

"Mission on Six Continents"
or

"Partnership in Mission on Six Continents",

Here are some un-tame ideas on the future of mission . The ideas come out
of life in Korea for two decades, and much study on how to "liberate" mis-
sion in the freedom Christ wants to give his world-wide Church in this day
of pluralism and open-ness.

The challenge is to servanthood and co-workership with transnational and
transcultural participation on all six continents of the world. The result
will be a faithful dialoguing and "multiloguing" partnership at new depths
of commitment to evangelism and self-development, i.e, to a fuller Gospel,
In all this, the Spirit of our Lord Jesus Christ desires to equip the Church
for ministry and loission locally and world-vdde. In short, here is a study
paper on "A Developing Vision of an Open Ecumenical Exchange."

1 , The Aim , both of policy and work, is to deliver, with integrity, the
saving knowledge of the Gospel of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ."

United Presbyterians put it thus:

"The supreme and controlling aim of the Christian mission to the
world is to make the Lord Jesus Christ known to all men as their
divine and only Savior, and to persuade then to become His dis-
ciples and responsible members of His Church, in vrfiich Christians
of all lands share in evangelizing the world and in permeating
all of life with the spirit and truth of Christ,"

The Banjg;kok Conferenc e on "Salvation Today " puts it thus in their "Affirma-
tion on Salvation Today:"

"To the individual he (Jesus) cones with power to liberate him
frora every evil and sin, from every power in heaven and earth
and from every threat of life or death , . , To the world he
comes as the Lord- of the universe with deep compassion for the
poor and hungry, to liberate the powerless and oppressed. He
also comes to the powerful and the oppressor with mercy and
judgment .

"

2, The Framework, both of policy and work, embodies two concepts:
a. "From all the world , . . ( in)to all the world ." To use Korea as

an illustration, the best thing that can happen is for expatriate rdssionary
co-workers coming to Korea to come from all areas of the world (bringing
the warmth of how the Gospel permeates their culture), and then continue to

expect Korea to be sending out its best missionary co-workers all over the
world. This is a flow movement. Two areas should be stressed on the in-
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coming group: first, they cone on Koreans invitation; second, their con-
stituency shoulG stress "Asian-ness" and '^Black-ness.

b. Transnational, This concept stresses the ability to bridge two
or more nations in your understanding of life. It also means the word
"international" and even "national" are dead words for the space age when
we see this earth as one planet. This enlarged understanding of a growing
world culture is as old as John - - "God so loved the world . . ."
To oyerstress nation, whether as a missionary co-worker, or as a nation-
al, is to invert the Christian motif, "life for others." Transnational is

word for an ecclesiastical teri>i. Ecumenical Mission, \^fhich is the
Mission of the whole Chruch to all men in the entire world,"

This framework emphasizes a much needed modus operandi: function first,
form later; but always in mission together in every continent. It is the
function of all the Chruch to become partners in ecumenical mission.

3. A "_dream" beyond today. I am convinced that good planning for the next
phase of partnership demnds not only an appraisal of the present methods
in use in this day in mission, but also a preview of what may be in store
for the inid-70^s and early 60 *s,

I basically feel there are strong merits in the new partnership plan of the
Presbyterian Chruch of Korea (where three overseas Churches are partners in
mission;. I am becoming aware that perhaps in a few years we need to be
more broadly related to the whole Chruch in Korea, the idea of what might
be called "the fifth era" in Korea, The four ecumenical eras to date have
been called:

The Mission Era
The Chruch-Itlssion Cooperation Era
The Integration Era
The Partnership Era

.

I have not found a good caption to give to a future era for the mid 70 »s,
but for now I'd call it either: "From all the world , , . (in)to all the
world - The Korea Team," _or "Mission on Six Continents - The Korea Team."
I visualize this as a much smaller number of missionary co-workers, con-
sisting first of a group staying at least ten years, v^o know the language

work quite similarly to the present partnership set up
j^thin the mainstream of Presbyterianism. These people would be - to use
baseball language - the manager and the coaches. Then the rest of the team
would be specialists on shorter contracts asked by educational institutions,
the Korean government, ecumenical agencies, other denominations, and per-
haps partially or totally paid by Korea.

It might well include specialists by then on Roman Catholic and Protestant
relations, I think the posture of our Program Agency, United Presbyterian
Chruch in the U.S.A,, is such that we must not allow ourselves to get into
any strait jacket in any nation, and I beliove we are ready to venture in
some brand new pioneering ventures.
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I would also hope that personnel who know both Korea and Japan might play
a role on this Korea team to develop better understanding between these two
nations and churches. By then, dialogue and multilogue with Red China and
North Korea should be operational.

The "dream" can become reality if the Church is sensitive to total non-
selfish mission opportunities and challenges, and makes sure each expatri-
ate has a job description accurate and meaningful for his gifts. Many of
the new breed of missionary co-workers may well be part of a team ministry
including specialists from many disciplines, thus permitting a deeper sweep
of the Spirit in this pluralistic day,

4. The focus of Scriptural motivation. All policy and all work of the
Church in mission focuses on the Scriptures, For the phrase, From All the
World , , . ( in)to All the World , the Bible says:

"Now there were dwelling in Jerusalem , , , devout men from
every nation," (Acts 2:5)

"You shall receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon
you; and you shall be my witnesses in Jerusalem and in all
Judea and Samaria and to the end of the earth, (Acts 1:8)

In boedience to Christ we labor together to bring His Gosoel to the whole
world by activating the Church in all six continents to participate as a
sending-receiving agency of God^s reconcilation in Christ Jesus,

Stanton R. Wilson
Representative in Korea
United Presbyterian Church in the U,S,A.
CentU P.O, Box 1125
Seoul, Korea 100

Some basic references

From the World-Wide Church
Beaver, R, Pierce, ed., The Gospel and Frontier Peoples , a report of

a consultation December 1972, Williara Carey Library, South Pasadena, 1973.

From the Third World
Wong, Peter, ed., Missions From the Third World , a World Survey of

Non-Western Missions in Asia, Africa and Latin America, Church Gri^wth

Study Center, Singapore, 1973.

From Korea
Mutual Agreement , between The Presbyterian Church of Korea, the

Austrlian Presbyterian Church, The Ph^esbyterian Church in the United States,

and the United Presbyterian Church in the U.3,A,, Seoul., April 27> 1973.



OBSERVATIONS BY THE GENERAL DIRECTOR
OF THE EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE MISSION

KLEF does in many ways come close to representing what TEAM would want
in churches it would bring into being. It is:

A. Fundamental in doctrine
B. Fremillenial
C. Immersionist
D. Evangelistic
E. Concerned about discipling
P. Church centered
G. Alert to spiritual dangers
H. Gifted with vision and leadership
I. Self-sunnorting
J. Self-Propagating
K. Self-governing

KLEP is in closer agreement with TEAM doctrinally, in its vision and in
its spiritual standards than most other churches in Korea.

It represents a strong reactionary movement and as is generally true
where reaction exists, it can go to the extremes in its reaction. It
does react against:

A. Shallow evangelism and teaching
B. Confusion of Gospel terminology which weakens understanding

of the message.
C. The dependence on church membership, good works, law observance,

etc., for salvation.
D. Infant baptism
E. Elevation of the clergy
F. Strong teaching on predestination
G. Undue emphasis on finances
II, Receiving foreign support

KLEF*s experience is similar to that of other spiritual awakenings where
cold, orthodox, nominal Christian churches exist. This was the experience
of zinzindorf, Finney, Moody, Franson and others. There were in some
instances methods which were effective, never-the-less

,
stirred up strong

reaction - (witness Moody's and Franson's open invitations to receive
Christ and "after meetings" which were held).

KLEF leaders believe whole-heartedly that they are doing a necessary
work for God, They admit errors of judgment and performance. They
believe Korea needs to be confronted with a Gospel of salvation by grace
apart from works. Their reactions against some good things which church
people are doing such as tithing, praying, observing the ten commandments
is a reaction on a dependence on these works for salvation.

Believing in their work as they do, KLEF looks at TEAM as having the
potential to further their spiritual movement through radio as at present
and potentially through the other ministries. They express surprise that

TEAM would seem to be aiding groups that do not have a clear salvation
messajre and thus distort the Gospel.

Dr, mortinson
August, 1973
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T»w y»*rs •KO, wh«n WTielng By Hlatory of th« Chareh la loi^ to bring It

op to <Ut* *ft*r ton y»ars, I >u»d sovoral Intorvlowa vlth Rov. lo* KvoiwChan,

thon bond of tho Doportmnt of Bvangollw of tho Oonorol Assonbljr of tho

Pro.bytorlan Church in Ko*o.. Since thon, he hes officially retired, but

la etlU as acUrely engaged in this work as evor, holding fortti from a desk

at the HIJCI Christian radio station. So 1 vient to Interview hi* again. He

told «i he had a list of soise 45 different aspects of evangelisu to Ulk about.

Sons were repetitions of what ho had given ne before, sons were new. All of

them were Interesting. Here Is the gist of the conversation. (So see his^

80nBtlBM«

1. gwangellsn in the arwed forces. This is the greatest evangeUstlo opening,

at the present Ume, (See Korea Calling FOb, May and July 1972) In I960, those

In the armed foroes caUlng themselves Christians were 6,^; In 1972, this had

risen to 10,251, Today, It is more than 30^ and It Is hoped that this will go

up to 505( by 1975 *«d to 1005( by 1980.

The reasons for this are as foUowsi First, the conviction of the top army

commander that the most effective means of combatting Connunis* Is tho BirlsUan

(Sospel. More than a political system, Comunlsm Is a system of Ideas, a sort

of enthusiastic anti-reUglon. The only system of id«as which Is able to compete

with the fanaticism of Communism is the cairlstlan faith.

Second, tho President of Korea has said on several occasions that what we need

Is new men. This cannot be acoo ipUshed by legal flat, only by changing the

attitudes by which rasn live*

with such Ideas in mind, we begin with the army. If the top officers attend

services, the lower officers wlU follow an* the men In the ranks will do likewise^.

The past two years, there have been frequesnt reports of mass baptismal servloes

In different places, running from one hundred or less up to over three thousand In

a single aervloe. The question Is frequently asksdi Are those men really
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oonv«rt»d Chrl8tl«nsT Or is It a sort of aass hystsrla or a fiat ordor to

baptiss so many msnt rsgardlaasT Such things havs happanod bsfors in ths

history of ttoi Christian Churclu Whsn thsss mass baptisms happsn» not ones or

twios, but month aftor month and in a varisty of plaosa, can thsy possibly bs

rsal? What kind of personal preparation went into getting them ready for

thsss affairs? If rushed through in large numbers, isn’t it probable that

will likewise defect in equally l*rge numbers? In that case, what have

you leally aooonplished? What possible meaning is there in all this?

Thsse axe souid questions, but the fears are oveivdone, fortunately,

Tbstamsnts have been secured 1 nnumbere that make it possible to give one to each

man who wanta one, A Bible oorrespordenoe couirse has been used with the men, and

only after a man has oompleted this study is he considered eligible for

baptism. The chaplains talk personally with each man before encouraging him

to cone for baptism. It would appear that every effort is made to make sure

that the nsn know what thsy are doing.

When Dr, Han Kyung-Chlk and Mr, lee have preached to the msn at the

Monsan and ot^r induction centers, the largs response on the part of the man

has been emaslng. The numbers are not in tens or hundreds, but over s thousand

at a single nmeting. And not one single time, but over and over again,

yurtherraoxe, it is well to bear in ndnd that a new gro»xp of Inductees cones

in every six weeks. The possibilities are tremendous; the opportunity

challenging, Kvery young nan who Is not sick or erlppled is liable to

this servioe,

going to the othsr end of the military aervica, \m oone to the Hons

Reserves, the army alui^ who oontlnus their periodic training after completing

their formal military servioe. Whet about tham? Wils is ths latest area of

outreaoh, A apecAal ooramlttee has been organised, with Dr, George L,Paik as

chairman awi Dr, Han Kyuig-Chlk as active head, to enlist chaplains to work

with tl^as reserves. These reserve chaplains are called "hyong-mok**, as

against ths "kwvnok" chaplains who have been working with the men In active



8«rvlo» Blno* 1950, Th*r« ar* about 380 of thaao lattap, but 500 apa naadad.

Local ohurchas apa being urged to help with the follow.iq> on the

pasapras, to consarwa the pesulta of what the ragulap chaplains have bean doing,

2. StiKiant avaneaUsn Maxt after the mnf. In the araad foroas, the nost fruitful

and aost urgent area for avangella* la aaong the students of the nation, free

Junior high school 19 through ooUega, 'Hiesa are the boys who will piasantly

Into the anav. If they can be led to Christ before going Into liorvloe.

Many of us ape Involved In work with snao-x groups ox o<.uuanba, «« w—.-,

but we often forget Just how large this field really Is, If half the nation

Is under twenty years of age, then half of that half are within the aga.group

here being discussed, Bible study groups on nuaerous campuses and In aany

horns are doing basic xbc work for Christ, but more remains to be done,

|3, Industrial evangelise The ^pulatlon of Seoul grew froa 1,75 million In

1959 to 6,1 million in 1973, Quadri^plodJ Mot all of those are working in

factories, but It was the posslbiUty of factory Jobs which brought a great

any of these people to the city. Other citiee have grown propoBtlonately,

Some of t» factories are large, some are quite smaU. Some are

well-run, many are very poorly run. Some ownere have a real ChrleUan coneem

for thalr employees, many are concerned mainly for their owi profits. In this

situatlwi, the only group with a message to meet the needs of the day Is the

Jesus Christ regarded every man vtun he met as a person, a

potential child of God, one who, through salvation In Christ, could booome a

channel through whom the Holy Spirit oould work to transfoxie the society around

us. If Industrial Korea is to avoid the evils of Industrial society in other

lands. It le the Chrtstlan Church which must learn to speak and to act for

I.-.,. It-— 4. «i,n Is ofton leallzod, bttt It Is a new area of

Christian Church,
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^ >nral •V4ngells«> This is « traditional area of Christian vitnsss. With

tha **Sao Ma-al** (Now v\llago) MoToment aponaorad by tha i^onmAt gorarnnint

to iaprora rural Ufa, the Churoh oan nox4c vith this to make it raora than oara

phT^lc’al and matarlal iwprovament. Tha local ohurch should lead in avarything of

valua along this llna. Baking it clear that thay ara doing it for Jasus* sake.

It was Jesus of whom it was said that "ha want around doing good."

Tha ralation of tha stnall rural ohurdh to tha big city ohurchas as a souroa

of supply for new manbers is not of^an raalisad* A substantial proportion of

thosa in «jJiy city church originally came from the country. Further* it is

usually tha brightest* most promising of tha young people in a rural churoh

who move off to tha city. It is important that the rural churoh rensmber its

responsibility for these who are moving to the oity. Until thay have

aatablishad thamsalves in sotae oity churoh* as many of them do* thay are still

tha pastoral ras^nsibility of tha rural Bkarah hone churoh«

As soon as it is know that young Mr. Kin is moving to the city* tha pastor

should get his address and keep in touch with him as ha novas. People from

tha village church to to tha city to shop or to visit every few days or weeks.

Thay should make it a point to visit their reoant neighbor while In town* If

Mr. Kin gets a Job in a factory* the name of the factory should be sent to

tha Industrial evangelism worker. The latter will than gat in touch with a

Christian worker in the sane factory* for there are Christiana in nearly every

factory* urging hin to look up tha young man* talk with hln and taka him to

ohuroh with him. Tha name should be given to tha pastor of tha churoh* who

is than ^Irged to call on tha young man and tie him into tha life of tha

congregation.

litan tha industrial avangalisn worker should talk with Mr. KIju While

he was in the rural ohuroh* he probably tithed. Now ha has a Job* he my

be ui^gad to continue his tithing* giving half to his new oity church add

sending half to his rural hone ohurch* the^by helping the little village churoh.

5» tjoepital evan5?eli8m This will imnediate^ bring to the reader's mind a
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picture of Oirlstian hospitals Ilka Ssveranoa op ths QionJu» Kwangjt^ Xaagu or

^usan hAspltals, All of those have mn and vonsn eTangalists on their staffs^

to talk with the patients Individually, call In the hoass, have services <M.th

the hospital staff and so on. These we tend to take for granted.

There are, however, many other hospitals, ranging fro« the large Seoul

national ttilverelty hospital and the Red Cross Kospltal in Seoul down to many

very small hospitals, Thsse have no direct oonneotlon with the Christian

Church, but there are Christians among their staff doctors and nurses and the

management, even though not actually Christian, tend^ welcome this sort of
I

work. They cannot offer a salary, but If a local church harviles tbs financial

angle, they will be glad to allow visiting work to be dono with tnelr

patients and staff.

6. gvyigellam of the Police This Is on a volunteer basis, but there are some

450 ohaolalns who are working full or ^rt-tlrae with the staff (and families

of staff) of police stations. They usually hold two or three short services

weekly. They are often asked to speak at the staff meetings at the polloe

ttatlons, local police are the most visible representatives of the

rovernstn and It is Important that they should know what the Church stands are

and should be given a dianoe to accept the Christian Gospel for thenselves and

for their families.

?• Prison evang^elism Out of the thirteen major prisons and reformatories,

there are prison chaplains In nine of these Institutions. Hore would be

accepted If available. Some of the prisoners are In for long but

most of them are In for only a year or so. This means a constant tunwover.

It Is Important that these men (and woman) be led to Christ, else they are

likely to run afoul of the law soon after getting out and will be back In

prison again. There Is also j^lp to be given, for Jhsus* sake, to help them

in their adjustment back Into soole^, finding them Jobs and getting them

accepted, and helping thsm to lead a new life, with the Lord*s help.

8. Orban evang^ellsm This is not the same as Industrial evangelism. This is
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«nd rehabilitation* The work of the House of 3rmoa anf that at ths/Saool

railway station shcul'i bo bsttor known* Similar work is carried on In other

places. Prevention is mainly in rnaetlng trains oonlng into the city and offering

to help yoking girls who have oom to find work and are va^ue about where to go.

Many of these are beguiled into a life they never bargained for and are

afterwards helped by Christian counselors. The rohabilltatlon work beings to

bear on a tragic situation the only power which can set a young wonan free fron

this life—the [xr.'Wr/lof Chi^st* Many have boon helped to a nsw» clean life*

13*Woricingw<ten*s Boarding Houses There are 13 of these in Seoul and sone In

other cities. These are daces where a laboring man can get a place to sleep

for 50 won a night, Christian work Is being carried on in these places,

14, Tea-room evanipelisB This Is not the sane thing as a "ooffee house ministry**!

which is another effOotlve form of witness* In this partioular case! a city

church arranges with a tea-room for the loan of the place on Sunday morning

at 11 A,M* Church members axo urged to Invite their friends to cone there

with them for a cup of tea. The owner is delighted gs to be able to sail

some 50 or 60 oufjis of tea at 9 tine of day when ho would ordinarily not have much

business. The Chidetlans and their friends cone together here and order their tea

and thejisonversation turns to spiritual things* After a bit, they^/fJ"* tell

their fYiends that they are going to have a little song service and invite

then to Met join them , There is a ten.nlnuto sermon Included in the program#

Leter, llteratuse Is distributed before drifting away or going on to their

regular e'loroh ser*/iees.

15*1|^. Barber and Bsauty-shop Vbrkers This is called •oh*lnwt*a chundo"

dsaestten evangelism)* The point is that a worker is trained in barberlng

and **inaertede into a barbejvshopi ^ihere he talks with the customers about the

Gospel—where do you live, is tho'v* any church near jrou* do your children go

to lt,ete* Young wmen are also trained as beaut^y-shop workers and

••Inoerted" into a beauty shop, where they talk with their clients about Christ*

In a friendless oity, this personal interest makes an impression and word
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begins to get sroond that in suolwanil^uoh a barber sh*p or beauty shop, they

are really Interested In you as a person, and tbe mwber of eustowrs begins to

pick tq>»vhlch makes the boss happy.

17. Now shifting to method in evargeUsn. There is hoie> eisitatlan. Chrlstisns

are urged to call in each home in their neighborhood and to inelte peoole to

« woricer in a factory. Get him a Job there and then start him

witnessing to those who work alongside of hia in the factory. They do not start

by preeching but by showing themselves friendly. UUr, they can tell then about

the things that makes life happy for then and then Invite them to go to ehuroh

with thsm.

19. counseling C^ou^seling centers have been started in different plaoes. Biere

are many who need such help and the love of Christ is the best solutlo- tor

their probUms.

20, cming Churches have bMn used to a semi-annual **lal-aljiubani^ (great

calling) when they make a concentrated visjtation of every hotas related to the

congregation. In addlt5on to thiSy calling should be done when any problem

grlses by the chtiroh offloere, not only by ths pastor. By this te^ans, people

will cone to see that the church cares about them and will be attracted to the Gospel.

evanpellsm Talking with people ona-by-one about tUa Goso*^l and their

own need of salvation.

meetings For big meetings like the Graham meetings* one member can

take specific responsibility for two or three new people* to call and talk

with then.

^becial meetings aiqed at the Intelliiiensia. Those often begin with lectures

on general eobjeots and sieve on to the Oo.ipel.

P>U.pit evange l ism It should not be forgotten that every eeraon should have

eonethlny in It to challenge a new person who may be pi^^nt to aooept Christ*

"M^bang cfaundc**^llterallv wandering the roads. Talking with tjeople one

meets* perhaps distributing tracts.
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26. gangeUan i,, Parica «d other pUoea when, people «e loafing and hav e tl«e

to glw to anything that can catch thelr^intareat. It is not only the ancient

Athsnlane who are IntorBstod in hearing about "soiw now thing,"

27. Qroup evy^liaa, especially in colleges, Blole study pv,aps, Bible

classes. Small-group evangeUsa :«uld ooae in here, inhere people are in sited

to attend groups meoting in hones,

Mtrsture evarf^elleia Dae of loan libraries of Christian books| use of

Christian bocks, aagaz’y\««f tracts, etc ,

^^board evanBcUsm. Along the highways, blUboaids are apfrarlng,

adeertlslng gae companies, plywood, banka, etc. There la no reason idiy

this could not be aade a medium for evangellam, dbing it with a sorse of

Scripture attractively presented. It should be brief and repeated for

ouBiiUtlTo effecU

30. ^lo evan^ell^ both through the Christian radio stations, HLKX and the

Christian radio network of HUT, but also on oo.iwir<slal stations,

{jas^eo'^^’Punlc^tions Ose of a speaker on a trunk, or a mobile unit going

around from one market-place to another,

32. Audio-visual Dse of Christian films, sUdee, flanneUboard meseapes,

and tha uao of Christian draaia,

33. Modsm stria avangellara erd follcv,ap

l*Who to pray for? See^ spsolfio guidance in prayer as to ^;ho to witness to.

Not soaieone fJci± far off; begin vrlbh ths family^, neighbors, your place of

work, friends. Think In terns of loading one person to Christ this year,

2, 3y service and by love make friends with that person for Christ. If \w

is poor, holp hia with food or clothing, Avoid any appearance of using

the person In any selfish way,

3, Don't start out ^ with any nention of going to church, until hs "ontletos

It, When he wants to go to chudeh, take hln with you,

4, For six aontlu, take the responsibility for guldanoe. Call on hl« arvl

take hin to church with you. Hits will dte you a chance to talk Tflth
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hi. .bout th. Gosp.1 oong th. way.

*xpl.iii to hi. how to worship—this Is .11 ««« t k.IS .11 ftBw to hiiwand wh.t th.
Goap«l ie.

H..w ^
p.„,„

In tta ooara. of ,1, ^
Inoinlno. « th. .„0 of thl. ti„. ho .hooM h. „.d, to h.„ th.
p..ton hi, ^ ^ o.tooho.„h

«. -.n hi. folth 1. fiioh t,™ hi. 0..0 to th. ohoooh I.,«o„.

Ch«..l» U„. ohorthf ch«,t&„ io„ ,„

^ W. .«-« TnoithH .U ,..^„ 1. ^
only th. offlolal church workar. Ood's call js t

_
**. ood s oaU i, to .very Christian, not to th.

P. «,H»™onIf. P..tnn -hooll tr.m «». to .4t»,. .hi J3"th.. Ih
.t^^It. . loo.h.rt.0 oh».h. .hooM to . hhonoh of fc ..It„o.„.. „

th. p„,„t h., on thno. omion <»«.«», «I thl., o.oh ot.
th. ...hit, h. t—,rf,o,. 1.

36, OiyftoM>n^ wltfwsa

O If. IfeSU-^ (H™.oI hoion.,, I..0. ,„. ih.t th,™ I. o™. on. .1™,,
r on. 9h-.p that ifas fo-md.on. coin, on. son. Work for orw, not for

niinlwrs.

‘f !». aiSinaiins Ih, f,,h.n„„

v.luabl. fi.h ^ ^ .tt^nte,

9r39. Ilcafccsl^ (. «^ir used fo, fi,hi„™) acm to cat
H..P.1. . f,,h.™„ 0t„toh4 . »ln „no,o «. ,t™„ to to., th. n.h
In." S.tt,n.

,ooo..,u.h thl./.

(f «.’%SnJata_.^ „ >.. lohi not. ....tohn, h.h.o„ t.. ho.t.
fff.- .1.0, to po„ „ th. floh fno, ,.n ^
hf th. 0, Of .„„i.i ^ f,™, h,„™ ,0 h„.^.

•



"Saildcyan At night. "L fl«her«n so^tlna. put a light boat
to attract the fieh. They -Iso carry torche. on the b*at for the sa» purpoae.
m .vangellam. t:^e can be the oae of . f.^ous n»* to attract people to cone.
In Japan, the oee of Dr. Han Kyun>Chlk.» na«e to attract ,r>.oplo to a neetlng.

42. IjLl*ona-?lJi in the country, a double r«t Is used to lead the fish in until
they cannot get out. Our >rpblec is to lead people on to a definite dodslon
30 that they don*t drop out later,

Proble-sai how to get than to caws in

how to make then stay, once they qiw in

how to glee them a reall.7 Interesting church life, not boring.

Pind out what akllla th" new person has and out then to uo^
v

If an electrician, aek hln to talcs charge of the church electric system.

Then annot-noe tt,,t he is serying the church In this w»y and also nentlen

that those who need sneh help nay gat h5n to help them, also.

43. Sgê ia ae.iyiee_for berbew One paetor holds a special Thursday sorvlo.

for the barbers In the shurch are*. Us talks first with the heads of ths

local bafbsr»8 association and gets their friendship. Then on the barbers'

day off, there Is a special eerriee for'fc' to which many of the barbers come.
‘
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A^T A3TI0^ R3?0RT
FOR

THE Y/ORLO 0!'^ Sj.L^UTTO:-T

AT Bi'HKOK (Dec. 29-Jan. 8, 1973)

t>y

Ohul-Ha "an

Dean of the graduate 3chool, Presbyterian Theological
Seninary, Seoul, Korea

In the instruction sheet of Tr%-'72/lO for "Action Reports

at Bangkok", an action report is defined as follcr-v;

AGTIO^I-R'SPORTd ..Rl ^TTS^’^PTS RV GHRJSTI.NS invOL’rgD T'T , STTUATIO",

TO SKPL-iT J .O'^SD T'J P.iR"’TG‘TUR bV:'3, ViT-^ .T H.iVS

DO'^3 Pn L3 i.RNT PW-SSS.

Again, in the Conference Brochure the relevant sentence to this report

reads as follov/s

OME :iCTT0-I-RiP0RT MA^ PRESE’JT PROFILE 'OF *'I .'iSlA^J CRTJrdh

’Tfr<:RE ’'KF'TBRTC-IL ORaVTH IS CLSvRLF OBSERVABLE, (p. 31)

In order to meet these requirements I have decided to reflect on how

and 'diy T have participated in founding of three congregations. I

have chosen these cases because they examplify pretty well the charac-

teristics of the Korean Church and seem to show us a future direction

of our mission.

1). DID I uCT IV TPAT ?-i.RTICDLi.R 7/hy did I start

those Chur Ches7“Thi^unl^ 3an"^Turch was slarFe^ d.iring my refugee

life in Pusan during the Korean Vifar . The Yung i*rri Church was founded

right after my return to Seoul from refugee life# It is now a comm-

unitv of 600. The Sang Do Je-Il Church began after my return from

five years' study in the Unified Staues. ''"t is no”r also a community

of 600. This third one came simply from i.r/ habit of starting a ne"J

church, when I have no chi\rch to preach on Sundays. In starting the

first one, I had two reasons.

First, there was no church where I was living as a refugee

for one and half ye^rs. I was overwhelmed with fear that should the

people in the valley die without hearing the good ne'/rs I would be

held responsible for it. Certainly the blame should be one me a

Christian who failed to preach to people who have never heard.

Secondly, T dreamed a dream, of people there leading a

peaceful life around a church. This mav refl'^ct rry longing for

peace during war time. To ny thinking, however, the focus of

peoples* lives should be around the church and their Sunday worship.



Thirdly, to m3 as to Paul at Corinth {lots 18?10), cams

Gods word, '*! have much people in this city" (.icus 18:10). Tnen-

ever I started a chvirch T had these visions,

2)

, vriiT GTO I CO? I fir 3b persuaded a fe’v friends that

we should startT'chTrchT “7e all brought our families and started

Sunday v/orship service in one of our houses, then in a r:;nted room,

then in a temporary building, and so on, .i.t the same time vs started

a children's Sunday School,

3)

. TOiT T LSlRMT I'I iiccass, grace wis

experienced by all"the congregation. Tf they were well-to-do, they

enjoyed t! e fellov/ship and friendships of church life. If they were

poor and in trouble, they were comforted and encouraged and helped

by their feller^/ believers. The congregations also looked beyond them-

selves to develope benevolent activities for the needy people outside

the church.

li). TG^OLOGTCiL

yirst, Religious Presuppositions: Korean Christians beli-

eve that they are chosen by the grace of^ God to be saved from the

world and cleansed by the Blood for pure lives, to glorify God and

to serve in the world. Therafore they live in eschatological hope

and dedicate their lives to God's works.

Second, National Political Presuppositions ;

i), from the introduction of Protestant Christianity

into Korea until the end of the horld Vfar II, Christians constituted

the major force for national modernization and liberation, .t pul-

pits the well-being of the ’^/estern people vras takan as illustration

of the benefits of Cliristianity.

ii) . After the division of the country and the comm-

unists* occupation, of the 'lorth, the Cburch was staunchly anti—comii-

unist throughout the iyung-IIan Rhee regime, because the major portion

of Christians consisted of h'orth Korean refugees.

iii) . Since Park Chung-Boe's militarv coup, the

Church has stood for democracy cause. In this nation Christian peo-

ple will be the liberating force froia all kinds of dictatorship and

bureaucracy.

iv). Since the time of the Student Revolution in

i960, the people have experienced rapid social change, and sociolo-

gical consciousness has gradually developed also in Christian think-

ing, The Christian Acadmy has taken a a important role in introducing

sociological problems into the thinking of Christian as well as of

non-Christian j.ntel3.ectuals •
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Community Meraborship of tho Prosbytarian church of .Torca
(After the division of the tv;o nejor bodies)

1957 1957 1972

550,555
divided
in I959

Tor.^ Hap

5^5 ; 125
liao Tong

525,901

Tong Hap
Tong Hap
376,216
Han Tong

5>0,870
Total 550. »55 1 , 069 , 02 '-;

( Tabic 1 )

Sunday Worship Service attendance and number of Uaptiam

Church

Year
1954 1955 1956 195^ 1955 1957

Yung Am

church
attc^daSce 7 120 155 125 150

adult 5 7 ih 1 >
15 5

children 5 2 2 1

Church
Year

61 62 65 6k ^5 66 67 63 69 70 71 72

Yuns Am attendance 150 lAo 225 250 269 245 540 $5,6 540 540 ,540

church adudt 2? 10 11 18 8 21 25 12 Z6 27

children 6 1 6 6 6 4 5 7 5
7
1

4

Sang Do
Church

( Started
i960)

attendance 60 67 191 221 257 235 220 227 "250

adult 5
c; 3 17 16 14 19 18 21 3 15 25

children 5 2 4 7 h j' 12 4

Doncj Ao attendance 117 210 2‘:'0 520 liOO 400 400 5^1

(Tp.’-'
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coram^m aio co'iMUNicy^^ of t:-je ?.i3j3YTraa^
OF KCKEA (includoa tho Korean J*r*sbyery of I'ancburia)



Pohang Iron & Steel Co.

Ltd., to he dedicated in

July 1973, will be capable

of produeing annually

030, 000 tons. Its produc-

tion capacity will be increas- I

ed to 2,600,000 tons in

1976, when the current

expansion project is com

pleted. The iron-steel mill

will have 10 plants by 19
j

81, The mill has a paid-
\

in capital of 115, 800 mil-
j

lion toon.
I

President: Park Tae joon I
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Basic Dota about Korea

Population

Total: 4S.465.S54

The Republic of Korea:31.465, 654
Aroo

Total : 220. 84^km*%The/
about (he sam« as It

'

The Republic of Knro|ijo. 477km*
londtiMt

Korea^* (TheJ24 letter Korean
phonctteclpbtb^alled Hangul)
Ecenutty

The Korein industri is in the pro-
cess of transforauHon into the

heavy comical induslry.The agri-

culture. forestry andj/ishery indu-

stry employs SO^Jybf workforce;

niini(»(jsM^*ifinufhcturing,l4, 2%;
social overhead capital and other

servi(;jj) 35. 1%,
Ciiiat

Seoul(capital). 5.850,925

Pusan. 1.943.958



News Highlights of Korea

Annual Presidential Break
fast Prayer

Some 500 celebrities gathered at the

plush Chosun Hotel on the morning

of May 1 and had the sixth annual

presidential breakfast prayer. Presi-

dent Park Chung Hee was among the

attendants. Rev. Kang Shin-myong of

the Saemunhan Presbyterian Church

prayed that the gathering be a moment

of receiving God's blessing for leaders

of Korea.

The Reverend offered a prayer for the

Chief Executive and other state lead-

President Pork (second from right) ottends

the onnuol presidential prayer breakfosl.

ers that they will be endowed with

“wisdom, ability and courage in leading

the people, protecting the national

sovereignty and fostering international

friendship.” Several others joined the

Reverend in prayer for the President.

Costa Rican President Jose Figueres

and 17 other foreign leaders sent the

special messages to the breakfast pray-

er. The annual event was officiated

at by Rep. Yun In-shik of the ruling

Democratic Republican Party. A cho-

ir of the Soodo Women’s Teachers

College sang at the presidential pray-

er.

Billy Graham Conducts Crusade in Korea

The American evangel-

ist. Billy Graham con-

ducted a “Crusade” in

Seoul from May 30 to

June 3, Appearing be-

fore what he called the

largest crowd ever as-

sembled by a preacher

anywhere in the world,

Graham told half a mil-

lion persons to “give

your lives to Christ. ’’The Billy Graham Crusade Committee, headed

by Dr. Han Kyong-jik (former pastor of the Yongnak Presbyterian

Church), has made preparations for Graham’s five-day stint in

Seoul. The Crusade Committee sponsored similar convention in

Pusan and other major cities in Korea.

Billy Graham addresses a huga crowd al

Seoul's Yoldo Plazo,

In Seoul. Graham drew some 1, 100,000 persons on the last day

service. It was by far the largest audience Graham has ever

preached to, more than double the 200, 000 he drew in Rio de

Janeiro several years ago. Flanked by a 6. 000-voice choir and
aided by the inspiring translation of Rev. Billy Kim, Graham’s
message was essentially the same as he’s given throughout his

26-year career as an evangelist.

National Progress Since 1961 Revolution

From the economic standpoint, the 1961 Revolution was a start-

ing point for development of the national economy. While

pushing the two five-year plans, the national economy achieved

an annual growth rate of 9. 9 per cent and the gross national

product jumped 250 per cent in the 1960s.

In a nutshell, the Korean economy made great strides in the

basic industry, expansion of social overhead, drastic increase

in export and breaking ground for agricultural development. On

the backdrop of this achievement, Korea aims at achieving per

capita income of $1,000. increasing the annual export to $10

billion and building heavy chemical industries by early 1980s.

The national economy expanded at an annual rate of 9. 9 per

cent throughout the last decade, tripling per capita industrial

production and boosting commodity exports fortyfold since 1962,

The economic growth rate is twice the annual average of 4, 8

per cent achieved by the developing countries throughout the

same period in which Korea’s economic performance also doubled

the growth goal of five per cent for the developing countries

set by the United Nations for the ‘^Development Decade.”

* ir ^

Per Capita GNP

Unit

S

1961

95

1972

302

Industrial Structure % 100.0 100.0

Agriculture, Forestry % 40.2 28.7

Manufacturing & Mining % 15.2 24.3

Social Overhead & Others % 44.6 47.0

Export S 1 million 40.9 1,644.8

Schools Number 6.458 9, 146

Expressway km 655

Iron & Steel Products 1,000 tons 86.9 1.807.

1

Electricity hOOOkw 367 3.871

Coal 1,000 tons 5,884 12.403

Oil 1.000 kl 770 13. 655

Pilgrimage to Nat’l Treasure (No.l4)

Built in the early Yi Dynasty period,

the Yongsan Hall is part of the structures

in Unhaesa Temple in Yongchon-kun.

Kyongsang Namdo. The hall is constructed

on the stone foundation and its architec-

tural technique leads one to presume

that the structure was built much earlier. Yongson-jon

Distinguished Koreans Abroad

Dr. Son Song-won, a professor at Slippery Rock State College, has

been appointed as an adviser to the President’s Economic Council

of the United States. Dr. Son, 28. studied at the Florida State

University and the Graduate School of Wayne University.

fr -ir

Kim Yong-gi, 46, won the gold award at

the French painting exhibition, “Le Salon,”

held in Paris recently. The exhibition was

held as part of commemorative programs for

the 300th anniversary of “Le Salon.” Kim. a

staff at the Korea Trade Promotion Corpora-

tion branch office in Paris, has been drawing

painting during his off-duty hours.

Tenor Paeng Ja-yu has signed a contract with the Canadian

National Opera. Paeng is the first Asian to become the regular

member of the Canadian Opera. He was one of the three new

faces selected from among 82 aspirants.

Kim Yong-gi

Korea wins Top in Asian Goodwill Games

Grand Children’s Park Opens on May 5

Millions of children

were entertained on the

51st Children’s Day,

May 5. In Seoul, the

muliimillion won Grand

Children's Park was op

ened in acolorful cerem-

ony which was attended

by 10, 000 children incl-

uding foreign pupils and

the first family. Presi

dent Park Chung Hee opening o( the Grand Children'* Pork,

said that the children arc hope and master of tomorrow nndcncourag-
ed them to become healthy and good citizens. The children’s
park was constructed al a cost of 1, 100 million won.
Elsewhere in the country, schools and social organizations spon-
sored similar commemorative ceremonies for children.

Visitors From Abroad

Roberto Martinez, Honduras ambassador to the

United Nations, visited President Park Chung
Hee on April 24.

New Book in English Pf«*id»nt park
® r«c*iv*» Martin*z.

FOLK TALES FROM KOREA by Zong In sob. Published by

Hollym Corporation. Seoul. $5.50.

New Chairman

Kim Kyung-rae, managing editor of the Kyunghyang Daily News

and a ‘founder of the Korea Social Communication Research

Institute, was elected as Chairman of this Institute on May 25.

From May 11 to May 13, athletes from 10 Asian countries

competed in the first goodwill games in Seoul Stadium. Host

Korea captured top honors followed by the Japanese and the

Republic of China teams.

—Whole Truth, Nothing but the Truth—

Yi Bong-su, 45, is the man who is proud of being the 40th

generation of his family who settled in Jinkwan-ri, Kyong-

gi do, 1,000 years ago. During this period, his ancestors

never left the village and lived in the farmland which now
attracts the eyes of real estate speculators. Yi claims he is

in possession of various rare documents including family

history.

Yi estimates his house was built 200 years ago and most

of family utensils are of cultural significance. As an

Oriental gesture of paying homage to ancestors, Yi feels it

is imperative for him to live with the earth on which

his ancestors lived. Every ounce of soil is printed with the

ancestors’ feet, Yi believes.

So he is determined to preserve the 200-year-old house and

the land.

Today’s Korea

When my father came to Seoul in 1890. it

was a sleepy town of 150,000 people. Today,

with six million, it is one of the ten largest

cities in the world, with all the problems of

a metropolis, but friendly and beautiful in

its circle of mountains.

1 was born, however, in Pyongyang in what

is now north Korea. That city has changed too. Then it was

called the city of churches. Today it is communist, without a

single church left.

I do not believe this country will remain divided. There is

only one Korea. Old enmities must die and new understandings

emerge with freedom and justice and friendship for all. This

is the change Korea needs most today. It cannot be unilateral:

it must be global. Which is why Korea needs friends like you

around the world.

Samuel Hugh Moffett

Associate President

Presbyterian Theological Seminary



Int’l Seminar on Tropical Medicine

Tropical medicine experts from 18 countries took up public

health problems at a seminar sponsored by the Yonsei University

and the Southeast Asian Tropical Medicine-Public Health Commis-

sion. The seven-day seminar was attended by 57 experts.

Seminar Takes Up Nixon Doctrine

Prof. Harold Hinton of Georgia University and Prof. Eugene V.

Rostow of Yale University took part in an international seminar

which was sponsored by the Korea University Asiatic Research

Center in Seoul. Complementary to each other, each speaker’s

presentation stressed different aspects of the relations between

the Soviet Union. China and the United States. Rostow asserted

that he would not advocate the withdrawal of U.S. troops from

Korea. On the current talks between south and north Korea,

both scholars said that they were hopeful of reduced hostility at

least in terms of “human interest,” but that it was still unclear

what relation might develop as a result of the Sino-Soviet dispute.

Shipbuilding Industry Faces Hike in Export

With the government's ambitious plan to expand the maritime

transport capacity, the shipbuilding industry is getting in brisk.

By 1980. the government plans to build nine shipyards which

will construct ships on foreign orders. As of April 30. the

nation’s shipbuilding firms received orders for 33 ships valued

at S 256, 690, 000. By the end of May 31. the amount is expected

to rise to the 8 500 million level.

Refined Sugar Exports Surpass Annual Target

By the end of April, the country’s sugar industry exported $2
million worth of refined sugar, surpassing the 1973 target. Indo-

nesia bought 10.450 tons CS2. 304. 400) and Sudan imported

4.000 tons C$900,000). By the end of 1973. the export amount

is expected to reach $5 million.

The export of medical products hit 43 per cent of the annual

target of $10 million by the end of April.

KOREA FRIEND

CPO. BOX 5831

Seoul, 100

Korea

Phone; 22-2853 28-9152

How do you say

What is your name?

Tangshin-ui irum-un
muoshimnikka?

it in Korean?

My name is Kim Kap-tol.

Kim Kap-tol imnida.

€heju-do Features Modern Tourist Facilities

Currently under a 10-year development plan, Cheju-do features

modern tourisi facilities. It is only about one hour from Seoul

by airplane. The island is the largest of hundreds of islands that

dot the narrow stretch of sea between Korea and Japan. The most

fantastic geographical feature is Mt. Halla. At 1952 meters, it

is the home of some 1. 700 kinds of plants, over 300 species of

birds and 541 species of insects. The mountain is a favorite

hiking spot with its natural zoological and botanical garden.

Referred to as the island of “Samda” or three famous things

wind, stones and women, the island attracted 280. 000 tourists

in 1972.

scenic interest in Cheju City is colled
the “rock of dragon." Legend soys fhoi o dragon became

the seaside rock when it (ailed to ascend to the Heaven.
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Member of TAP International

THEOLOGICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME - ASIA

TAP-ASIA

REPORT OH THE ASIAM SCHOOLS FOR ADVAIJCED STUDIES (ACAS) OF LWF

Date : February 20-21, 1973

33A. Chancery Lane

SINGAPORE 11.

Place : YI'ICA Hotel, Bangkok, Thailand

Attendence : Dr Hsiao Ching-fen, Tainan Theological College, Tainan
Dean C H Clark, St Andrev/'s Theological Seminary, Manila
Dr John H^lin, Thailand Theoloj'eal Seminary, Chiang Mai
Dr Bong Pin Eo, Discipleship Training Centre, Singapore
Dr Martin Wang, Trinity Theological College, Singapore
U Kyav/ Than, East Asia Christian Conference, Bangkok
Dr Ivy Chou. South East Asia Secretary, T.E.F
Bishop Fisher, Malaysia
Dr KoBuke Koyama, Association of Theological Schools in S E Asia(Ch' ' rman
Dr Krcu^nenn, President of LVF

Absent : Dr Emorito Nacpil
,
Union Theological Seminary, Manila

President, Lutheran Church of the Philippines
Dr L Oracion, Silliman Divinity School, Dimiaguete City

Background of the ConsTTltat^:^^ : Dr Ji Won Yong, Asia Secretary of LV7F, has been
studying for three :rs L'.ia possibility of establishing ACAS in Asia and
made specific suggestions to the Commis.sion on Theological Education in LUF.
Dr Martin Kretzm£*m, Presideit of LWF, was assigned by the Commission of Studies
on Theological Edurtation to further investigate the matter and to arrange for
four separate meetings in four different parts of Asia; Tokyo, Hong Kong,
Djakarta and Bangkok, Tne Bangkok meeting was the last of the four consultations
and Dr Kretzmann requested Dr Koyama, who is the dean of the S E Asia Graduate
School of Theology(SEAGST)

,
to arrange the consultation^ I was invited to

attend the meeting to represent the work of TAP-Asia in S E Asia,

Dr Martin ^^ct:^mann; s 7ntredy.-j;orv_

Dr Kretzmann started his talk by introducing Dr Ji's evaluation of theological
education in Asia, Th. 'e are 'diree areas in theological education, according
to Dr Ji, which nied special attention,

^ Cxc.^.iye Tli eol og ic a?, fhiiihijhd : The Asian Church in general including
the Lutheran chuicli has repeated the past traditional teaching of the
Scriptures without proper "contcxtual.isation" to our modem societies.
Therefore there need be new creative thought in theological education.

^ Theological Eacultios : Western oriented theological education with
Western missionaries as well as Western material is often not relevant
to Asia, Tne graduate programme with a Lutheran emphasis must therefore
be introduced in Asia to produce qualified Asian theologians,

3 order to keep the church alive the research programme
is necessary to stud;'- the conditions of the existing church and introduce
some new ways of reviving the church through the ' :.-search programme.

REPOPTS OF T E THREE__FPSVIQT]<^ COI^ULTATIONS

A Tokyo
Place : Japan Lutheran Theological College

Dr Yoshiro Ishida organised this meeting for Dr Kretzmann by inviting the Japanese
colleagues as v/ell as Korean representatives. Rev Ji Won-Sam (Director of
Lutheran Church in Korea) and Dr Kin Yong-Ok of Methodist Theological Seminary
in Seoul attended^ There was a local Korean consultation with 15 key theological
leaders representing various programmes. It was convened prior to the Tokyo
consultation and a 5-page report and recommendations were submitted to Dr Kretzmann,

B Hong Kong

Dr Andrew Hsich from Lutheran Theological Seminary in Hong Kong organised a meeting
by inviting tlicological leaders such as Dr Paul W Newman of Chung Chi Theological
College, Dr Fnilip Chang and Dr Philip Teng, There was opposition from the
Conservative E- ^ijclical Group Linder the leadership of Dr Philip Teng on the issue
of theological differences^ The Association for the Promotion of Chinese Theo-
logical Education in Hong Hong (AFCTE) is planning to establish the Chinese
School of Theology (CGST) and expressed that it would not cooperate with ACAS,
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X

Referring to the theological orthodoxy among the Chinese churches iisia, one of
the participants at the meeting mentioned, "We must : ealise that there is still
strong 'John Sung's Theology' among the Chinese churches, and it is difficult
to break that tradition,

"

C Djakarta

Originally this meeting included India^ but later on she was not included for
vast theological differences. Dr Soritua A E Nabaiban, the organiser, invited
theological leaders from Indonesia. There was a good representation from the
Normansen University in North Sumatra, The Indonesian leaders stressed several
important points :

1 There is no need for degree offering advanc'’ '' tii*^ological centre in Indonesia
because of the existence of SEAGST. They rather prefer to have ICAS (Indonesian
Centre for Asia Studies) which is a research and study institute.

2 They want to v;ork in close relation with organisations of theological Schools
in S E Asia,

3 The Church in Indonesia by and large lives in a glass cage apart from society.
The church must break away from the past tradition and be more involved in
society.

4 They refuse to accept any superimposition coming from the outside. All the
programmes must be based upon national leadership.

Conclusion : From these consultations Dr Kretzmann gave three points of summary,

1 These leaders are very much concerned that any new programme must be based
on local situations. Dictation by superimposition will not be accepted as

someone said, "V7e are not going to have a Geneva Programme."

2 Whatever developments that arise from these consultations must have local
means of becoming part of the structure. Control outside the local leadership
is not accepted.

3 The^'eparate Lutheran programme is not possible and not practical. The research
institutes to introduce theological change in Asia must be locally based.
These institutions shou’’ work through the existing structures, that is, the

Association of Theological Schools in S E Asia (ATSSEA) and the S E Asia
Graduate School of Theology (SEAGST),

Bangkok Consultation

The Bangkok Consultation was carefully arranged by Dr Koyama by bringing in his
ovm colleagues of SEAGST, Throughout the mcctirg it was very obvious that strong
protest against the new theological programme outside his existing structure \/as

voiced.

Emphasis on Ecumenical Spirit

Severa!^ of the Asian leaders present at the meeting expressed their concern for esta-
blishing A^.'S independently ov.t^^ide SEAGST.

Mr U Kyaw Than of EACC in Bangkok emphatically expressed the importance of ecumenical
cooperation :n theological educati "n. He mentioned that there arc four theologiecix

organisations in A ia under EACC : they are in N E Asia, S E Asia, India (Pakistan,
Ceylon) and Austrafia & New Zealand respectively. Any new programiti'^ must be initiated
by the local body, T'Z Lutheran constituency is small in Asia, The proposed ACAS
is by no means understood as the way of implementing the need. It should be considered

as one of the possible ways of meeting the concern.

Then he referred to the six-point proposition for ACAS which Dr Ji outlined in his

Progress Report on ACAS Feasibility Study (105 pages) *

a) We are not thinking to establish a new institution, but hope to utilize the

existing facilities and programs, with minimum structure and organisation,

b) As to the meaning of "advanced" studies, we are envisaging various ’'hases of

the program. Degree- program is only one of them,

c) It is not to add an exclusively Lutheran prograim, in faculty, studen ts, the

content of the program.

d) It is a search for a program that really works and thus realistic in the light

of the situation and relations among the churches today.
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e) ACAS proposal is a Lutheran sponsored program to help through financial

and consultative aid the development of the leadership training programs

of LWF constituent churches to higher level in various phases of the program.

On rne other hand, with same intensity it hopes to serve other churches in

non denominational basis.

f) The "Centre" is not to mean in the sense of an establishment oriented-centre

,

but it should be understood as a program-oriented-centre. (Pg 86).

Mr U Kyav Than said that even these six points can be met within the existing structure.

Dr Kovama reiterated Mr U Kyaw Than*s points of ecumenical cooperation ^d local ^ini-

tiation. He said that SEAGST is a local body and has many locally qualified staff

and thus a new Lutheran graduate school is not needed. At the present time there arc

approximately 700-800 students enrolled for the BD program in ATSSEA and 50 for Th M

in SEAOST The doctoral programme has already started this year with one area covering

Critical Asian Principles which involves three areas of study :

1 Cultural History of S E Asia 2 Construction and integration theology

3 Doctoral dissertation.

He stated that the ACAS programme which Dr Ji outlined is what the SEAGST already har.

Therefore LWF must avoid duplication.

Martin Vanq of Trinity Theological College in Singapore supported Dr Toyama tind

Mr U KyW Than ' s proposal that ACAS should cooperate with SEAGST, He said that ACAS

is a duplication and it polaries the whole of theological education.

Dr John Hamlin of Thailand Theological Seminary feels that if LWF starts another centre

independently, it may bring a schismatic movement within the Lutheran churches in Asia,

Dr Ksiao Chinq-fen of Tainan Theological College also gave his consent that there

arc today many Bible schools and colleges in Taiwan which are merely surviving!

therefore, the present theological programme is adequate.

TAP-Asia's CATS

After listening to various speakers, I was at last asked by Dr Koyama to give the

development of CA’,'3 in Asia. First, I explained the backgro\md of TAP-Asia ^.d its

purpose for evangelical theological education. Then I reported that Union Biblical
^

Seminary in Yeotmal, India, already started tlie Theological Research and Communication

Institute (TRACI) with three students this year and the CATS in Seoul, Korea will

open in the spring of 1974.

Dr Kretzmann's Replies

After Dr Kretzmann patiently listened to the reiterated oppositions of these theologicaJ

leaders to the independent ACAS progr 2unme, he made several comments,

1) He reviewed Dr Ji's proposal on the need of research centres in Asia,

2) He became convinced that any programmes introdreed by LWF must be locally based

and locally controlled.

3) He conceded to the challenges of these ecumenical brethrens and promised that

he would not recommend e^ny new independent ACAS,

4 ) Nevertheless, he feels tha** there may be a need for Lutheran research programmes

which will strengthen the Lutheran schools in Asia. iN this area LWF and

SEAGST must find ways to implement ecumenical cooperation. Dr Kretzmann also

explained that if LWF works only through SEAGST then there will be the Problem

of raising funds from Lutheran churches on the grassroot level because SE 'C

is already getting its financial subsidy from the theological fomCaf'^ -S

such as Theological Education Fund (TEF) and Foundation for Theological Educa-

tion in S E Asia (FTE),

Dr Kretzmann then presented a Lutheran research programme with a diagram which Dr

Newman of Chung Chi College in Hong Kong introduced.

Altlv>uuh nev rro<:rame nuct wrt: t:ic existiiis .tnact.ar. he

thjvt this relotion.J iv betveen th.^ exlstin: th-iOi.iclsai

LW* f disc^jsoed the 5th in -Ingapore. X973*
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CUHK - China University of H K \
SEAGST - S E Asia Graduate Schools''

of Theology
RCSTR - Regional Centre Specialising in Theological Revenue

LTS - Lutheran Theological Seminary in Tokyo

CTS - Concordia Theological Seminary in Korea

Since ATSSEA, according to Dr Kev/man
,
has not developed the research study prograiiOTc in

great detail, U/? can make a positive contribution in this field. The APAS ofLUr in

Hong Kong will become the major centre in Asia. The diagram shows an overlapping

area in the centre A)* This represents the ecumenical cooperation among _*e ecumeni-

cal graduate schools. In other words, Dr Newman still agrees to Dr Ji s idea of

ha‘ ‘ng the Lutheran research centre.

Please notice here that Dr Ji's original plan for ACAS with a degree programme has

been dropped and the content of conversation was on the research centre rather than

on ACAS,

Conclusion : After one long tedious day of discussion on the

ACAS and SEAGST, both sides agreed that the SEAGST leaders would caucus

in order to make some specific suggestions for mutual cooperation witi

^uently the SEAGST group came out with 7-point proposal,

1 ) LWF would subsidise financially the newly started doctoral programme

2) SEAGST & LV7F would cooperate to sponsor social-cultural study ms

promote fellowship among the faculties,
^ ^ ^ +-,r mrmhers

3) LWF would subsidise travel grants for graduate students ^nd f cu y ‘

4) LWF would grant money to add the second regicnal professorship t

one. Dr Peter Cowing, who is teaching at Trinity Theological College at

the present time,

5) Both LV7F Be SEAGST would promote TEE.
_ . n ^ Pn-r

6) Both LUF ti SEAGST would sponsor workshops on pedagogical methodol gy

theological lectures. , _ ,

7) Both would practise exchange professorship among Lutherans and non-Luther .

from the West to Asia and within Asia itself,

MY PERSONAL QBSERVATIOI^ AND EVALUATION

1) These ecumenical leaders of both SEAGST &LWF are determined to

their post graduate theological study programmes in nsia under their ccume

umbrella,

2) Dr Ji Won Yong ' s original plan of ACAS which would espblish

post-graduate centres apart from the existing SEAGST is severe
Y

the SEAGST leaders, particularly at the last tv/o consultations in jc

Banckok.
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3)

4)

5)

6 )

7)

Consequaitly the area of interest and cooperation between the tv;o ecumenical

groups is on the research programmes.

The Geneva financed and controlled study programmes arc not accepted in Asia,

and any programme must be locally based and managed.

The substance of the 7-point proposal is that SEAGST wants to receive subsidy

from LWF to finance essentially its own post-graduate theological programmes

in Asia,

After conversing with the Lutheran leaders I came to feel thatLUF may start

at least one Lutheran research centre* -^^AS in Hong Kong possibly will devd p

into the degree programme. For other proposed rcoocxroh control n

cooperation betv/cen these tv/o groups.

The SEAGST leaders expressed their interest and concern in our TaP-Asia s

and the TAF-Asia's movement as a whole.

I went mainly as ait server from TAP-^sia to 9=^
^Jperienc^ tr^e^t"

ment of graduate theological prograimc in Asia. It was my first e p

the ecumenical theological leaders in a consultation.

Sincerely yours,

For Bong Ho

S E Asia Coordinator

P S. I also visited Chiangmai for three days for three main reasons :

1) to take pictures for TEE filmstrip, "TEE Could be the Answer", whxch

will be released in Harch, 1973.

2) . visit two main theological schools in Tltailand, Thailand Theological

Seminary 8: Christian Service Training Centro.

3 ) to Observe the cassette ' ta-pe ministry of the teice of Peace in Chi -^ngi
^

att •'ded the Asia wide Christian Missionary Alliance Conference

and missionary leaders.
In Bangkok I also

and met key Asian
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PREFACE

The following report, originally classified Secret, was sent to all

Membei-s of the Committee on Foreign Relations on January 17.

At the same time, the Chairman of the Committee wrote the Secretary

of State asking him to designate a resjmnsible official to coordinate

a review of the report on behalf of the Executive Branch together with

the Committee staff in order to recommend what material warranted

deletion in tlie interest of national security. Representatives of the

State Department, the Department of Defense and the Central Intel-

lio^ence Agency began to review the report for that purpose on Jan-

uary 17 and concluded their review on January 2G. Certain deletions

were suggested and made. They are so indicated by the notation

‘‘deleted.” The Committee then decided at its meeting m executive

session on February 6 that the report should be made public.





LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

JathTtaet 17, 1973.

Hon. J. W. Fttlbrioht,

Clutinnaiu Committee on Foreign Relations^

rX Senate. bigton. D.C.

IVar Mr. Chairman: At the Committee’s request, xve spent the pe-

riod November to November l^ in Korea and tlie Philippines in order

to rej)ort on the jreneral situation in those countries as it relates to

United States interests and programs. In the 2 ^veek ]>eriod before

our departure, we wei*e briefed extensively by the State Dej)artment;

the \«’-encv for International Develojunent : the Central Intellifrence

Ai^enrv: and DIA. ISA and the dCS in the Defense Department.

route to the Far East, we si>ent 2 days at the, Headquarters of L-S.

Forces in the Pacific where we met with Admiral Noel Gayler and

members of his staff’.
, i tt i m i

Durinjr our visit to Korea, we met with Ambassador^Ha and

General Donald V. Bennett. C'ommander in Chief. United States forces

in Korea, and American civilian and military officials : the Foreijni and

Defense’ Ministers: the C'liairman of the Joint Chiefs of Start and

other Korean military leaders: senior officials of the Kqre^ Presi-

dential Staff. Central Intellifrence Agency and Economic Plannmg

Board : and priyate citizens, journalists and forei^m diplomats. U hiie

in Korea we visited a numl>er of I .S.-Korean military installations

In the Philippines, we met with President Ferdinand E. Marcos (at

his request). Ambassador Bvroade and senior Americp civilian and

military officials: the Executive Secretary of the

ment and the Secretaries of Defense and Finmice; the Chief

of the Armed Forces of the Philippines, the Chief of the P'’!''PP “
Coiistabularv and senior militarj- officers; members of the Phi ippme

Confrress and Pliilippine political fi<mres; American and Philippine

journalists : and foreigm diplomats and private citizens. AVe a s

Clark Air Base and the Subic Xaral Base.
. . , - i

Our report on this visit to Korea and *>1^ Pl'iliPP'"®®-

have followed our usual practice of avoiding direct attribution, is

attached.

Sincerely yours,
G. Lo^nst«k.

Richard M. Moose.

(VII)





KOREA AND THE PHILIPPINES: NOVEMBER 1972

j 'j'uE Background to Martial Law in Korea and the

Philippines

Martial law was declared in the ^

'SdS ;v.d‘KS.st su”.ra“,‘\£:
S.ISldrSp\‘nd Preside.,^

announced that he
^ere h"ad b" n rumors of impend-

Sl'SJps^r^'Sto ..d^eenri..^^^^^^^

law were known to exist. oSer^rfto whom
declaring martial law sm^ L *

•

+Lmicr>it that the two Presi-

we talked said, however, that
which both cases,

dents would stop short of
law but using it to

turned out to involve permanentlv con-

effect fimdamental constitutional chan P
g^Q^ernment.

centrate virtuallv unrestrained authority in the heaa oi y

President M.re,.s.id..d Pr.ei™.ta

pines under martial law, on Septembe
martial law was pro-

ber 23. In his public statemen a
(j. the danger of a

claimed, he said that the nation *

-^-Upiuon” iustifving the imposi-

violent overth^w. “ViS Con^t'on. He went

tion of martial law under
. p.pprvbodv’s mind that a state

on to sav that “there is no doubt
the Supreme

of rebellion existe m
t-hich such a finding had

Court decision of .^ccember ' , , become graver since the

been made. He said y ^ocal governments had become
Court’s decision, the ^ # ^he economy had ground to a

paralvzed. the productive sectors
administer justice, ten-

halt, ‘the judiciarv had become "i^ahl
where the citizens

Sion and anxiety in Manila had
^^^and criminality had

were compelled to stay at home, an
nnlice and civilian nuthori-

escalated beyond the capability of the
Philippine gov-

ties. The President then refer^d to battle.^b

^ the

emment forces and subver^vM m
>faoist Kew Peoples’ Army

activities of the Communist Party and the Maoisi h
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in tl.e Province of Isabela where “they are now m control of X.

iminicipalities out of 37.” lie also referred to the “violent disorder

in Mindanao and Snlu as a result of the activities of Muslim dissi-

‘^‘’proelamation 1081 bepan by ^7'"

elements who are moved liy a common or similar ideolo-ical

desi'rn. strate<rv and froal and enjoyiim the active inorM and 'natanal

support of a foVeigm power . . . and (who) are ac^ally rtagmg, under-

taldng and waging an armed in^rrection anil rebelbon . . . (to)

supplant our existing political, social, economic and legal order «

cntirelv new one whose form of government . . . and wh^ political,

social.'ei-onomic, legal and moral precepts are based on the ilarxist-

I,eninist-Maoist teachings and Ixdiefs.” Subsequent paragraphs re-

ferred to the Xew Peoples' Army and other commumst organmitions.

There was no mention in either the I’resident's statement or in Procla-

mation 1081 of any tlneat from the ri^Hit.
^ .

On September T), two (lavs before tlie Proclamation was signed, an

executive session of the Philippine National Security Conncil had b^n

briefed on internal security. Security conditions were reportedly

described at that meetin<r as between “normal'’ and “Internal Defen^

Tondition No. 1.'’ (the worst or most unstable security condition is

One liiffb Philippine irovernment official told ns that the real reason

President Marcos had declared martial law was that he had uncovered

a ])lot from the riijlit to assassinate him and that the key figures in tlie

plot were Vice Pre^'iden^ l^>pez and Seririo Osmena. Jr. (President

Marcos’ opponent in the last Presidential race who. at the time this

rejiort was written, was reported to be in hidin" in the United States).

The ofticial said that three Americans had been involved in the plot : one

iiad been captured in the Philippines and had confessed and another

had been questioned bv the Flil in the United States. He said that

despite stronir feelings' within tlie Army that tlie conspirators should

be brouirht to trial, there had been no public mention of the plot }>ecause

it extended into the hicfhest circles of the Government and the army

and would undermine public confidence in the military at a time when

that contidence was essential. He said that he would provide us with a

paper whicli would document what he had just told ns.

The )>aper wove a web of four distinct Init allejredly related ]dots

witli the common objective of seizins power: a communist conspiracy,

a Muslim independence movement, a Christian Socialist Movement and

a '‘rightist revolution and coup d'etat.” The paragraphs in the paper

relatins to an allejred role by Americans said, in summary:
A. Shortly after the election of 1969, a jrronp composed mostly of

retired Philippine colonels and generals orjrnnized to form a revolu-

tionary junta which would, first, discredit President Marcos so that

his liquidation would be welcomed by the people and then kill him
and overthrow the Government. The group was headed by Eleuterio

Adevoso, an official of the opposition Liberal Party. The group re-

cniited among, and infiltrated into, the Armed Forces and all govern-

ment agencies, maintained liaison with the Now People's Army and

initiated and financed demonstrations and strikes by leftist student and

labor groups.
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B. Adevoso infonned the junta durin" one of their conferences that

he, Serpio Osmena, Jr. and “someone in the U.S. Embassy staff*’ had
conferred rcg-arding the take-over plans, and in a subsequent meeting

Adevoso informed the junta tliat “Washinjrton authorities had been

briefed and that they showed great interest about the junta movement.*’

C. Part of the take-over plan was to designate Vice President Lopez

as a caretaker during the transition j^eriod. This plan was approved

by Osmena ‘‘and apparently by the Liberal Party and their alleged

American supporters, particularly Larry Tractman and company.”

D. On June 20, 1972, Larry Tractman and a second American, Rob-

ert Pincus, brought a third American—August McCormick Lehman,

Jr. to Manila. (Lelunan is the American the Philippine official said

had been captured and had confessed.) Tractman introduced Ivehman

to Osmena as a professional killer. On Osmena’s instructions, Lehman
manufactured several silencers and was flown to Cebu where he test

fired a rifle with silencer on the Osmena farm in comj)any with Os-

mena’s son. Lehman also helped adapt -a Volkswagen truck, making it

soundproof and arrantring that a sniper inside could lire a rifle throush

a hole in the back of the van which was covered with a WHO in-

signia. The van would be parked near the Pasig River so that the

President could be shot while on the golf course.

E. Lehman also ordered an oxv’gen tank to be prepared to be used

by Scuba divers to plant bombs to explode the Presidential boat land-

ing as the President passed. And he set up a booby trap with a Banga-

lore mine to protect the room where the firearms to be used to kill the

President were stored and subsequently discovered.

F. Lelunan had “revealed” that the final execution of the assassina-

tion plot was to be coordinated with A ice President Lopez. The ex-

penses were borne by Osmena, Tractman and Eduardo Figueras,

former candidate for mavor of Manila.

G. On September 30, the ‘‘Legal Attache” of the American Embassy

revealed (to Philipphie security officere) that Lehman had been ar-

rested in Kansas City on October IG. 1971, for canying a concealed

weapon: that Lehman was kno^^n to have been associated with cnmi-

nals in New York. New Jersey, and Tennessee: and that on or about

June 17. 1972, he had left New York to “make a hit” on an unknown

person, possibly abroad. ,

H ^ccordiiif^ to FBI records. Robert Pincus stated that he and

Lehman left the United Stales about June 19 for Japan, tl^^at he knew

Lehman was a “hit man” for a union in Tennessee and had hit se\

-

eral people, that Lehman had agreed to pay him $5,000 per month

plus expenses, that after two days in Japan they flew to the 1 Jiilip-

pines, that on July 24 he ( Pincus) had received a threatening telephone

call in his Manila hotel room warning him to leave and tliat he had

left the next dav. v j i

I. The FBI information on Tractman was that he had been con-

victed of smuggling and conspiracy in 1950 and that he had

controversial figure in Philippine politics before the elections of iJbJ

when he had been closelv identified with Osmena.

We then talked with Embassy officials and were told that:

-Y They had no knowledge of a plot such as that described to us

but did have some information concerning the Americans allege }

involved.
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B. Philippine authorities fii*st acknorw’ledged that they were hold-
ing Lehman on November 15, even though they had probably been
holding him for some time. [Deleted.]

C. [Deleted.]

D. On September 23, the day martial law was proclaimed, U.S.
military authorities at the Clark and Subic Bases had been asked to
take special measures to insure that Lehman did not slip out of the
country on a military transport because he had “possibly b^n involved
as a hired killer in an assassination plot.”

The story seems worth telling in such detail, first of all, because a
high Philippine official considered it sufficiently important to spend
an hour talking to us about it and, secondly, because it conveys some
of the atmosphere of violence, paranoia and surrealistic intrigue
which one senses in the Philippines. [Deleted.]
That there were plots to assassinate high officials, including the

President himself, seems clear. Certainly, the atmosphere in the
Philippines was conducive to crimes of violence of all sorts. There
had l)cen a series of bombings of public buildings, demonstrations in
which students had been killed and an increase in kidnappings. The
insurgent strength on tlio left was growing, but we met no outside
observer who considered it a real or near threat to the Government.
Cunously, though, tlie incident that was supposed at the time martial
law was declared to be the last straw—tlie attempt to kill the Secretary
of Defense—was regarded as somewhat dubious bv most observer^
It was practically never mentioned to us by Philippine officials in dis-
cussing the reasons for martial law. and the few times it was mentioned
It seemed to occur as an after-thought and to l>e accompanied bv what
appeared to be a certain embarassmcnt. [Deleted.] The fact* of the
matter is tliat the attempt again.st the Secretary of Defense occurred
on tlie evening of September 22, the dav before the declaration of
martial law was announced but. as it turned out, the day after the
(leHarntion had been signed.
Was a rightist assassination plot really the reason martial law was

declared? None of the foreism or Philippine observers to whom we
talked «ll>i<l';d to the possibility of such a vast plot masterminded from

+1
® time, both official and private observers believe

that tliose hilipmos with large financial interests, particularlv the
enormously wealthy-the “oligarchs” as they are called, view the
prospect of President Marcos' continued rule as a serious threat and

^ character for some among them to seek his
assassination The allegation of American involvement in an assassina-
tion plot, and the professed suspicion that the American Government

J ITo!
”iy«l'-ed, could of course l>e used bv Philippine offi-

thn
the reports, which were circulating in Manila, that

States liad supported the declaration of martial law. It
^^^"?^®ted to US that because the Government's initial ra-

tionale involving a leftist plot had been greeted with such skepticism,

hkchT I ^ justify its actions on grounds
less likel} to be rejected by liberal critics abroad.

^

^ ^ •

''i
declared in the Philippines.

Ocfo I" declaration ofOctober 1, announemrt the imposition of martial law, the President
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began by referring to the “profound changes” that had occurred in
the internation^ situation and the need to guard “against the possi-
bility that the interests of the third or smaller countries might be
sacrificed for the relaxation of tension between big powers.” He then
discussed the importance of the North-South talks as a means of
avoiding anodier war and achieving reunification. He said that in
order to proceed effectively with these talks there must be “a read- '

justment of our political institutions” because “disorder and ineffi-
cieny are still rampant around us” and because “the political circles
in our country are obsessed with factional strife and discord.” What
was needed, he continued, was “a series of revitalizing reforms” which
could not be achieved by ordinaiy means but only by extraordinary
measures including the suspension of certain articles'of the constitu-
tion, the dissolution of the national assembly, the suspension of the
activities of all political parties, and new amendments to the constitu-
tion affirmed by a national referendum.
Obviously no one except President Park himself is in position to

say whether a desire for greater power or his perception of Korean
interests, or some mixture of the two, best explains his actions. Most
experienced observers to whom we talked proceeded from the assump-
tion that President Park intended all along to stay in power as long
as possible. (His current term would have expir^ in 1975, and he
would not have been able to succeed himself under the constitutional
provisions that applied at the time martial law was declared.) They
also said that President Park's actions since late 19G9 and early 1970
reflected the interaction of his desire to retain power and his belief
that clia^iging international conditions necessitated action by him to
protect South Korea's interests.

In particular President Park was said to have felt increasingly,
beginning with the enunciation of the Nixon Doctrine, that Korea
would not be able to rely on the United States in the future as it had
in the past. Many believe that this feeling intensified as U.S. forces
withdrew from \Tetnam, as the new U.S. policy toward China was
revealed, and as President Park concluded that U.S. interest in Asia fm particular, and in foreign affairs generally, was decreasing. His

‘

response to this new, micertain and somewhat threatening environ-
ment was an effort to put Korea’s domestic political situation in
order—“to clean up democracy,” as one foreign observer put it—so
that he could do what he thought best. And on the international scene
he ^gan an effort to start a dialogue with North Korea in order, at
a minimum, to reduce the likelihood of war.
Since August, 1971, the talks with the North wliich President Park

sought have developed more rapidly than most observers thought pos-
sible, and we were told by everyone with whom we talked that they
enjoyed broad popular support in South Korea except among the
armed forces. As the contacts progressed from one stage to another,
however. President Park tightened his internal control first through a
declaration of emergency and then by declaring martial law. The ques-
tion that arises tlien is why was it necessary to impose martial law if
the talks were so popular in the South ?

This question is difficult to answer because it goes to the heart of the
internal dynamics of President Park’s support. Although official

Americans were reluctant to discuss it, a few well placed observers,
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f)o(li American aim Korean, told us that they liad little doubt that mar-

tial law came, almut as a result of pressure on President Park from

senior offieers of the Korean Army. Tlie latter, it is said- bad become

inereasiiiijly coicerned at what the^ considered to be the permissive

nature of Korean society and politics, the pace of the Xorth-South

talks ami the rofc of Korean CIA Chief T>ee Hu-I^k in conducting the

talks, and increasingly fearful that in a permissive political en^nron-

me.nt the talks ihight lead to a reduction of South Korea's military

forces or a lowermg of South Korean defenses. It is impo^ble to know
how serious the Army's concern over these issues was, or in what man-

ner it was exprt'ssed, hut some observers were convinced that martial

law was. in etfect.\the Army's price for going ahead with the North-

South talks. \

Extensive preparations were made for the declaration of martial

law ami tlie constitutional changes. ^Ve were told by some of those

involved that Pine House experts studied the Indonesian and French
<*onstitutions as well as C.S. official. Conirressional and public reactions

to past coufis in Greece. Vietnam and Thailand. We were also told tliat

President Park's desire to move increased after Japanese Prime Minis-

ter Tanaka's trip to Pekin?. Both American and Korean observers

said that the coincidence of tlie F.S. elections, the di.rtraction of a

seeminffly decisive and final pliase of the Vietnam negotiations and
the fact that tlie F.S. Congress was not in session seemed to present

an excellent opportunity for President Park to make his move witliout

attracting undue public or official attention in the United States.

Altliough the Secretary and Deputy Undersecretary of State for

Politi(‘al Affairs made “representauons” to the Korean Ambassador
in Washington concerning President Park's actions, the only public

statement by the Ignited States Government came in the form of a

comment hy a State Department press officer on October 17 in which
he said that **we were not consultm about the decision and quite ob-

viously are not associated with it” ind implied, although less directly,

tliat we saw no need for it. That press statement was reproduced in

Seoul as a USIS news release and distributed to the USIS mailing list

of Korean public opinion leaders. According to Korean sources, it

reache<l a small circle of people, and since October 17 there have been
no further U.S. statements on tlie subiei*t. Thus, at the time of our visit

most Koreans did not know what the T \.S. reaction had been, although
American ofiicials if asked were replying that the United States had
not been aware of the decision, i;i-as not consulted about it and was not
associated with it.

As far as we could determine, tliere has l>een no change in the charac-
ter of U.S.-Korean relations. Tliey appeared to be as warm and cor-

dial as before. Koreans with whom we spoke who did not approve of
President Park's actions expressed strong disappointment at what they
considered to be U.S. acquiescence in the«^e actions.

.'s of the time this report was prepared, there had been no official

,
T S. comment of any kind on the declaration of martial law in the

i
Pliilippines. The press guidance prepared for the Department of

i
J^tate spokesman immediately after martial law was declared contained

' onlv one substanti^-e comment which was tliat if asked whether the
' United States had been informed before the declaration of martial law

I
lie was to say that we were not informed in advance. On all other
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questions—whether wc considered martial law justified, whether we
liad piven the Philippine Government our views, how serious the
communist threat was or what we thougrht President Marcos lioped
to accomplish—the press spokesman was instructed to answer simply
‘‘no comment.’^ ‘ *

II. Korea: The Political Situation

With martial law in effect at the time of our visit, we found politi-
cal life in Korea frozen. The Assembly had been dissolved, an action
not provided for in the constitution, and there were tanks (provided by
tlie Thiited States under the Military Assistance Program) in front of
the National Assembly building, government ministries, newspaper
offices and universities. Most of the universities—those with potentially
active student bodies—were closed and the Korean CIA had, we were
told, intensified its efforts to insure that the student body was neutral-
ized, a task in which they are said to have become proficient through
the use of bribes, intimidation and occasional arrests. The press was
under strict censorship. Political parties had been dissolved. The Ko-
rean CIA was, we were told, omnipresent. ( The Korean CIA is estimat-
ed to be an organization of 3,000 people. Considered to be the be^t intel-

ligence service in Asia, it operates both internally and abroad—in-

cluding in the United States. Its primary role is to keep the Korean
population in line, and its power is virtually unchallenged in the Gov-
enuneut.) Opposition politicians, mo.st of whom were said to be under
constant surveillance by the Korean CIA at the time of our visit, and
journalists were lying low and were unwilling to see us despite exten-
sive efforts by the Embassy to arrange appointments on our behalf.

One experienced foreign observer, summarizing the situation, said
tliat the repression of civil liberties was worse than at any time
since the days of Syngman Rhee.

jEven before the imposition of martial law/ the press had been
severely restricted. We were told that a Korean CIA man had been
assigned to, and given a desk in the office of,/each newspaper, radio

and TV station. Editors were expected to folljiw self-censorsliip, nsing

guidelines which CIA representatives had lajd down in meetings with
the senior staff of the media. Journalists who violated these guide-

lines were picked up and held overnight. After martial law was im-
posed, self-censorship was abolished and newspapers were required

to carry their actual make-up to Army censors at City Hall. Some
journalists were imprisoned and a few reportedly beaten after a head-
linp wflQ ph^*^g**d foreign press was also censored with offending

stories cut out before the newspaper or magazine was distributed.

Time, Newixoeelc and various Japanese publications were censored

in this way both before and during our visit. Koreans thus had no
way of knowing wHat foreigners thought of the governmental changes
taking place. One kno^vn exception to the ban on publishing foreign

reactions was the Government's release of excerpts from a recent

^aehinqton Post editorial which, while not blessing the coup, did in-

terpret it as a reaction to changing U.S. policy in Asia.

Alartial law was A'iewep by most not as an end in itself but as a

means of insuring that tlTere would be no resistance to the alteration

of Korea's system of gm'emment. ^lost observers thought that it
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wouM he as soon as the new constitution was approved inof the fact that the new constitution gives the President the
powers he exercised under martial law. (The referendum appro^
the^nstitution was held November 29 and martial law
on D^ember 13). While the declaration itself was legally within tJi^President’s constitutional powers (although practically no
side the Government appear^to believe that sufficient ground for sudiaction exist^), the dissolu^n of the Assembly and the suspension of

not/Similarly, the process by which the newconstitution was drawn up was entirely extra-lewil. An/lconstitution was drawn warenii^^lfeVr;'^L
ilations which prohibited any political activity
7 constitution, other than nffi/»i«nxr i

dum was held under reguiaiions wnich prohibited any political activitvor discu^ion of the new constitution, other than offi^ly sponsorSexplanations. As late as 2 weeks before the referendum 'it appearedthat few Koreans outside the Government had any concept of tiie pro-visions of the new constitution. •
^ ^

mpnf
featur^ of the new constitution, described by the Govem-ment with great redundancy and with every propaganda incrtrnmPTi*available to it as the “Revitalizing Reforms,’^ are ;

instrument

A. 1 he preamble mentions “the historic mission of the peaceful nni

iysS'&Ks Istalks which the old constitution did not provide
orth-bouth

andastcktion1'feelm7ror^r^^^^^^
rop^ation and piudshme;;! ffreedomlift^^^^^^^
now each specifi/fallv qualified bv the additiororthp^^

the^Nltion^l^oundffo^ “^My;
b?dX;ii:jbVirbSSb ^

’'°D ' TL^’p^i d
Nationd”Sbl^

tL"
“““

most importendyTthe ^we" to'dfssoh-e"th°V^'^take “necessaiyVmergency measures^
Assembly. He may all>

affairs, including internal affairs fnrpJn^^i^®
whole range of state

nomic, financial and judicial affairs” in^mf
national defense, eoo-

grave financial or economic crisis anti
national calamity or a

the public safety and order is seriously thr^t
security or

can, in these circumstancL ‘

* i

rights of the people.” More’than one h^nlf
freedom and

tional Assembly mav recommend to ttp^P
^ members of the Na-

measures be lifted, he shall c^pV
are any special circumstances and rTa^ifn?’

^ ^

certain circumstances but m Pr^laim martial law under
bers of the NationalaSw ^
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G Two-thirds of the members of the National Assemulv are to bee erted m direct Iwal elections and one-third nominated ra 6?oc b tl^Pj^sjdent and confirmed by the Council for IJemiificatioii (a nroc^d irewhich virtually msu^ the President a large automatic iLioiity?The National Assembly may not convene for more than 90 days a warm regular session and 60 days m extraordinary session. The Assem

dimina°teT
” demand documents hafS

H. Judg<« are to be appointed by the President on recommendation

finned bjtt^^^slml^^^^
P^^'^ent and con-

L A nine-member Constitution CommitU*e is established consistintr
of tliree mnubers appointed by the President, three by the Assemblyand three In tlie *^«stice. It examines the constitutionality oflaws ( formerly decided by the Supreme Court) and may dissolve polit-
ical parties whose purposes or actiAdties it considers are ‘‘contrarv to
the basic democratic order or endan|rer the existence of the state ”
The euphemism usually employed by Korean officials to describe the

concentration of power undeiythe new constitution in President Park shands is -the institutionalization of authority.” The American Em-
bassy was apparently not consulted in advance*^about the constitutional
changes although their peni^ral outlines were laiown : in fact they had
been reported in the Amer^an press prior to the official announcement.
Apparently, the United States did not undertake to ofler adiice to

President Park on these changes in the constitution. One explanation
gi\ en for this attitude was that the United States had no lev'era<re over
President Park, i^other was that it would be unwise for the United
States to become inA’olveci in any way in tlie new constitution as would
haie been the case—indirectly, at least—had we attempted to have
clianges made. In this connection it is significant to note that at the
moment when the cionstitution^ changes were being decided upon,
and when such appioaches to Pjfesident Park might have been made if
It had been deemed wise to do Ao, the United States Avas using all the
leA-erage it had for another pu/pose ; to try to persuade the Koreans to
giA'e their F-5 aircraft to Souili Vietnam as part of the crash build-up
of Saigon's forces in anticipation of a Vietnam cease-fire.
Vliat is the popular reaction to martial law, the proposed new con-

stitution and all that is inA*ol\’ed in terms of President Park's increased
power and liis prospects for staying in office as long as he wishes ? At the
time of our A'isit public approval for the North-South talks seemed to
have resulted in tacit acceptance of the rationale for martial law and
the re-writing of the constitution. On the other hand it should be noted
that, as of mid-Noveml>er, A^ery few Koreans knew the exact nature of
the changes and any discussion of them was forbidden under threat
of stiff prison sentences. The most knowledgeable Korean and foreign
observers Avith whom we met said that those Koreans outside the
Government who did know the full extent of the changes did not like
them. Those obser\Trs said that while Koreans who were opposed to
the changes agreed on the need for a strong government, they did not
accept the need for martial law. Indeed, it was pointed out to us that
President Park handled the far more serious securitv situation in 1908
luvohdng episodes such as the attack on the Blue llouse, tlie cnptuic

a»-024—73- -3



of tlie Pueblo and tlic landing of 200 North Koi*ean gwrrillas on the
coast without declaring even a national emergency, much less martial
law.

We were also reminded of the fact that on December 6, 1971, Prea-
dent Park had declai ed a state of national emergency in view of what
lie described as the changing international situation resulting from
President Nixon 's visit to China, tlie seating of China in the United
Nations and the threat from North Korea. This declaration did not
suspend constitutional processe^and was. in effect, only a policy state-
ment. Three weeks later, however, at President Park’s urging, the
National Assembly approve^the National Emergency Measures I>aw
whicli, according to tlie Ei^mssy, gave President Park power to con-
trol by decree virtually ev/vy element of national life that he and his
advisers considejcd relaf/d to tlie “emergency.” President Park did
not avail himself of his full powers under this law and, in fact by the
time maitial law was declared in October 1972 many of the measures
initially taken under the emertrency powers had been relaxed.
Thus, it appeared to knowledgeable observers that since the Assem-

bly had given President Park all the powers he had requested andmore than he had used, the explanation for the declaration of mirtial
Jaw was to be found simply in his determination to consolidate hispower whicli would, at tlie same time, insure the supixjrt of the mili-
tarv and free him of the burden of having to deal with political partiesand the legislature. Many of these observers believe tliat Korins ingeneral, do not oI)]e.ct to the government party s staving in power butthat tliev are opposed to permanent rule bv President Park Theseobservers doubted that either the Assembly o'r the people would fre^

permitting him to do so. Theybelie\e t^at Pr^ident Park was concerned over problems within his
Ifist elections in

- ay 19(1, his party had won only 49% of the popular vote, comnaredto the opposit^m party s 44%, and had lost all of the eitiS inclndh^
‘

For
had won all but one of the 19 district^Fot the moment, these observers said. President Park was eniormt

V^ruf F.X™5 H
^ reconciliation with^tT^^>orin. r urtneimore there was a feelm<y of fni-ilifir oc ««

him was concerned. IVe were told thaf opposition fearers coTs^!^It impossible to e.xpect cliange by peaceful means and expected Parkto leniain as President for a long time becnii<5p fKa r\r\n i *
timidated and coerced^d there ^as n^ riS^^upTwohrulTfo™
(last’ OcIrbeTlri

opposed President Park had no wav of sp^akin-r oVt

ssxTh" "1 ^
appear on governnient-sponsored radio ^nd tele^sinnthe merits of the new constitutional “reforms We
.1... .V,. h.j Si*
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“'' “a-“™Koirc"K

1Jlmd^S up srildDy li

Pv.i.tio. 0,,, . io.g p.ric3 7.iS:'Zi£'’S™"S”.« ZS^
appear, then, that President Park must produce enough in thp wmr t^sults u, the talks to justify the contin'^uation of aultritariaT^^^^^without going so far as to alarm the military.

“‘u*Jiariaii rule

III. Korea: The Koetu-South Talks

«
South Korea had their genesis ina public statement by President Park on August 15, 1970, in which he

!d^d*thA reunification pro-

on^
renounce the use of force. One year iLr,

^ isn. the President of the South Korean Red CrossSociety proposed to his North Korean counterpart that joint efforts

Knrp^n^p^^
reunite Separated families. On August 14, 1971, the NorthKorean Ked Cross Society accepted and proposed holding the firstmeeting on August 20 with Red Cross “liaison personnel.”

A
m^tmg of liaison personnel was held at Pamnunjom onAugust 20 and the ^cond on August 26. At that meeting, the SouthKorean representative proposed opening “preliminary meetings” ofRed Cross representatives” on September 28. At the third meeting

of liaison persoimel on August 30, the North Koreans proposed hold-mg the hrst preliminary meeting on September 20. At the fourth meet-
pereonnel, on September 3, the South Koreans accepted

Ihe hrst preliminarj^ meeting of North and South Korean Red
CYoss representatives then took place on September 20, 1971, at which
It was a^ed to ertablish permanent liaison offices in Pamnunjom with
direct telephone lines between them. The second meeting was held on
September 29 and the third on October 6 at which it was decided to
hold “full ^ale” Red Cross talks in Seoul and Pyongy ang on an alter-
nating basis. Preliminary meetings continued virtually every week
at which an opening date for the full scale talks was discussed.
Meanwhile, a separate channel of communication was opened up in

private discussions between the two sides in the spring of 1972. On
July 4, the North and South Korean Governments issued a joint com-
munique, simultaneously^ in Seoul and Pyongyang, announcing that
meetings had been held in Pyongyang earlier in the year on May 2-5
and in Seoul on May 29-June 1. Lee Hu-rak, Director of the CIA, had
represented South Korea at both meetings. The communique stated
that the two sides had made “great progress in promoting mutual
understanding” and had agreed that unification should be achieved
through peaceful means, by their own efforts and without outside in-
terference not to slander or defame each other, not to undertake armed
provocations, to “carry out various exchanges in many fields,” to install
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a direct teleplione Jine Ixjtwccn Seoul and Pyon^ang, and to estaldish
a 8outIi-Xoi-th Coordinating Committee chaired by Lee Hu-rak for
Soutli Korea and Kim Young Joo of the North Korean Organization
and Guidance Department.
On August 11, 1972, at their 25th preliminary meeting, Red Cross

representatives of North and South Korea agreed to hold their first

full scale talks in Pyongyang on August 30 and in Seoul on September
13. The third meeting in this series was held October 23.

Meanwhile, on October 12, the first meeting of the South-North
Oordinating Committee, established by the July 4 communique, was
held at Panmunjom. A second meeting followed in Pyongyang
Noveml)or 2-4. A communique issued at the conclusion of the second
meeting called for an end to slandering or defaming and said that the
two sides liad agreed to discontinue all propaganda broadcasts by
radio and by loudspeaker across the DMZ and to cease scattering
leaflets.

The Ked Cross talks thus became the vehicle for organizing the more
important political talks of the South-North Coordinating Committee.
The North-Soutli talks are expected to continue at both levels. Accord-
ing to a knowledgeable South Korean official to whom we talked- the
agenda of tlie Rod Cross talks includes tracing and reuniting fam-
ilies an(l exchanging mail. Korean CIA officials, describing the Co-
ordinating Committee talks to us. said that { deletedl.
^Iii briefing us on the South-North Coordinating Committee talks,
Korean (’TA officials said tlmtyf<le]etcdl.

One well informed senior/South Korean officials told us that he
thouglit tlie North needed toi)egin the talks because of their economic
situation. He said tliat the >^orth felt that they had been cheated by
the Soviets in terms of economic assistance compared to tlie aid South
Korea had received from tiie United States. Eventually, he thought,
North Korea wanted tlie falks to produce negotiated balanced force
reductions: Premier Kim II Sung liad long proposed reducing the
armed forces to 100.000 on each side. But, he said, the Red Cross'talks
would make little progress until the Coordinating Committee itself
made progress.

M In are the talks taking place and what arc the objectives of the
two parties, both of whom obviously see an advantage in the talks?
Tliose obser\ei*s with whom we talked did not see reunification as a
real goal, much less ns an attainable objective. Both Premier Kim II
Sung and President Park want reunification but each under his own
leadership. Unlike the leaders of the two Germanies, neither was said
to be^willmg to accept the evolution of a “two Koreas” solution But
the ^hich has tried a full scale armed attack, harassment
along the DMZ (m 1968 there were 542 incidents along the DMZ and
182 Soiith Koix*ans were killed; in 1972 there was only one incident
and no fatalities), the infiltration of terrorist groups (the most notori-
ous of which had been assigned to assassinate President Park in 1968)
and a propaganda campaign to sow dissension in the South—may now
be willing to try to see what results a softer policy may produce. After
all. the imposition of martial law in the South, the attendant repres-
^oii and the new authoritarian constitution were all rationalized by
President Pnrk^on the ground that they were nccossarx’ in order to bar-
gain with tlie North from a position of unity and strength, so that if
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the President is taken at liis word the talks have alreadj' produced a
significant political reaction.^he talks also represented an about-
face for Nortli Korean polic^paving the way for a far diflerent and
more inA^olved role in the wbrld than that of a bellicose and isolated
regime. Finally, the Soutl/Koreans may well be riglxt in saying that
the North hopes tliat a rmaxation of tensions can be translated into a
less expensive defense ^tablisliment. Some South Koreans have the
same hope with regard to their own defense budget but, given the
sensitivity of the Soumi Korean military, this possible result of the
talks is seldom discussqd.

Another common interest which some obseivers believe the two
Koreas have in the talks is the dissatisfaction which each has with its

respective ally or. in the case of the North, allies. Both Seoul and
Pyongyang have some basis for feeling that their individual interests

are no longer accorded as high a priority by their great power spon-
sors as in the past. Accordingly, each is somewhat mistrustful of its

allies, or at least less willing to see its security rest so largely in the

hands of others. Therefore, these observers reason, both Seoul and
Pyongyang may be genuinely interested in exploring the parameters
of their common interests. (It is interesting to note, in this connection,

that the North has also recently made changes in its constitution.)

For the South, the talks also serve other purposes. They signal an
independent South Korean policy, but one in tune with the shifting

alignments between the major communist and non-communist powers,

insuring that South Korea will not be an odd man out in Asia. As
noted earlier, the talks have, at least momentarily, increased President

Park’s popularity with his countrymen for, although there is some
uneasiness about the talks within the Army which is the result of an

almost psychotic fear of the North, the Koreans are a homogenous
people with a strong nationalistic sense.

The talks also eliminate a potential rallying point for President

Park’s critics. (In the 1971 election campaign, the opposition called

for a free debate on the issue of unification and North-South ex-

changes; the government party, it is interesting to recall, dismissed

the opposition’s proposal for North-South exchanges as untimelj",

sentimental and evidence of communist sympathies). Furthermore,

the reduction of tensions between North and South Korea can only

redound to President Park’s advantage. And the tallcs provide a con-

venient rationale, or rationalization as many would say, for the Presi-

dent’s recent actions and for maintaining himself in office indefinitely

with greatly increased power; indeed opposition leader Kim Dae Jung

said in a speech on July 13, shortly after the July 4 communique wa.s

issued, that he was for the communique in principle but was appre-

hensive that Pi^ident Park might try to use the talks as an excuse

to perpetuate his political power. The talks also serve a useful purpose

in President Park’s dealings with the United States since they have a

critical bearing on every major issue involving the two countries, in-

cluding such questions as the handling of the Korean question at the

United Nations, the amount of economic and military aid, force levels

and military command relationships.
^ , tt xt i

The first of these may well be a major issue in the U.N. general

Assembly this year. For several years prior to 1971 the United States

was able to use its influence in the General Assembly to restrict the in-
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vitation to the two Korcas to participate in debate on the Korean itom

by a condition that both would accept the competence of the U.N. to

consider the Korean problem. North Korea had always rejected the

idea of U.N. competence so that only the South Koreans were ^ated
when the First Committee, and subsequently the Assembly, considered

the “Korean item.” The Soviet Union and its allies regnlarly sought an

unconditional invitation. When this effort failed, as it did each year,

the Soviets and their allies then would propose, again without succes^

first to have the report of the United Nations Commission on the Uni-

fication and Rehabilitation of Korea (UNCUKK) rejected, then to

have UNCURK dissolved and finally to obtain a vote caRing for the

withdrawal of U.S. and foreign forces in Korea under the U.N. flag.

Over the years, as new nations from the neutral bloc entered the U.N.,

it became incrMsingly difficult to retain support for a conditional invi-

tation. In lO^and 1972 the United States and Korea decided to re-

sort to the mwedural device of seeking to postpone debate on the

Korean iten/until the following year.

During the debate preceding the vote on this procedural motion at

tlie General Assembly session in the fall of 1972, the United States

argued that consideration of the Korean item at that time might
jeopardize the progress of North-South talks. By a vote of 70-35

(with 42 abstentions), tlie Assembly agreed to put aside the question

until 1973.

The entry into the U.N. of China, a participant in the Korean War,
has changed the character of the Korean debate, and South Korea and
the Unite.! States are thus faced with a difficult decision regarding the
U.N. presence. The U.N. military presence could, if necessary, be pro-
tected by die U.S. veto since Security Council action would be required
to dissolve the U.N. Command. If, however, the (jeneral Assembly
should vote to terminate the U.N. presence in Korea, the United States
might be placed in a politically embarrassing position.

During our visit we received no indication of any change in Seoul’s
attitude toward the United Nations. Officials of the Foreign Ministry
appeared as determined as ever to do what they could to isolate North
Korea in the international community. While discussing the North-
South talks with Korean CIA officials, we asked whether [delete].

Progress in the North-South talks is an important element in the
U.S.-Korean position in the T'nited Nations this fall, but the Korean
officials we talked to were uncommunicative about their progress.
Having surprised us by declaring martial lawJ however, the Korean
Government could conceivably alter their positibn repar^g the U.N.
presence with little warning to the United States, although it is con-
sidered more likely that they will continue ro seek postponement of
T|^.N. action on Korea. Such a decision would/mean a continuing U.S.
diplomatic effort on Korea's behalf in theVT'nited Nations.
American officials believe that the talks v ith the North were made

possible by President Nixon's trip to Chir a, past U.S. support for
Korea at the U.N., the increase in milita^* issistance under the Fiv®

^
ear Modernization Plan and the reduction of U.S. troops in Korea,

^me of them acknowledged, however, that the initiative in U.S.“
Korean relations may rest with the Koreans as long as U.S. policy is
tied to the talks and the Koreans control what happens in the talks
and even what is known about them. Some observers with whom 've



talked expressed concern at this po^ibility and said that they hoped
that the United States would maktf its own early decisions regarding
what it would like to see hap}>en indvorea rather than allow such mat-
ters as command arrangements, U-S. troop levels and the U.K. presence
to depend so largely on Korean anions.

In the past, the South Koreans have clung tenaciously to every as-

pect of the U.N. presence, both military and political, as a means of re-

inforcing their security, emphasizing their Government’s legitimacy

and sharpening the contrast between them and the North Koreans.

Conversely, the removal of the U.N. presence including U.S. forces,

has been and continues to be a principal objective of the North. The
South Koreans are also ^ell aware that a desire to reduce its forces in

Korea is one of the principal reasons the United States has been en-

couraging a North-South dialogue since at least 1970. That being so,

the argument that one can negotiate with a dangerous adversary only

from a position of strength—an argument not unfamiliar in the United
States itself in recent years—is at the same time an argument against

U.S. troop reductions and for continued and undiminshed military

and economic support and a defense against American criticism

of President Park's extra constitutional actions. After all, the Koreans

say, if the United States is willii^ to bargain only from strength, and

if'we did not reduce our forces in Europe so that our West German
allies could negotiate from strength with East Germany, can we do any

less for our Korean allies? President Park obviously hopes that we
cannot.

.

IV. Korea : The 'Ecosomc Situation

Korea can negotiate from a position of economic strength, despite

a slow-down in the past year. Over the past decade Korea has fre-

quently been cited as an outstanding economic success story which one

Korean official told us he ascribed to “will, strong leadership, stability

and foreign assistance,’' the last, of these factors—according to Korean

figures—totalling well over $19 billion in government and private

transactions. According to Korean Government figures, GNP per

capita rose 11.7^ annually between 1966 and 1971 and more than

doubled between 1963 and 1971.

During the last quarter of 1971, an economic slowdown began due

to a number of factors including the revaluation of the yen and the

devaluation of the dollar, the American recession, the 10% surcharge

on imports imposed by the United States, the withdrawal of 20.000

U.S. militery personnel from Korea, lower Korean earnings from Viet-

nam and the textile quota agreement with the United Stat^. The slow-

down continued in the first half of 1972. Real growth of GNP fell to

6.7% in the first half of 1972, compared to 15.1% dur^ the fii|t half

of 1971, and there was an acute recession in the constrtction industry.

Contributing to the economic slowdown were overejfra^ion in con-

struction and related industries, increasing restraint^on bank lending

and the restriction of imports by the Korean GoveAiment.

Despite this slowdown, however, there was a si^ificant improve-

ment m Korea's balance of payments position durin^r the first half of

1972. The deficit on the net current account dropped from

million in the first 6 months of 1971 to $280.6 million m the first

6 months of 1972, resulting in an increase of $30 m\lhon m foreign
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exchange reserves

on August 31, 19 < 2.) Korea
million although it is estimated

£Ff&.~s4s««—
fsri".srs”ist^ §tS”
Korean Economic Planning Board ascribed the inflation to four tac

tors - the continuous depreciation of the currency and the devaluation

of the exchange rate, high grain prices which have encouraged moi-e

farming, high utility rates and an increase m liquidity.

TTlc^w dLestic saviS ratio. The domestic saving ratio has

ranged in recent yeare fvoj^U.2% to 16.4% of GXP, a

parfd to other rapidly developing ecouomi^ Kor^ has

rely heavily on foreign saviig for 35% to *^% of its investment

A hea\'v debt burde/ At the end of 19il,

outstanding oi more than ine year maturity amounted to $2 6 biiJi^

According to Embassy estimates, payments of principal and mter^

in 1971 will amount to between $327 and

foreign exchange earnings in 1971 are estimated at $1.6 billion) ;
will

increase to a high in 1977 of around $750 million (when ^orei^ ex-

change earnings are expected to be above $4.1 billion)
;

^d will then

decline so that bv 1990 debt service paj-ments siiould at a level

of about $134 million provided there is no additional foreign debt

incurred after 1976. f ^ ^
D. Adverse external d^elopments. The textile quota ag^ment

with the United States is^xpected to result in a net loss of $325 mil-

Hon in Korean exports/over the next 5 yeais, as 50% of Korea s

exports have been to th^Tnited States and 50%> of these exports were

te^il^
large curb nuMcet. When a decree was issued in August 1972

requiring the legislation of private debts it turned out that ^3.6%

of the nionev supplv was in private hands and only 16% in banks.

In 1972, Korea began a Third Five Year Plan in which exports, the

rural sector and heavy and chemical industries are the major pnonties.

The goals of the Plan include an 8.6% growth of GXP and rapid ex-

pansion of the mining and manufacturing sectors; investment of $lo-7

li'tP'ion at 1970 prices (a goal that has since been increased by 1.9%)

with 79.2% of this investment to be supplied from dome^ic souws
and $3.8 billion from foreign sources (including $1.5 billion in U-S.

military assistance under the Five Year Modernization Plan_) ; an in-

crease in exports to $3.5 billion: self-suflaciency in rice by 1976; and a

decline in population ^owth to 1.5% in 1976 (from 2.7% annually in

the neriod 1960-66 andl.7% in 1971).
i. ’

i

The problems the Korean Government faces in meeting the goals

set forth in the Third Five Year Plan include the ability of the pri-

vate sector to generate sufficient savings to meet projected investment

levels, the possibility of additional foreign restrictions on Korean ex-
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ports and the need to increase defense exijen^tures.

the last of these factors, we wert told at the
1971

that while defense expendit/res constituted i.5% of hM' m lya,

bv 197^iey will cons&tute/round 5%, a level that is ^nsidered too

^X^l^ard but whiA was said to be necessary to compe^ate

for the^FY 1972 Military Jipistance Program reductions and the 10%

Au^st 3, 1972, an Emergency Presidential Dec^, issued

the emergency powers legislation the day after the ^atlonal ^?®embly

^ioTiS a n^ber of steps desired to stabilize pnces and

combat the recession. These included
price

400 won to the dollar, restraining the increase in

\nt\px to 3% vearlv, lowering the prime bank interest rate from 19%

For American business^n, the slowdo
nroducts to Korean

r?=s#:rs=^5^^^
crease^Korea’s reliance on Japan as a source

imports (39% from Japari and 2 .f
Tjnited States dropped

months of 1972,
overall 14 8% Incidentally, of the

13.4% while imports mc^ased overall 14^ A-
g the first

$324.4 million fimded bv Korean foreign

6 months of 1972, ^
narPil to the first

6* montlis of 1971)
exchange (a drop of

and aid Of the $447.2 million worth
and $164.2 million by U.|- we^funded by Korean
of Korean imports from to the first 6

foreign exchange (a
oo 4 million by Japanese loans and

months of 1971) and orfy fjom the United States

Until 1970, around 40r^of all Kor^^ mjw
dropped to

were financed with offi^al have been in the

28.6%. In the case of iove\gn exchange

(on an approval“ for million^r 31.5%.

$1.54.9 miUion^r Japw 59 5
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totaling $28^ million. Although the U.^as held a significant lea^d

in total investment, in 2 of the la^/S years Japan has led the

United States in total investment, y
U.S. investment efforts have been concentrated m large projects

and Japanese investment in smaly and medium size industries. Ac-

cording to the Embassy’s economic Section, among the factoi'S adver^ly

influencing major Japanese investment in Korea are “concern arising

from Chou En-Lai’s ‘four principles’ ” which stated that no firms

trading with or investing in Taiwan or the Republic of Korea would

^ permitted to trade with the P^ple’s Republic of China and

“skepticism about the investment climate in Korea on the part of

Japanese investors.”

In addition to the traditional sources of foreign exchange, the

Koreans have, since 1966, earned a total of $950 million from various

arrangements related to Vietnam. These earnings reached a high of

$195,7 million in 1969. In the first 9 months of 1972, they totalled

$65.2 million—$14.9 million in remittances from military personnel,

$12.2 million in services contracts, $10.3 million in military commodi^
procurement, $9.7 million in commercial exports, $9.5 million in U.S.

dollar payments for the pay and allowances of Korean civilian and
military personnel, $3.8 million in civilian personnel remittances

(there were 2.407 Korean technicians working tor U.S. organizations

in Vietnam—incuding AID—and for Korean companies as of Sep-
tember 30. 1972; in 1966, there were 15,500), $2.5 million for death
and disability gratuities and $2.3 million for construction contracts.

I

V. Kobea.: Foreign Assistance

From 1949 through FY 1971, total U.S. economic assistance to

Korea—in loans, grants, population grants and P.L. 480—was $4,269
billion. In FY 1972, assistance totalled $192.56 million—$26.5 mil-
lion in loans, $3.1 million in grants. $436,000 in population grants,

$151.2 million in P.L. 480 Title I and $11.3 million in P.L. 480 Title II.

The planned total for FY 1973 is $212.4 million. Of this total. $25
million is planned for loans (in the field of agricultural develop-
ment), $2.4 million in grants (for technical assistance projects in edu-
cational development, training, private enterprise, agricultural re-

search and the like), $492,000 in population grants. $282.5 million
in P.L. 480 Title I and $3.02 million in P.L. 480 Title II.
The description of the amounts and purposes of various loans and

grants in the Congressional Presentation Document is out of date. For
example, the Document mentions using $823,000 in technical assistance
funds for an agricultural planning project but AID now intends
to deduct the research component which would reduce the size of
the grant; some $800,000 in the family planning program earmnrkpd
for advisers to work with ministries' will not be used: $254,000 for
technical advisers to modernize money and capital markets will not
be used because the International Executive Service C-orps will do
the job : and $201,000 to begin a project to expand the use of technologv
and scientific innovation has been reduced to $160,000.
On a calendar year basis, Korean Government officials caViilate

that they received $179 million in P.L, 480 in calendar vear 1971 and
that they will receive $204 million in calendar year 1972. They had
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asked for a $50 million increase in 1972 because of government-stimu-

lated hiffh wheat consumption aimed at reducing rice imports (wn^t

consumption was half a million tons in 1967, r^e to a milli(m tons by

1970 and will be two million tons in 1973). The Ijnited Sta^ of-

fered a $25 million advance against subsequent year F.L. 480 pro-

grams. Korean Government officials are apparently under the impres-

sion that this advance was to offset their loss of earnings as a result

of the bilateral textile agreement because when the agreement was

signed the United States undertook what the Koreans now regard

as a promise to provide such offsets in the form of development loans

and P.L. 480. According to U.S. officials, however, this particular ad-

vance was made in response to a Korean

be used to generate local capital which would be lent to busmess

^™he other economic assistance donor country is Japan. In accord-

ance with the Settlement of Property

out of World War II claims, Japan agreed to grant Korea ^00 i^^on,

to lend $200 million and to approve $300 million ^
^S177 4

the neriod 1966-1975. Through 1971, grants have totalled $177.4

million and authorized loans $112.8 million In 19<1. Japanese o^
and grants under the agreement totalled imUion 1°

the Japanese Government has agreed to provide a $300 million com

moditY loan during 1972-1973 (agreements haje been

$100 million to date) and. at some pomt on the toure a $20 mUli

l^e%SnSfhave aljlad^ lent'$8oSion for

iheXfloTme^t of the subway and «90 milhon f^
<iFC^d ^IbKIJ, $»< million nvni ±

, . Development Bank totalling

amounts have been received from the UNDP, n v

World Food Program) and >> DU
declined

hire and eight contract personnel.

VI. Korea: The U.S. Miutart Presence

. 3 -j. TT Q torces in Korea, as of the time of our
The assigned stren^^^^^^^^^

[deleted] Air Force, and
visit, was about



The senior U.S. military representative in Korea, who at the

of our visit was Greneral Donald V. Bennett, USA, heads a niffnly

complex U.S.-Korean-United Nations nulitary structure with t

overlapping commands. He is Commander in Chief, United NaUoM
Command (CINCUNC) ;

Commander of U.S. Forces Korea (COM-

USKorea)
;
and Commander, Eighth United States Army.

The United Nations Command (UNC) was created by the United

States in response to a Security Council Resolution in 1950 callmg ^
the United States to establish a command in Korea covering all

forces. Subsequently, the Koreans placed all their forces under the

operational control of the UNC Commander who m turn is dire^y

responsible to the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff. Thus, as Commander,

UNC, General Bennett has operational control over all Korean

forces (except the Capital Security Command) and whatever U.N.

forces exist at any given moment {
2it present an Honor Guard num-

bering less than 50 men and a purely symbolic Thai Air Force detach-

ment of about 30 men in Japan), but he has no U.S. forces under his

operational control in his U.N. capacity. Before General Bennett ^
Commander UNC could commit or use any U.S. forces (including the

Eighth Army of which he is Commander) ,
those forces would have to

be released to him by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the President.

In his second capacity, as Commander of U.S. Forces Korea (COM-
USKorea), General Bennett has only a planning and coordinating

function and has no operational control over any forces. As COMUS-
Korea, General Bennett reports to CINCPAC in Hawaii which exer-

cises operational control over all U.S. forces in the Korean area

through the CINCPAC service component commanders for the Army,
Navy and Air Force.

As Commander, Eighth United States Army, General Bennett is

Army component commander reporting to himself as CTNCUKC for

U.N. purposes and to himself as COlMUSKorea in planning and coordi-

nating matters but all the while under the operational control of the

CINCPAC Army component commander in Hawaii.

The roles of other U.S. service commanders in Korea are also com-

plex. For example, the senior U.S. Air Force officer, as Commander
Air Force Korea (CO^L\.FK), is subordinate to COMUSKorea. He
has, however, no U.S. forces assigned to him in this capacity but does

have operational control over the Korean Air Force. At the same time,

though, he is also Commander of the U.S. 314th Air Division and as

such is subordinate to the 5th U.S. Air Force in Japan.
While the U-S. military has a rationale for these arrangements, the

obvious effect is a proliferation of commands and a top-heavy staff

structure. The arrangement also has the effect of involving practically

the entire U.S. military establishment in any military matter affecting

Korea.
The principal U.S. ground force in Korea is the Army’s Second

Division which is presently manned at less than normal divisio^
strength. The Second Division is part of the I Corps Group, a joint

Korean-U.S. command, whose primary mission is to defend the Re-

public of Korea, in the sector assigned, and the city of Seoul. Uorps
Group headquarters are at Uijongbu. 9 miles north of Seoul. The
I Corps Group sector is bounded on the north by the DMZ, on the

east by the Chorwon Valley, and from there southwest along the
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Imjm River and cross the Han River estuary and the Kirapo

Peninsula. The Orps group defends 30 miles along the DMZ and 37

miles along the demilitarized Han River estuary, although the only

U.S. force actually deployed along the DMZ is one nfle company

which is assigned an area about 500 meters wide astride the access

road to the Jmnt Security Area at Panmunjom, The Corps Group has,

in ground units, [deleted] divisions, [deleted] brigades and a [de-

leted]. All of these units are Korean except for the U.S. Second Divi-

sion; a Royal Thai Company which had been under the operational

control of the S^nd Division was withdrawn by the Thai Govern-

ment on June 23. The I Corps Group artillery are now all Kor^n
units; they were U.S. units before December 1970. And the 1102nd

Combat Engineer Group is also completely Korean after the inactiva-

tion on June 1 of the 36th U.S. Engineer Group. One of the two

Signal Corps battalions is, however, still American although it is

only about [deleted] the size of a normal U.S. Signal Corps battalion.

[Deleted.] On July 1, 1971, the I Corps Group Headquarter became

a combined headquarters. A U.S. General is commander, with ^th the

U.S. and Korean forces under his command, and a Korean General

is Deputy Commander. Half of the staff positions are held by Ameri-

cans and half by Koreans.
, .

The other significant U.S. ground elements in Korea are [(teletedj

Sergeant and Honest John missiles and [deleted] battalio^ of eighte

inch howitzers. Both of these m^ile systems were designed prunarUy

to deliver tactical nuclear explosives.

The U S.-Korea Mutual Security Treaty refers to actio^ to be

taken •‘in accordance with . . . constitutional processes m the event

of an attack against the South. As a pracUcal matter, the

the U.S. Second Division in the Corps Group defen^dmg the DMZ,

and the pasitioningjt£4UXS-4U&^
by both l^ericansandKoi^ans^^
automatic American inv<;j|kement m the event of a North Kor^n

attack. Although the Se^ nd Division is assi^ed ^

in the event of hostUities, «mor U.S. conmianders

us that as a practical matte r there would be no way for them to stay

^^The Ko^nsM that the certainty of

ment is further guaranteed by the command arrangements which pla^

all Korean forces under U.a operational control and by the continued

U.N. presence in Korea. S3ce the North-South talks may mean^at

the u!n. presence may haveb limited future, the conmand and *rtnp

wire” arrangements have as^ed more importance than ever to the

^
As*far as future force levels are concerned, at the fifth annud ILS.-

Korean Consultative Meeting m Colorado Springs in June Scc_

retary of Defense Laird stated that there would be no reductions m
FY 1973. Before the Senate Appropriations

ary 24, 1972, he said: “We do not anticipate a furthw reduction m
Fiscal 1973.” That is considered, by both American and Korean officials

^th whom we talked, to be the only commitment the U.S. h^ mad^

other than a commitment to “con^t” before malnng ^y
TDeleted.] Some consideration has been given to kecpmg the Second

Division m Korea as a Pacific theatre reserve (the undermanned 25th
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Division in Hawaii is the only other

but this does not apr^ar likely; m fact a

strengthen the S^n^Dmsion was

We spoke with virtually no U.S. offic^ls—and cmamy n

official-^ho did not exp^ the

nresence in Korea for the foreseeable Mure. Similarly there

i^SvTrsal agn^ement that the U.S.-iorea Mutual

should be maintained. In addition to the

ine from the loss of 33,000 American lives m the Kwean and^
mL practical considerations arising from the

and private investment in Korea, senior ofScials of the

both military and civilian, regard the
X^^lh^rtv^of

mitment to and presence in Korea as es

Asia. Many observers believe that if t le United States were to 1»

Korea, or appeared to be leaving, the North Koreans

the Japanese might feel compelled to ncimse significantly their

defense establishment, a decision that would obviously not only^
far reaching domestic repercussions iniJapan but also profound efleas

on Chinese and Soviet relations with Japan.

For their part, the Japanese Government clearly favore a continued

U.S. presence in Korea. An indication of the stratepc impoi^oe

which the Japanese attach to the Korean peninsula is the fact that

rdeletedi. The Japanese Government has said, m a public st^e^^t,

that an armed attack against South Korea would senously affect the

security of Japan and that as a consequence the Japanese GoyemmEnt

would decide “positively and promptly” on a reouest for the use of

bases and facilities in japan by U.S. forces involved in meeting

attack. That statement of policy and intention, made by Prime

ter Sato in Washington on November 21, 1969, is regarded by offici^

of both Governments as consistent with the requirements for prior

U.S. consultation before Japanese bases are used for active military

operations while providing at the same time advance assurance that

the bases will be available.

VII. Korea : The Milttart Balance

According to senior U.S. officers in the U.N. Command, the compari-

son between North and South Korean forces is as follows

:

South KorM Nofth Kom

Amy

Air Porct

Totil Form

Mlima
HomoUnd Oolonsa Rnorvos.

. pieleted.)

‘|[DeleM.) pMModJ

The South Korean Ministry of National Defense estimates total

South Korean forces at [deleted] and total North Korean forces at

[deleted], yielding a South Korean superiority of only [deleted] com-

pared to a Bupenority of [deleted] according to U.S. figures. The
South Koreans also include an estimate of North Korean militia at
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[deleted] million, not [deleted], and say that this force is equipped

with crew-served weapons.
. , ^ x

The South Korean Ministry of Nationa.1 Defense pgues th^, even

assuming no increase in North Korean military equipment, after the

Five Year Modernization Plan is completed North Korean foi^ will

still be superior in numbers of [deleted]. Thus, they argue, U.S. forces

must be retained to redress the balance and the modernization plan

must be completed. . ,

^

It is the imbalance between the North and South Korean Air Forces

that is the factor most often cited by Korean and by some U.S. military

authorities as most significant. According to U.S. estimates, the com-

parison of jet fighter aircraft is approximately 200 for the South and

over 500 for the North, A more specific breakdown of the two air forces

follows

:

Air Foret

South KorM North Korea

[Deleted.} [Deleted.]

(Deleted.) [Deleted.)

Pilots-,.
[Deleted.) [DeleiedJ

U S Air Force officers in K< rea argue that the toparity in fighters

and bombers is more than coi ipensated for by the shelter

since shelters and not planes t ten become targets in case of a surprise

Ll^'si^mcant that allarge proportion of the jet on

both sides are obsolescent. A Comparison of

modem fighters shows a muefii closer balanM. At least,

case before the U.S. persuadid the South Koreans to send [dele^^^^

F-5As to Vietnam (a subject discussed more fuUy
4

chart is also somewhat misle^mg with respect to -IAF
number of the North Korean bombers are obsolescent subsonic I^-8s.

On the other hand, the North Koreans do have appro^ately
[de'eteoj

SU-Ts which the Soviets gave them after the United States provided

the South Koreans with F-As capable of deep penetration offensive

"‘The'eomparison shown above also does not take aOTt &e

U.S. Air Force strength in Korea. There are now ^t'oal ^d
support U.S. aircraft assigned to Korea of which [deleted] are F^Ds.

A^senior Korean defenie offitial told us that m his

Koreans could attack any timejand wage rapid war m a liimted area

vritKont Chinese or Soviet hefc. The view of OM ^fense offiaals
^

that [deleted]. Korean defens^flScials also said that smee 1967, when

the North Koreans completedllieir defenses, they have gathered equip-

ment for offensive operations^their basic objective

and they were capable of sustained operations for [dektedj months

without'external Lip. U.S. mil^a^
^^u“c^"^ete

that North Korean capabUity is hmited bwaTe
reliance on support from other countries and that Soviet or Chinese
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support is a prerequisite for any ^rious

hfr howev^er, that.the South Koreans^ ^SiS
defend against a major North Korean attack for an enenoeu

without external assistance.
j a. tt G onH Korean assessments

drL‘rs‘trrayTSe^uS
South Koreans appear to believe that ^ all-out surp

asissinents of the two countries are discussed,m Korean

onfsrvear’s discussion is indicative of the differenc^and of the

Korean ‘proficiency in tlie artful phrwmg of

cording to tlie Koreans, the U.S. and Korean sides agreed that Lde-

leted] a formulation that did not [ddeted]. J
One common factor which severely limits t^ capacity of

to go to war on their own is their very rfervffi of petr^^
and ammunition amounting to approximately [deleted] days

supplv on both sides. Furthermore, neither fde has a logistics systo

capable of supporting sustained operations.'Some ^nth Korean be-

lieve that the United States has deliberately limited their supplies m
order to insure that the ^outh does not strike out on its own against

the North. ^ ^

VTTT. Korea: U.S. Militart Assistance

In the period 1949-1971, South Korea received $5.01 billion (m

terms of obligations and authorizations) in U.S. military assistance

loans and grants. Between FY 1964 and FY 1970. U.S. military grant

aid to Korea was well below the level of $200 million a year except m
FY 1908—the year of the “Pueblo'’ and “Blue House” assa^ination

attempt incidents. FY 1971 marked the beginning of the Five Y^
Modernization Plan, the funding for which began with a $150 million

supi>lementary request tacked on to the supplementary military as-

sistance legislation which contained the authorization for the resump-

tion of miliUry assistance to Cnmlwdio. (At the time. Senate scrutiny

concentrated on the question of assistance to Cambodia, and the sup-

plementary appropriation for Korea, which contributed the fir^

installment on what was to be a $1.5 billion program, was ignored.)

The origins of the Five Year Modernization Plan are somewl^t

imclear. According to MAAG officials in Korea, early in 1970 a list

was drawn up by the Koreans indicating what they felt they needed

based on their assessment of the threat, their capability and the ex-

pectation of the vrithdrawal of some U.S. forces from Korea. A similar

list was drawn up by U.S. officials in Korea pursuant to an instructitm

from CINCPACfto study a modernization plan of between $1 billion

and $1.5 billion. When completed, the Korean list was valued at about

$1 billion.

A joint Korean-U.S. Committee was formed and came up with

an agreed list (now known as the “Kinds and Quantities List”) which,

when costed out, added up to $1.5 billion consisting of $1.^ in ex-

penditures against new obligated authority and $.25 in excess defense

articles. The list has been reviewed annually in the light of Congres-
sional authorizations and appropriations and there has been some
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time tliat the decision to withdraw^^^

was alwut to be implement^. ^ .- 20,000 man force

Modernization ,at the

Induction but that
mepting the threat

Koreans n^ed to make them
not the Plan was

North in light of the
20 000 forces, both Korean and

compensation for the

V£. officials to
of both the Koreans and the

Uinly.m the forefront of tto^ j,, 1970

Americans when the Plan w^
d for “O'’ or operating costs.

Of the $1,5 biUion [dele.^]
[deleted] niifhon is

[deleted] million is for 1 or
, rdeletedl million is for

for long supply and
dlint^ and transportation costs)

and for the support c^ts of the
[deleted] million, the

Savy [deleted] “‘^lon and the Ms
i^istance Program to com-

The planned levels for
Plan were $290 million in

plete the $1.5 billion .^odem/^Uo PI
’

^ appro-

FY 1971 and $239.4 million m FT 19.

A

priations, however $1.8 j235 million re-

bon was unfunded m 197-. ^ . aoDroximately $o<0 million

qnested for FY 19^3 is eventually pia„

wiU thus be rejmred 111
jf the $235 million

on schedule, tj -S- officials in
ipjon in Fiscal Years 19.4 and

in Fiscal Year 19.3 and the
‘

^ military assistance

1975 is provid^, the ^"'‘ed Sta d
^ ends. On the

to Korea by the end of FY 19Jo
esc P

obtained the Koreans

other hand, they said, if the fuU^
to fijture

will expect that the shortfaU will simp

years. Furthermore, .^^“®®°Sce fppropriations result in cutt

costs, reductions
mnuhta^assistim ^PP These costs then in-

“pi costs—investment costs for
JJ ,.P .yg delaved. The Five-

crease the longer these investment exp beyond FY
Year Modernization Plan would then

^ j^ybon.

1975 but would require r^uremLt problems and because

Because of these funding „.P
^ ^ Quantities” list differently,

we and the Koreans look at the
a troublesome issue

the Five Year Mi^e^^on that the Koreans th^
in Korean-U.S. relations Our mp

every item on the li^

they have a commitoent to srTP y had been careful to explain

even though U.S. o®*^’^!?
_ i„ the MAAG regard the transaction

that this was not so, while mai^
which we would go down the list

as a “value undertsandmg” under whmb we
jl.sHiillion.

buying or givi^ *^TSU“^racem^he 10% deposit r^uireraMh
Another incipient dimculw c

Foreign Assistance Act

Beginning in FY local currency

requires Sat excess defense artides and
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„,aintai„ that they are unable to ^
$5 million) and have asked for and “

„nld rather

in the Korean Government take the p<®t on tot tt^o
see a cut in military assistp(* than make the

both

The Embassy, while pomtmg
an added budgetary cost as «

J^Uefe the ^uirement will seri-

to the Koreans, apiiarently does * Embassy study pointed
ously affect Korea’s economic growth. A wentE^a^ wu y

out, for example, that the foreign exchange^ to Kow ot^ t^^

deposit requirement would result in no more
1974-1976.

reduction in Korea’s GNP p-o^h
g •

j effect for
\t the some time, the deposits have an iininedi

nffioial

to rnH stated by reiicing the dollar outflow required for official

purcliases of won to finance U.S. exj>enditvu^ in
- articles

^ In FY 1971 and 1972, the Koreans received exc^

under tlio normal excess profTram with an acquisition

million and a leeal value of $30.7 million. The estimate for F'i 19 lo

deliveries is between $30 million million. ^ ^ to^s Also
are applied against the Five 1 ear Modenuzation Cp^
credited asrainst the Plan is the excess equipment provid^

tion 3 of PF. 91-652 (the ('ambodian Supplemental Authorization

iri whU. authorized Vhe President, until June 30, 1972,^ trans er

to Korea defense articles belongmg to U.S. forces

of $278.7 million worth of equipment (at acquisition cost ), with a lega

value of $92.9 million, has been transfe^d to the

forces, almost all of it to the army, m F\
P-J._

equijiment included fdeleted] Hawks and [deleted]

missiles [deleted] vehicles and trailers, [deleted] weapons, [deleted]

armv aircraft, [deleted] tanks, [deleted] personnel and cargo car-

riers and [deleted] items of communication equipment.

Under Se('tion 502 of P.L. 91-441. Korean forces returning from

Vietnam have been allowed to retain some of the equipment issued

to them under the Military Assistance Service Funded (MA^r)

program This equipment was credited toward the ffoals of the P ive

Yea'r Modernization Plan. It has totalled $8.6 million representing

one-tliird of the acquisition cost, and has included [deleted] vehicles,

[deleted] weapons and [deleted] items of communication ^quipm^
These totals will be further increased when the remaining 40,000

Korean troops are returned from Vietnam. The quantity and types

of equipment which they will be allowed to bring with them is ap-

parently a subject for negotiation. The Koreans naturally hope to

bring back as much as possible, but before arriving in Korea we were

told bv American military officers that the Koreans would be allowed

to retain regimental equipment for only two of the six regiments still

in Vietnam and that the rest of their regimental equipment would be

turned over to the South Vietnamese for which the Koreans would be

The Koreans have also recently obtained U.S. agreement to pay them

$5.1 million to cover 60 days *"severance pay” when the Korean troops

return from Vietnam despite the fact that the Brown letter does not

provide for severance pay and despite the precedent set when the first

Korean troops were withdrawn without severance pay. Apparently

still unsettl^ is a Korean claim for $8.2 million for veterans’ pay and
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allowances which the United States was unable to pay in FY 1971 as a
result of a “teclmical error’’ which occurred in the handling of that
year’s Defense Authorization bill.

As their part of the Five Year Modernization Plan, the Koreans
agreed to take over a largo part of the “O and M,” or operating and
maintenance, costs of their armed forces. This assumption of a greater

share of O and M costs is what is known as the “iLVP Transfer Pro*

gram,” meaning a transfer of recurring costs from the Military Assist-

ance Program to the Korean defense budget. An equivalent program
was suspended in FY 1963, because of the economic situation in Korea,

and suspended again between FY 1966 and FY 1970 under the pro-

visions of the Brown agreements as part of the quid pro quo for the dis-

patch of Korean forces to Vietnam. The program was resumed in FY
1971 with the Koreans assimiing $20 million in additional annual “O
and M” costs. In FY 1972, that amount increased another $20 million

annually, and the Koreans have agreed to increase it further to $30

million annually in FY 1973, 1974 and 1975.

In the period FY 1971-1975, then, the Koreans will absorb $210 mil-

lion in “O and M” costs for ammunition, spare parts, POL and other

commodities. While some American and Korean officials arg\ied that

the Koreans cannot at this time afford to absorb more of their own ‘*0

and M*’ costs, the only available statistical analysis of this problem does

not support that view. That study, by the Embassy, indicated that even

if U.S. support for “O and M” were terminated this fiscal year, the

resultin<r percentage reduction in Korean GNP would be less than .4

percent by 1975.

Nevertheless, as an inducement to the Koreans to enter into the new

transfer program, the United States agreed to offset a portion of the

cost in the form of P.L. 480 grants and loans to total $125 million over

5 years. Through FY 1973 the Koreans will receive approximately

$60 million in such grants, offsetting more than half of the “O and M”
costs absorbed by them during the corresponding period and, in fact,

resulting in a windfall of $28 million foreism exchange equivalent to

the Koreans, an amount representing the difference lietween the total

of the offsets and the much smaller foreign exchange component of the

^ and M” costs ^ing absorbed by the Korean Government.

While we were informed in great detail about the transfer program

by both U.S. and Korean officials, and always told what a fine thing

it was that the Koreans were willing to shoulder more of their own

defense burden, the existence of the simultoneous offset program in

the form of P.L. 480 grants was never mentioned. We first learned of

it at the Korean Ministry of Defense. When we sought to discuss it

with the Embassy officer responsible for following the P.L. 480 pro-

gram, he first disclaimed any knowledge of the offset arrangement,

then wrote out tlie entire 5 year offset schedule, and finally, before

giving us the chart, carefully tore off the figui*es for F^ 1974 and F i

1975 so as not to violate the Executive Branch prohibition against dis-

closing future year planmng to the Congress.
, . j *.

•

The Korean defense butl^t was 24.3% of the national budget in

1971,24.5% in 1972 and will be 26.7% in 1973. These percentages are

higher tlian those in the Congressional Presentation Document be-

cause they are based on total bu^et figures, including supplementary

budgets, as presented to the National Assembly. •
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Duriiifr our November visit, tlie Koreans were asked

Vietnam the F-5 aircraft provided tiicm under

ance Program in connection with the reinforcement of

Vietnamile immediately before the then ffTrev^
After much hiph level discussion, the Koreans a^ to ^i«
[deleted] F-5A’s; despite heavy pressure they refn^

1?
kind more than [deleted]. While we were “ ^
flown to ClaA Air Base, by Korean pilots,

chanjrcd and American pilots flew them to
J

Koreans were leased [deleted] F-4 s, which were ^o^
from Clark. The acreement pronded for the

. tlW
lease on return of the F-5As or on provision of

stead as part of the Five Year Modernization Plan. The h-^s are

“hailed,” or rented, to the Korean Air Force at a^^ for 2 years

of $13 million. According to the agreement, these F-4 8 will be

turned to die U.S. Air Force at some point, [deleted] At the trnie ol

our visit, the Koreans were under the impression that they would naw

to meet these costs out of their oyn\ funds, a prospect

reasons did not please them. Since then, it has been decided that the

$13 million bailment fee will be taken out of the Korean Alilitaiy

Assistui^ce Propram. .

Another future problem in the Korean ililitarj Assistance

has to do with the development and production of a Coastal Interaic-

tion and Patrol Craft (CPIC) much desired by the Koreans. When

the Korean need arose there was no such craft in the U.S. inventory

but t he U.S. Navy thoupht it mipht be interested in one. On the strength

of the Navy's interest, Military Assistance P^gram fimds were spc^

on research and development for the boat, it also being understood

that tlie Korean Militan’ Assistance Program would be reimbursed

by the V.S. Navy. It now'develops that the Na^^y is in a budget squeeze

niid does not want the CPIC. Thus the MilitaW Assistai^ Progr^
is stuck with the research and development costs. There is a question

of the legality of such a reimbursement from Military Assistance

Program funds, and meanwhile costs have escalated, production sched-

ules'"have fallen further behind and we are trying to convince tht

Koreans that they do not need the boats anyway .
•

Tlie Defense Intelligence Agency estimates total Soviet military

aid to North Korea in the period 1954 through 1972 at [deleted] billion

and total Chinese aid at [deleted] (only about [deleted] percent of

the total of U.S. security assistance to South Korea during the same

period). In 1967 Soviet aid was estimated at [deleted] and in 1968 at

[deleted]. Since then, it has been at the far lower level of [deleted]

a vear. Oiinese military assistance has increased from an annual level

of Ix^ween [deleted] and [deleted] million through 1969 to [deleted]

in 1970, [deleted] in 1971 and [deleted] in 1972, the first year in which

the Chinese provided more military assistance than the Soviets. Al-

though the Chinese have given the North Koreans grant aid. North
Korea has paid for all Soviet aid and, according to the DIA, [deleted].

The MAAG organization in Korea has bcpn sharplv reduced in thfr

past 4 years. It had an a\ithorized strength of 1390 in July 1968

which was reduced to 592 as of July 1, 1972. About half of these per^
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sonnel are in JL\AG Headquarters. The rest are divided into Aimy,

Kavy, Marine and Air Force sections.

IX. The Phihu’pixes; The Political Situation

\t tlie time of our visit to Manila in late November, the Philippines

under martial law presented a marked contrast to Korea. Many of the

surface manifestations were similar-most newspapers

closed and those that were published (one paper that existed before

martial law, which is 1007o pro-government, a new newspaper ov^td

by a government supporter and one conservative magazme)

were observing a de facto censorship; many radio and television st^

tions were still closed (they were all closed down when martial law

was declared but about a third had reopened, although they had con-

fined themeslves to bland, non-political programs) ;
govermnent repre-

^ntatives had taken over the operation of public utilities
;
and political

"^^B^^the^atnmsp^ seemed more benip ev;p though, in contrast

to Korea, thousands of people, including about 20 political leaders, had

Wn “detained" in camps. (The most frequent estimate "e ^eaid was

that about •'’.000 people had been detained: government officials told

us thar^V of those detained were from the left, 50% from the right

and 5% from the middle.) The army was

no troops or tanks to be seen in downtovTi f

were open The Congress had not been disolved, although it had no

role to^play under martial law. Opposition

were willing to see us and the general atmosphere was free of intim

Hon oTfea?. for there is no Organization in the Phibppmes like the

T" y-onn PTA Tn fact most people to whom we talked, including mem

L™,S «

i «« «.»p.r.d 3 . f.y !«(=.. m.n;.l

law was declared.
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a Private armed groups,

prominent fibres in the society,” had ^n

Few insurgent leaders had been detained, although the T^nous com

munist groups were lying low.
P«r

There are four Muslim secession groups and two Communist Par-

ties, each with a number of subordinate insurgent gr^ in the

Philippines. The four Muslim groups are the Ansar El Mam estab-

lished in 1969 with an estimated 2,000 members;* the Mindanao In-

dependence Movement, established in 1968 with 2,000 members; the

Moro National Liberation Front, patterned after the Palestinian

Liberation Front
;
and the Sabah Revolutionary Movement wi^ an

estimated 5,000 members. The two Communist Parties are tlie Com-

munist Party of the Philippines (or CPP), a Soviet oriented party

established in 1930, and the Communist Party of the Philippines—

Marxist-Leninist (or CPP,OIL), a Maoist Party established in 1968.

Tlie Soviet oriented CPP has three subordinate insuigent groups:

the HMB, the remnants of the old Huks, which is the militair wing of

the Party and is estimated to have 250 members; the MPKP, the

Party’s student front with an estimated membership of 10,000; and

tlie ilASAKA, the Party’s farmer organization witli a membership

estimated at 5,000.

The Maoist CPP/ML has 7 subordinate groups: the Nationalist

Vouth (or KM), the Party’s student front, with an estimated member-

ship of 15,000; the League of Editors for a Democratic Society (or

LEADS) with 1,000 members; the Movement for the Advancement of

Nationalism (or MAN), a general Party front organization with 5,000

members; the movement for a Democratic Philippines (or MDP), a

coordinating arm of about 48 small groups with 10,000 members; the

New Peoples Army (or NPA). the military wing of the Party with

1,200 to 1,500 members: the SDK, a Party front group with 10,000

members; and the Student Alliance for National Democracy (or

STAND), a youth front organization with 5,000 members.
Philippine militarj' officials told us that they estimated total com-

munist insurgent strength, in all croups, at [deleted]** armed regulars

( [deleted] in the NPA), [deleted] supporters and a mass base of [de-

leted]. Five years ago, they said, there were only [deleted] active

workers, [deleted] supporters and a mass base of [deleted]. The
largest growth in communist insurgent strength took place between
1968 and 1969 when the CPP/ML was established, and the KM ex-

panded from [deleted] members in 1965 to [deleted] by mid-1972.
To date, knowledgeable obsen’ers doubt that any of the insurgent

groups has received signiBcant support from foreign sources. The Mus-
lim separatists are said by some observers to have received money and
arms from the Libyan Grovernment and occasional encouragement from
officials of the Government of Sabah. In neither instance, however,
is there evidence that the aid involved was substantial. The Philippine

*A1I membcnhlp firarea are r.8. OoTcrament Mtlmate*.
**De)etton maae becaoM were prorlded la cocadeotlal brleOaf by PhlUpploe

aatborlttea.
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novcrmnent has recently given extensive publicity to its discovery

and capture of a sliipment of arms unloaded from the

Kara^ntan in Palauan, Isabela, which it alleges was destined for the

New pUples Army. While the Philippine Government «ted this a -

ieced shipment of arms as evidence of ‘ outside support for
^

Silts Ind as one of the reasons it was necessary to

law^ at the time of our visit knowledgeable foreign ob^rA ers felt that

the ’Government had yet to produce convuicing evidence as to the

^ For ^e mon^t both American and Philippine officials ®

the constabulary and the rest of the armed forces
/} I

surcent threat. On the other hand, many observei*s belie\e that U .

armed forces would find it difficult to contend
^

New PeoTiles Army campaign in Central Luzon, urban divider in th

Abinila area and large scale Muslim uprisings in the bouth,
PJ'

^

the small size of the armed forces and their limited lopstics ‘ J*

SbTce Sarins martial law, President Marcos has put less em-

nhasis on the th^t from insurgent groups (which he claimed had led

his action) on the measures to control that threat and more

emnhasis on the reforms necessary to build what he calls the . e

TaSy sa.-ing of S200.000 .m fore^.^ ^fXuct^n
„ual foreign TC of instruction ordering

tion banning ^ertam hlms—including fi

instruction

law the^Governnients Integrated Reo^^^^^

ting forth the grounds for
g^^-o^n statements of the

ployees; a decree requiring
; „{ letters of instruction

Congress had not acted.
p«sident Marcos has long wanted to

Philippine officials said that Pre®
.

. jj^d been
implement this elaborate program

and an “irresponsible

f”h. island. sin« U..
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timt lieretofore tlic Philipj)ine Congress, bureaucracy and pre^ hare

been dominated by tlieni and operated primarily for their benefit.

Opposition figures, as well as many indej>endent ol)serv’ers to whom
we talked, j)ointed out that tlie •rovernment party has enjoyed a ma-

jority in l)Otli houses of the PliiTipj)ine (>)npTe^ and must therefore

bear a considerable measure of resj)onsibility for its performance. They

also observed tliat tlie I'resiut nt has long been identified with the very

interests he now criticizes. It is for these rea^ns, they said, tJiat

they were profoundly skeptical about the sincerity of the President s

mtdives in proclaiming a “New Society,” for they suspected that he had

chosen tlie role of social revolutionary’ out of political expediency.

Whatever his motivations. President Marcos has moved swiftly since

declaring martial law. not only in the areas of law and order and
governmental reform but also in sliaping and completing a new con-

stitution. A (Constitutional Convention has been at work since June
1971. Tlie delegates to the (Convention were jiopularly elected and, al-

though they were sujijiosedly nonpolitical (members of Congress were

not eligilile). they genendly reflected existing vested interests and
political factions. As time ]>a?sed. President Marcos was able to bring

tlie (Convention more and inoi*o under his control.

Following the November 1071 Senatorial elections (in which the

government party won only two of eiglit .seats), the President report-

edly intensified his efforts to dominate tlie ('onvention and to bring
about tlie adoption of a parliamentary system. The latter was finallv

ajiproved in July 1972. and in Auirust 1072 President Marcos succeed^
in defeating the so-called anti-dynasty provision which would have
barred liim or Mr.s. Marcos from ever becoming Prime Minister.
A national referendum on the new constitution was, at the time of

our visit. sche<luled for January 15. 1973. Virtually all observers to
whom we talked believed that setting the date so soon would mean
tliat few voters would have any clear notion of what the new constitu-
tion would mean. Even some goveniment officials whose primary in-
terest appeared to be the sellincf of the President's program, expressed
concern about tlie need for additional media outlets through which to
publicize the new constitution.

The most important changes in the new constitution are these

:

A. The present system of government with a Senate and House
and popularlv elected President is aholislied. In its place a parliamen-
tary system is established with a unicameral legislature whose mem-
bers are elected foi* 6-year terms and who elect both the President,
who is the symbolic head of state without anv real power, and the
Prime Minister, who is the head of government.

*

^
B. The Prime Minister's powers are broad. He may dissolve the

National Assembly at any time for a popular vote of confidence “on
fundamental issues, ’ lie appoints and mnv remove cabinet members
and dejjuty ministers and he appoints members of the Supreme
Court and all judges of inferior courts.

C. Upon the ratification of the new constitution, an interim national
assemb y is to be e.stablislied which will continue until the interim
assernbly calls an election for the regular national assembly and the
members of the regular assembly take office. The interim assemblv will
not convene until called into session bv the Prime Minister. The interim
assembly is to be composed of the ineumbent President and Vice
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President of the Philippines, those who have served as President of the

Constitutional Convention, the members of the Senate and House
who have expressed in writing within 30 days of ratification their

‘‘option” to serve in the interim assembly, and the delegates to the

constitutional convention who, in effect, support the new constitution.

D. The incumbent President will continue to exercise both his powers

and prerogatives under the old constitution and the powers vested

in the President and the Prime Minister under the new constitution

until he calls on the interim assembly to elect an interim President

and Prime IVIinister.

E. All proclamations, orders, decrees, instructions and acts of the

present aoministration are confirmed as legal and binding even after

martial law is lifted and even after the new constitution is approved,

and all laws in force at the time the new constitution is ratified remain

operative.

While the decision to adopt the parliamentary system was made
before the declaration of martial law, the provisions for interim

arrangements were not written into the draft until afterwards. After

the declaration of martial law, it appeared that there would be no

way in which the interim arrangements could be publicly debated.

Indeed, the Philippine public did not even know of the existence of

the interim arrangements until after the final draft constitution had

been approved and was at last published in a government newspaper.

A group appointed by the Senate to study the draft of the new con-

stitution had, nowever, recommended a number of changes including,

they felt most importantly, the fixing in the interim provisions of a

date for regular assembly elections. These proposals were not accepted.

Hence, even after the new constitution is approved and ratified, Presi-

dent Marcos will be able, if he wishes, to continue martial law in force,

refrain from convening even the interim assembly and meanwhile

exercise all of the powers he had under the old constitution as Presi-

dent and all of the powers the new constitution confers on the Prime

Minister.
, , . . .

Katification of the constitution will also legitimatize all of the acts

and decrees issued by President Marcos under martial law. Thus, after

the new constitution comes into force there will be nothing to prevent

President Marcos from continuing to rule by decree and theiy will be

no legislative body in session, none in prospect, and no way in which

one can be convened without his consent.
• j

«

Under these circumstances, how long will martial law be retained!

President Marcos has said publicly that he hopes to lift it before the

end of 1973 when his term as President expires. Most observers be-

lieve, however, that martial law will be retained for from 3 to 5 years.

We were told that for the time being the President was fully sup-

ported by the Philippine Armed Forces and had at least the acquies-

cence, if not the positive support, of the people. Yet at the time of our

visit all the people knew about President Marcos’ plans was what he

had chosen to tell them in the controlled media and what he had

chosen to tell them had to do mainly with law and order and the

broad outlines of the “New Society.” These points were, as noted above,

generally popular. What the popular reaction will be to the transition

provisions of the constitution and the unlimited term of the Prime

Minister is much more uncertain.
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Most knowledgeable observe.^ believe t®

Buceeed in the pamble be has taken be must deliver

benefits to a po,iulation traditionally burdened
Hnem

uneven distribution of wealth and more recently Pla^md

plovment and inflation. Yet many of the moijs which

Ims taken and plans to take toward those ends

interests of the oligarchy. Their financial interests will be affec^ by

tax reform and the assumption of corporate control over utilities

Their hopes of displacing the American companies are beinjr daslied.

And tlieir power to defend their interests in the same ways that they

liave in the past has lieen sharply curtailed, for their private amies

have been disanned. the bureaucracy is beinjr purped of those alleged

to he beholden to them, and they will no longer he able to influence

public opinion through their own newspapers or radio and television

stations. In the case of newspayiers, for example, the former owners

are being forced to sell a majority' of their shares to buyers selected

by tile Government.
. ...

Some sav that the oligarchs will fight back. One senior Philippine

official told us that tliey were already doing so by seeking to assa^inate

the President and by withholding support for his programs. Yet the

oligarchs find themselves in a difficult situation. ^Slany observers believe

that if President Marcos should be removed from the scene—or if he

fails because of his inability to carry off his vast scheme of socio-eco-

noniic-political-enginoering—the aftermath will be either a military

dictatorship or. more likely, chaos. One representative of the oligarchy

said to us: “We stand to lose whether Marcos wins or loses. But if he

loses we lose everything. Perhaps if he is sincere and if we can work
with him and if he succeeds, maybe we won’t lose so much.”

X. The pHiLimxEs: The Economic Situ.\tion

Ceitainly the Philippine economy will require strong governmen-
tal action in many areas not only to implement President Marcos’
reforms but also to deal with pre-existing weaknesses. Financial prob-
lems began to be acute in the. Philippines in 1009. At that time, the
Philippine Government consulted with the IMF. The result was a
comprehensive stabilization program, begun in 1970. under which the
exchange rate was adjusted (there was a further devaluation in April
1972) . the budget deficit reduced, import restrictions imposed on non-
essential goods, and monetary expansion slowed.
There was a substantial recovery in 1971. GXP rose 6.5%, the budget

deficit was reversed, and by the end of FY 1971 there was a revenue
surplus of 539 million pesos compared to a deficit of about one billion
pesos in F^ 1969. But a drop in world prices for coconut products
and copper, less demand for logs and lumber and rising import prices
resulted in a drop of 18% in the terms of trade and a $42 million trade
deficit Inflation continued, and in 1971 consumer prices rose 23%.
The agricultural sector did not meet the growth rates projected in
the Four 1 ear Development Plan, altho\igh the manufacturing, min-
ing. construction, utilities and transport sectors did.
During the first half of 1972, the economic picture was mixed. In

real terms. GXP increased by 6.57r in FY 1972. But the floods in July
•and August resulted in a sharp setback; exports declined by 12% in
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+1 rt Inlf of 1972 compared to the fii'st half of 1971, while imports

increased bv 10 .5%,"resulting in a $115 million trade deficit;

nut 11% below last year; inflation. whid> had been stooped,^?an

Loreaslns and reached a rate of about .5%; and the budget dehcit

tvernmenS^ noted that many of the m^ sig-

^^fiefntmS law decrees have been in the economic area, bor the

the^ decrees have been based on pre-esisting reform legis-

U^n dele opfdS highly regarded -teolmocrats”-

T, rosGr^merican trained economists and management special-

1^'^but blocked bv the Congress or. as several observers put it, by

the private . increased taxes in infrastructure prop
hold m this area

the creation of additional ]obs

e^cononusts. the i hilipP'n^^ " foreimi investors. In their view.

SJL"
V
'ew of" ^bu^^^ community, what is needed now is some

giiarantee of political stability
^ Government at this point is

Of irreat importance to the 1 hilippm
community. As

ment Bank about l^.-lCo and 11 e. |'[™‘
j ^ ‘ December inVO was

r..S. direct ‘ STIO million, and we
estimated by *heJiGiartm

]>i„lippine corporal ions have some
were told that half of he top 1

1 ,,.liich ae-

r.S. equity and that the top _ 1

1 ^ owned. During the

count for 30% of retail sales, are
Vns pi" nned bv resident

period 1971--3, $262 ^ another $U0 million

V.s. fims, according to an
covered bv the, survey. In

was as potential inve^ m^
Goverhment estimated

a tveently published ‘>1%^ „'Ss accounted for 79.2% of

that, as of I^ecem^r 30, 1^0, 1 -
. investors for 4.4%, Spanish

total foreign ®<Piity mrertmen
, „„rcentaees; the .Japanese share

for 4.1% anti
f xhe Tapane* percentage will grow quickly,

was estimated at 1.1%. 1^® ^ hv the Board of Investments
however. Of the $611 million re^^^

March 197'^. Japanese investment

as foreign financing of
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sources and the operation of public utilities until July 3,

draft constitution states that jiglhs and prmle^
citizens and corporations under this ordinance, the

Tnlv ^
Treaty, will expire, as the ordinance provides, on July ^

lltr/ /he imsitwn of the U.S. Government is that it d^ not to

have the Parity Amendment continued after its expirat^ d^to

parently, tlie Ignited States would agree, howeyer, to

nlar tr4ty of friendship, commerce and navigatiom beca^ ot

the s^eciai economic relationship the United States

Pliilinpines, we were told that such a routine treaty wo^d not ^
consiSe^red sufficient by the Philippine Government for ‘W wotW

undoubtedly want any treaty to provide wntmued preferential treat-

ment for Philippine exports to the United States and assimances with

rc"ard to the U.S. quota for imports of sugar from the Phdippmes,

provisions that would not be consonant with U.S. efiorts to develop a

generalized scheme of preferences under which developed countiies

extend tariff preferences to developing countries on an ^ual basis.

Tlie concerns of I’.S. businessmen are not with tiie Parity Amend-

ment since that is a dead issue, but with recent judicial interpretations

of constitutional laws. Tliere are three decisions concerned, none of

which has yet been followed bv decisions of the Executive or Le^sla-

tive liranches. The first is the Quasha case in which the Suprerne Court

ruled that under the Parity Amendment in the old constitution U.K

citizens and corporations could not own ‘"private airriciJtural landsr

except in cases of hereditary succession. The effect of this ruling is to

cloud the titles to private ‘agricultural land acquired by Amen^
citizens and corporations since 1946 and to raise the probability that

the last previous Filipino owner might have some claim to recover the

land. The position of the Philippine Government, however, is that

American-owned land titles should be valid as against private claim-

ants. Most Philippine officials approve of this ruling and expect it to

stand. If the ruling does stand, the questions that remain to be re-

solved will be the procedure to be followed in order to effect an orderly

transfer of these lands to Philippine concerns, and the period of time

in which this transfer will be required to be made.

The second case is the Philippine Cold Stores case in which the court

interpreted retail trade as any sale made to an end user whether the

end user was a factory or an indindual. If this ruling stands, and many
Philippine officials oppose it on the ground that it will have a negative

effect as far as attracting foreign investment is concerned, changes in

distribution arrangements will be required after 1974 when the Parity

Amendment expires.

The third case, also opposed by many officials on the same ground

as the previously mentioned case, is the Luzon Stevedoring case in

which the court held that there can be no foreign representation on

Boards of Direotors after 1974. The draft of the new constitution

would permit such representation of foreign investors in the govern-

ing body of any public utility in proportion to the share of their

capital in the utility which, under the new provisions, is limited

to 40%.
The proposed new Philippine constitution includes a number of

other provisions affecting American investors. It provides that the

National Assembly may reserve to citizens of the Philippines or
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wholly Philippine-owned corporations ce^m traditional areas of

investments when the national interest so dictates, that at least 60 /o

of the capital of any public utility must te owned by Philippine citi-

zens (it had been feared for some time that no foreign participation

Light be allowed)
;
that at least 60% of the capital of any «’rporation

involved in the exploration, development,

of Philippine natural resources must be owned by Philippme ^itizeiis

(again, a more lenient provision regardmg foreign investment than

mfny had anticipated) ;
and that the ownership and management of

mass media and the governing body of every eidity engaged in com-

mercial telecommunications shall Ire limited to Philippme citizens or

'^'xllLrin'sum.^Lwever, the^proposed new

flio-ht In fact, we were told that there has been no capital

martial law was declared but, on the contrary, some capital inflow

Fnrd and G\I are for«'in'' ahead with new plants, and a s\ndic.ite

fe w4an baTksTwto^are contributing §25 million), and 1.3 .Tapa-

neserndXropean banks (who are contributing another $2o^

Ls recently established a Development Bank of the Philippines.

XI. Tke Philippines: Foreign Assistaxce

Thp PhiliDnines received $1.*26 billion in official T.S. development

f„ .h) .a In th. «r.t .1 th» P '“S ..I

term forei<ni exchange needs oi tne J.t ippri nn<;ition

™. <p«
.*S*a; ,SKp1. s”n

j^ch rXrwo“Tb:?x"p^fedno^^^^
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first year, ^Ijon
the U.S. contributed $W/J milbon in

rrs" SK .»«!« "ill-
™ s'- ,'?;

tfrimicjil nssistnnc-e mdlidiilir fi"'"lV
?np'^''£V -^^11011 tlie M>B

loans and $20 million in enints; the IRKD

ik^ million: and West Germany

proup contributed $0 million in lonp term

OTnsultative croup made commitments of over $235 million m co"5^

sional aid. The IhS. committed about 8T3 million, Jai^ii

the TRRD $55 million, the Asian Development Bank $-j million and

the UNDP $G million.
, , r. i u* j* *

For FY 1973, the IBKD, Japan and the r.S. have in^cated aeon

tribution level of about $75 million each. The planned U-S co^nbii-

tion consists of S3.5 million for I’.L. 480 Title I commodities. $20 million

for development loans, $10 million for technical assistance and $10 mil-

lion for IM.. 4S0 Title II commodities. (These amounts do not include

the more than $50 million of FY 1973 funds made available for disas-

ter relief. 1 --is
Total F^.S. concessional aid of $73.1 million in FT 10 j 2 Tvas dn idea

in the follo^vinjr -wav: $10.5 million for technical assistance crams—
$(i.3 million for family planniiifr. $4 million for aericulture, puldK

safetv and j>rovincial development and $« million for narcotics $T».l

million foi- Food For Peace crants under P.Tj. 4R0. $34.9 million for

IM>. 4R0 dollar sales. $1.0 million for recional projects and $20 million

for a develo])ment loan for rural electrification.

As far as individual projirams are concerned, the AID Mission is

enthusiastic altoiit the family planning procram. They believe that the

chances are excellent for brincinc the current population prowth rate

of alKHit to below within 5 to 7 years and say that, should this

result he achieved, it would he the mo^ spectacular reduction in the

po]uilation crowth rate achieved in any country. U.S. crant assistance

to the procram increased from $1.4 million in 1900 to $5 million in 1970

and 1971 and should be about $0 million in 1972. makincthe procram
tlie larcest AID supported effort in the population field in the world.

AID is still involved in a residual public safety propum. In FY
1973, $530,000 in technical assistance funds was programmed for use

in the seven municipalities in the Manila area to establish

traininc facilities, impiove police communications and modernize rec-

ords and identification systems. (On the dav this project was to have

been announced maitial law was declared. The announcement was not

made and the project has not yet becun.) The AID TIission is pro-

jectinp about a $500,000 annual level for technical assistance in the

public safety field over the next few years.

AID supported internal security projects have involved a U.S. dol-

lar input of $2.87 million in the period FY 1969 throuph FY 1972.

(The major portion of I".S. assistance in the internal security area, of
course, takes the form of support for the Philippine Constabulary as

a part of the Militan* Assistance Pronram.l Tlie ATI) projects have in-

cluded providinp technical advice and material assistance to eight city

police departments; proriding transportation and communications
equipment

;
establisliing and equipping nine regional police training
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inftlities with a dependable I
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officials in Manila
^jth Philippine resources unless

finance a truly significant ^ntial help. Some Philippine

the United States
however that thev did not Bee why

officials to whom K^gram itself as no foreign ex-

the Philippines could not ®
Puip^ment was involved,

change or imported Srprogram is important because

aA) Mission officials anting else that

it would be more
tu“s^pse,U^ land reform program

President Marcos could do. In this ^ns ,

Government who believeiously has

:iiiiiESs!HSss^
largest in tlie world m terms of personnel.

XII. The Philippines: The U.S. Milttart Presence

The Subic Bav Naval Base complex is the largest naval suPI^rtb^

^reBfmr^'^foO^-dilTirhi^^^

Tnict workere'and had. at the time of °nr vmit 5.3a^

assigned. There are eight ma]or commands and 35 to
^

-

mid detacliments on tlie base. The plant property atSubm

Bav is $-236.4 million with an estimated replacement value of

million. Operating costs are $86.3 miH'on ?
year.

U S. Air Force installations in the Ph'l'PPi"®®

and tliree otlier locations-.Tolin Hay
p^rk

at Poro I'oint and Camp O Donnell, north of Clark.

Ba-^ covers almost 130.000 acres, representmg a capital investment

of $150.C million. The most recent fienres showed

base i>opulation of 41.&80-8,659 military personnel, 13,831 de^d
ent- 798 C.S. civilians and 18,692 Filipmo employe^. There are

nonimllv 42 U.S. aircraft as.siemed to Clark including [dele^J i-^^

In addition, a squadron of Philippine F-5 s has been located at

Clark for some months. Base officials told us that they were pleased

to have tlie opportunity to assist the Filipinos. They did not seem

concerned about the problems which could arise as a replt ^ the use

of a r S. base for counter-insurgency operations. Officials m Wasm^-
ton were unable to say whether the F-5’s have already been used tor

such purposies or whether they would be in the future.
_

Camp O’Donnell is a communications site used by the Air Force,

Navy and State Department. John Hay has a radio relay facihty

for the Defense Communications System, a Voice of America trans-

mitter. fdeletedl and an assigned ^rength of 39 U.S. military per-

sonnel. Wallace is an air defense installation, is the drone launch site

for the “Combat Sace” missile eyaluation program and has an a^

signed strength of 240 U.S. military personnel. As a result of a W56
renegotiation of the Military Bases Agreement, the Philippines have

title to all the bases.
, . j:le to all the bases.
, . j

There are now, in all. about 16.000 U.S. military personnel stationed

the Philippines—9,500 Air Force, 5,000 Navy, 1,500 Marine Corps
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and a few Army personnel. Before the Vietnam war, there were 13,800,

and the peak fi^re since has been 27,000. Embassy officials told us
that when an Indochina aerreement is reached they expect the TJ.S.

force level to return to the pre-Vietnam figure.

There were 13 U.S. military training exercises in the Philippines

during Fiscal Year 1972 and 1973, each involving between six and
147 personnel. These were a school building exercise sponsored by
ATD in which 36 schools were built; two engineering exercises; a

disaster assistance exercise in which food was distributed, 305,000

persons were inoculated against cholera and typhoid, 29,000 patients

were treated and 2,933 were rescued; a communications-electronics

exercise in which supply and maintenance personnel worked with

communications equipment not found in U.S, chamiels: and seven

civic action exercises. The civic action exercises involved dental, medi-

cal, veterinary and engineering projects; “community relations train-

ing”; “techniques needed to overcome deep-seated superstitions”; and
“identification of different mores and traditions.” ilost of the ex-

ercises were carried out in conjunction with the Philippine Armed
Forces so that they, too, received a training benefit from these ex-

ercises. The General Accounting Office considers that these exercises

are therefore a form of military assistance which should be listed and

described to Congress in the same way as other forms of military

assistance.

In addition to providing bases and other installations, the Philip-

pine Government facilitates U.S. military operations in other less tan-

gible ways. Among these is the dedication of approximately two-

thirds of the air routes in the Philippine flight information region for

U.S. military use. This permission affords us considerable freedom in

air operations and has been particularly valuable m connection with

the routing of B-52 missions to and from Indochina. Similarly, the

Philippines allows the United States Government the use of a large

proportion of its internationally assigned radio frequencies. The Em-
bassy estimates that the United States has an investment of oyer $200

million in radio anteimas in the islands. In addition the Philippines

is a major terminal for U.S. military telecxDmmunications in the entire

Pacific. In order to enable the U.S. military to move personnel between

its various installations in the Philippmes, the Philippine Government

also allows the operation of what is, in effect, an internal I .S.

tary airline. Finally, U.S. authorities note that nowhere in the wond
are we able to use our military bases with less restrictions than we do

in the Philippines.
, . i_ ci.

The Plulippinee obviously derive both direct ^d mdirect benenw

from the U.S. presence. The U.S. Government is, for example, the

second largest employer in the Philippines after the Philippine

ernment. While many Philippine officials believe the bases could be

reduced in size, there does not appear to be any doubt that they want

the United States to stay even though there are some psychological

and political costs involv^.
. i ,aai a*

The 1947 Military Bases Agreement does not expire until 1991. At

Philippine request, however, a working group has been meeting sporad-

ically since February 1971 to consider certain revisions in the agree-

ment which would make it similar to U.S. base agreements with other

countries. 'Kie major issue remaining, we were told, was the question
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of criminal jurisdiction. The working group lias nerf: nirt since Janu-

ary 1972. A meeting in the spring was cancelled after tlie student dem-

onstrations that occurred at the time of the mining of Haipl»ong,

and the Philipjune Governments attention was then (fiTcrted hy the

flood emergency last summer.

XIII. The PniniPPiKEs: U.S. Military Assistance

The reasons for continuing to give the Philippine.s »curity assist-

ance (from FY 1946 through FY 1971. the Pliilippines rwived $6:11.7

million in military assistance) are. according to CIXCPAC and tlie

M.Y\G ill the Philippines, first of all [deleted], second to protect

U.S. bases and facilities, third to improve internal security and fourth

to imju-ove the logistics system of the Philippine Armed Forces. fl>e-

leted.] Neither State nor l)efense Department representatives acknowl-

edge any relationship between security assistance, or any otlier asj>ect

of U.S. assistance to the Pliilippines, and base rights^ To us tlus

seems to be a clear case of a distinction without a diffeiYnce. Avoiding
stating the link has led to tortuous attempts to justify the military as-

sistance program as other than a quid pro quo for base rights. That is

what the program has been and no one with wliom we talked contended
otherwise.

Grant military assistance levels were $15.9 million in FY’ 1970, $17
million in FY 1971 and $14 million in FY 1972. The original request

for FY 1973 was $20.8 million—$14.9 million (or 7‘2%) in investment
(or. *T“) costs. $4.96 million (or 249c) in operating (or, ‘*0") costs

and the rest for training, handling and transportation. In the period
FY 1946 through FY 1970 annual grant aid averaged S23.1 million.

Tlie major items to be funded under the ‘T’’ costs in FY 1973
were four C-119s (these have since been dropped for reasons ex-
plained below), [deleted] T'U-lH helicopters, [deleted] patrol Imats,
[deleted] landing craft, [deleted] vehicles and [deleted] weapons.
Two-thirds of tlie *T" costs, according to the MAAG. was shortfall that
had l>een moved from previous veal’s when the ]>ercentage of grant
aid that had to be devoted to “O’’ costs was far higher—it reached
85rr in F\ 1970—because of inadequate funding by the Philippine
Government of its oi^ti defense budget. Most of the *“0" cost will go
to sjiare j>arts and training ammunition. Of the $20.8 million re-
raquested for F^ 1973, about 13% will go to the Philippine Constabu-
lary and tlie rest to the Army, Navy and Air Force.
By a Presidential Determination of August 29, the Philippines

Sum*
grounds that [deleted], lYe met no one in the

Philippines, however, who seeemed to believe there was any serious
po^ibility that President IMarcos would carry out such a plan.
From 1969 through October 1972, the Philippines have also re-

cened a total of $20.46 million (at acquisition cost) in excess defense
articles under the various service and Defense Department excess
programs. Of this total, $8.8 million was received in FY 1971, most
of It under the MAP redistributable program.
Thus, the security assistance program in the Philippines has many

components. As recipients. Philippine Government officials who deal
with these matters look at total receipts. Tliose officials provided us
with a cliart, for example, showing that in FY 1972. when grant mili-
tary assistance authorized and appropriated hr the Con^rress amounted
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to only [deleted]* million, tliey had received a total of [deleted]* mil-

lion in security assistance divided as follows

:

MAP grant aid

IxHtg supply and excess

Public L^w 480

MAP military projects fund**-.

FMS cost differential

Plus 6 vessels and [deleted ]• received under special loan/lmse

[Deleted]*

[Deleted]*

Philippine officials arc disturbed by the unpredictable nature of

MAP receipts and deliveries which, according to their chart, sliows

an overall pattern of diminishinij prant assistance from a peak ot

[deleted]* in FY infiti to fdeletedl* milhou in t \ Ubii. iMir-

thermore,
delive

191

^ill^fdeleto\ll.* In a briofiiur on this question, they said that they

thouAlt the reasons for this Huctuatioii were [deleted].* Furthermore.
^ ^ •

a.*--sistance projrram allocations
thev noted tliat information on military a.^-sistance program allocatioi s

'hs not made available before FY IbTd uh.ch had made u i,nl-.«Mble

to know how much money had been appropriated in

how much of the material received in a piven year had been funded

VmirXiff'tra Philippine defense expenditures in this

fiscal vear renresent 'i.2% of GXP (not PY as tlie (.onsrrcssional I rcs^

ct.itoat nnd the defense budget of i<l(’in.2 million IS

*
'.Kft T' Q 10^ nnd .Tanaii. in reparations [>nyinents.

'
'Vi.nmtmi^

-
Armv
lefed]

1 1 l^U r [aeietedh Xavx and Marines

• and hr Force rdeletedl fora total of [deleted!. (( IN< I AGs

Force aircraft. tno Pidlinnine .\ir Force has

fS’ail-^ra'ro'? w^^^^ are fi.hte.? [deleted] are hcli-

con-

rjjirs’s.- visra:
provl.lM Id conflcientml hrl^dni: by Phllinpln**

re:

• p^t^rlnn^ trade because fljrure* were

-'P.Thrxnmnr.Pr.i^a.r^^^^^
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them (althougli. as some Filij)ino officials noted, we subsequently pro-
rided more than 30 to South Vietnam), the FilipiiK» chained' tliein

by securing an $8.8 million loan and an $8.6 million guarantee from the
Export Import Bank and buying the planes (one new and three used)
direotly from Lockheed. A condition of the Bank's participation was
that the planes not be used for military purposes. Nevertheless, tj>e

G-119's have been dropped from the ililitarj' Assistance Program.

XIV. CoNCLUDIXG Ck)MMiEKTS

Unless some unexpected spark ignites Korean resistance (as it has
on occasion in the past), the prospects for the future in Korea seem to
be for a continuation of the trend toward what is, in effect, a j>ersonal
dictatorship; for a continuation of the North-South talks which, al-
though they should have some effect in reducing tensions, are unlikely
to bring political reunification any closer; for increasing indepedence
from the United States in botli foreign and domestic policy; for con-
tinued pressure against any reduction of U.S. forces or military assist-
ance levels; and fora continuation of economic growth.

In the Philippines, the future is far less clear. President Marcos
probably will have a limited length of time—perhaps a vear at most

—

to sliow some tangible evidence of progress toward the ‘•New Society."
His chances of success are considered no better than even; there will
undoubtedly be opposition to the new constitution, a continuing threat
of assassination, a resumption of insurgent acti^uty. and increasing
opposition from the oligarchy whom he will have to push hard if he is
to achieve the reforms he has promised. If he does not bear down on the
oligarcm and instead compromises his objectives, the people may not
be willing to concede him continuing unlimited powers. President
Marcos actions thus far seem designed to reassure foreign investors so
that he can obtain the additional capital inputs which will be required
to produce more jobs and foreign exchange. Even so, prospects for eco-
nomic progress s^m less certain in the Philippines than in Korea,
there will undoubtedly be Pluhppine pressure on the United States
tor more economic assistance, especially to support the new land re-
orm program, and for continuing military assistance at least at pres-

^Vliatever their motirations, the steps which Presidents Park and
Alarcos have taken to enhance and perpetuate their power have pro-
foundly affected the future political outlook of their countries. In the
^se of Korea, President Park has now obtained the power he sought.He can removed only by his own agreement, by death or by revo-
lution. Tho^ who wish to oppose his one-man rule will have vir-
tually no option but to seek his removal by extra-legal means. While

Korean political system that the con-

if •
always freely given, at least it was re-

>s no longer even required today, for the only support which
President Pa^ n»ds is that of the Korean CIA and' the Army,
the A

^ ajt'a’ate source of support is also

temnl cent
1^ President Park’s efficient apparatus for in-

iwLnK w Furthermore, he is dealing both with

to vipornii,
that lias long been accustomed

nine Oov^mJ >'nrin<r restructured the Philip-nine Goi emment as a vehicle for personal rule, challcnjred the tra-
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ditional ruling classes, and countered the insurgents with a promised
revolution of his own, President ^larcos has created a situation in
wliich a loss of momentiun on his part could result in political and
economic chaos surpassing anything the Philippines has yet
experienced.

* « *

While the United States was vaguely critical of developments in
Korea, it was altogether uncritical of what occurred in the Philip-
pines The distinction in American eyes appeared to be that wliile
President Marcos’ martial law measures were constitutional and
deemed warranted (although not in terms’ of the alleged communist
threat) those taken by President Park were unconstitutional and
considered unnecessary.
We were told by U-S. officials that in neither Korea nor the Philip-

pines was there anything the United States could have done to deter

the actions taken, that at most we might have won minor concessions

in the name of democratic process but at the cost of associating our-

selves with the eventual authoritarian outcome and that if the United
States had intervened we would have incurred added responsibility at

a time when American public sentiment seems to favor a reduced

U.S. role in Asia. This argument may be accurate, realistic and logi-

cal, but the fact of the matter is that, without having taken a po-

sition either for or against the preservation of democratic process,

the United States is today as closely associated with both regimes in

their new authoritarian forms as it was before. We saw no evidence

of any diminished sense of U.S. responsibility for either government.

Indeed, insofar as material aid is concerned, it would appear that in

the coming year the Congress will be asked to do more for both

countries.

We found few, if any. Americans who took the position that the

demise of individual rights and democratic institutions would ad-

versely affect U.S. interests. In the first place, these democratic in-

stitutions were considered to be severely deficient. In the second place,

whatever U.S. interests were—or are—they apparently are not thought

to be related to the preservation of democratic processes. Even in

the Philippines, our own colonial step-child and “showcase of democ-

racy” in Asia, the United States appears to have adopted a new
pragmatism, perhaps because there was no other choice, turning away
from the evanffelical hopes and assumptions with which it has tended

to look at political evolution. Thus, U.S. officials appear prepared

to accept that the strengthening of presidential authority will enhance

President Park's ability to negotiate with the North and enable

President Marcos to introduce needed stability
;
that these objectives

are in our interest; and that detente and stability (and more F-5 s

for Vietnam ) ,
in Korea, and military bases and a familiar government

in the Philippines, are more important than the preservation of demo-

cratic institutions which were imperfect at best.

At the same time, there is some apprehension on the part of American

officials about the future. One official in Korea, for example, expressed

the belief that by his actions President Park had “sown the seeds of

his own destruction.” Another in the Philippines stated that if Presi-

dent Marcos obtained the power he sought ‘^be only alternative his

opponents will have will he to go to the hills.” It would be ironic
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indeed if President Park's apparent effort to confront the North with
a mirror image of its own authoritarian unity provoked internal dis-
orders which the Nortli would then be able to exploit or if tlie con-
stitutional changes made possible by President Marcos’ declaration
of martial law produced conditions which transfoimed the imagined
threat into a reality or broiiglit alwut greater political cJiaos than
that which he supposedly acted to correct.

* * *

There is no easy basis for jiidgments on such questions as tlie
amount of military’ assistance Korea requires in order to deter an
attack, the rate at wliich troops slioula l>e withdrawn from Korej*.
the equivalent woith in military assistance of our bases in the Philip-

extent to wliich tlie 1 nited States should underwrite a
I Jnlippine land reform progi'uni. I>ut. in coiHidering our future
policies in these two countries, if we need no longer be concerned with
the nature of tlieir internal political s>-stems, perhaji.s we can analyze
our interests on a more olijective basis. To do so, ceitain r»olicv assump-
tions ijegardmg both Korea and tlie Philipiunes, wliich have been
handed down intact from year to year, will lia\e to be re-examined.
Uur force deployment under the Mutual Security Treaty with Korea
is a ca^ in pomt. The principal justification for continuing to deploy
forces m Korea at present le^el^ seems to be our treaty <*ommitment.As a general t'jroposition, there appears to be a certain bureaucratic
ineitia which makes it more convenient to invent justifications for
maintaining existing commitments and present force level® than to
re-examine or reduce them, if for no other reason than to avoid
disturbing relations with the recipients. In the specific case of Korea
however, there is an added problem. It would appear that since 1900our desire first to obtain, then to increase and more recently to retainKorean Tmnicipatmn in tlie war in Vietnam l.as kept us psychologi-
cally *ind politically in debt to the Koreans.

Wifli the r S imotvement in Vietnam soon to Ik- terminated, will,
the openmp- of North-South talks, and with the end of our illusions
atjout Korean democracy, if .should lx- possible to take a fresh look
at our residual interest m Korea. Our basic objective would appear

m I'"'''**" Bcninsula whichwould disturb the present apjrarenf equilibrium in the North Pacific
interests of the .Soviet Union, China. Japan and the

I nited States converge. To date we haie sought to accomplish this
ob]ectne by maintami^ a military balance backed by a U.S. deter-
i^nt presence This policy has been expensive and has carried with itthe danger of an automatic U.S. involvement in another Asian war.Ihe North-South talks may offer the United States a wav out of
this expensive and potentially dangerous commitment—or at leasta means of reducing the cost and the risk. Yet at the same time we

,
concept of how far the South Koreans are pre-

wo^dH
talks, or at what speed, or indeed how far*^we

^ tf calculations on this point must

^d Japanese with regard to Korean security
P'ff'kle re-unification, for developments in Korea have an im-6earmg on Japanese defense decisions.

...d
“9"" “ position to re-examine its programs

d^aid ^ kaae questions such as these should
dressed, why does South Korea, with a more prosperous economy.
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THE POLITICAL CONSCIQUSr^ESS OF KOHEANS

Edward Reynolds Wright

I was first offered the challenging assignment of examining

such an elusive and provocative aspect of Korean society as its politics,

I was reluctant. I thought that undertaking such a task might be considered

presumptuous of me, since 1, after all, am a foreigner in Korea. However,

I gained courage by recalling more illustrious personages than I who have

dared to evaluate cultures other than their own. Alexis de Tocqueville in

his classic work. Democracy in America , saw more lucidly than most Americans

the contemporary realities of and future prospects for the American system.

I'fore recently Britisher Dennis Brogan has been a profound observer of

America in the mid -twentieth century. An American, Pidwin Reischauer, has

given the West a perceptive view of contemporary Japan and Japanese culture.

In recent years, many Korean scholars have taught their fellow co’-mtrymen

and westerners much about the A^est— the relevant writers are so multitudinous

that I dare not mention any for fear of glaring omissions. i''dnd you, I am

not putting n^self on the same high plane as those I have mentioned above

by name or inference, but rather -L consider m,'^self as drav/^ing strength from

their significant endeavors.

Introductory Comm.ents . By way of introduction, 1 would suggest that

the political process in Korea is highly centralized and personalized, and

that the people are quite authority conscious, T}ie nitty-gritty of political

life and accomplishment is largely in terms of one's place and status in the

social and political hierarchy and, relatedly, in terms of the direct person -il

influence one can exert on superiors and subordinates. These tactical
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principles seem to be operative on all levels of society and indeed can be

considered to constitute the essential social fabric of the Korean people.

If one v/ere to take a conceptual approach to the study of Korean

politics, that of "integration" vrould be the most logical and useful one.

We must raise this question: I'o v;hat extent is the nation homogeneous and

unified in social, cultural, economic end political v/ays? In Korea there

are a single race, a single language, common cultural assumptions, and there

is no minority group of significant size. This is in contrast to the

situations in such other developing nation-states as India, Vietnam, Indonesia,

and the Philippines, among others, v/hich have populations with diverse social,

cultural and/or racial compositions. In my view, Korea provides an ideal

focus for a case study, not of a society which is struggling for social,

cultural, economic and political identity and unity, but of one where the

internal struggle for influence and power takes place on an integrative

foundation already v/ell formed.

In the years following the Second World War, v/'estem-derived liberal

democratic ideas have had a phenomenal impact on the leaders of Korea, as

on those of other developing nations throughout the world. Public

proclamations of these leaders have spoken of a new era for their nations
within a democratic political framework. At least in Korea, hov/ever,

traditional elements v;ere still strong, and these same leaders were faced
with barriers to progress in the form of traditional social and political
patterns. The resultant inner struggle between liberal western ideas and
traditional Korean behavior has provided the basic setting for the post-war
Korean political scene. To date, there has been no clear-cut resolution of
this struggle, ^/hile the western democratic perspective has made inroads
into the Kore.nn political consciousness, it is equally clear that traditional
factors still contribute significantly to Korean political behavior,

Difference_s in Korean and Vfestern Politics . Firstly, I should offer
a working definition of what I mean by politics. For our present purposes
I would define politics as the power relationships which exist within a
society and which culminate in the formulation and execution of public
policy. The variables in the politics of different societies arc based on
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differing degrees of formalization of pc^.'er relationships and on differing

procedures in making of public -do] icy.

Two crucial differences in the politics of Korea and my own country,

the United States, are related to (l) the degree o^ centralization of power

and (2) the degree of authority consciousness and dependency on the part of

the masses of the people.

Politics in Korea is highly centralized and in my own country greatly

decentralized, with perhaps the major exception of foreign policy formulation.

Korea is not overburdened with the slovmess of a federal system in v/hich

political power is divided geographically ,
or by a structural separation of

powers in which powers are delineated according to function with inbuilt

institutional checks and balances.

The Korean situ'^tion provides a prime example in the non-totalitarian

world of a coimtry v;here public oolicy can be quickly -and efficiently

implemented. The examples are many. The Seoul-Pusan expressway was

completed in little over two years, a task that would have been impossible in

the United States where the carrying out of public policy is often frustrated

by unenlightened public opinion and a multitude of obstacles rooted in slow

and cumbersome democratic structures and procedures. In Seoul decision to

build a badly needed subway system was made rationally and effectively;

construction was begun quickly, and progress has been little short of

spectacular. I cannot help but think of at least one Araerio.an city, Atlanta,

Georgia, where the struggle of city leaders to gain public approval of a

rapid transit system took at least 10 years. Even now, two years after that

decision was popularly approved in a referendum, little progress has been

made toward construction of the system. Resist.ance in the United States to

the obvious need for better public transportation systems is based on

irrational but traditional local government boundaries; inequitable tax

burdens in neighboring governmental units, and others.

Korea has a sparkling I'eoord in comparison with other nations whic

are attempting to establish an industrial and technological base for society.

The Koreans have flung themselves with vigor and determination into e

nrocess of economic development. Many nations classified as "developing

or "underdeveloped" are finding the task considerably more taxing an
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difficult. I should point out parenthetically that I do not necessarily

place technologically derived values above those of traditional agrarian

existence; I mei'ely suggest that for purely pragmatic reasons of survival

in today's competitive and unstable international order, a new nation-state

is compelled to progress consciously and rapidly is the transition from old

to new. Without such adaptation, national entities run the considerable risk

of being swallowed up or at least substantially dominated by more aggressive

and pov;erful neighbors, Korea's economic developmental pace has been little

short of phenomenal, and, given the present degree of political stability and

military preparedness, there seems little likelihood of imposition of outside

political or military domination.

^'/hile praise for Itorea is certainly in order on the o-bove counts, v;e

ghould also look at the other side of the coin. There is the danger that

procedural efficiency, as evidenced in Korea, can result in arbitrarily and

incautiously planned public policy. Westerners are as, or more, concerned

about procedures as about goals, and feel that public policy in Korea does

not alv/ays receive sufficient deliberation and planning before implementation.

Many examples can be given. The city of Taegu was expanded many miles

into the countryside in the mid-1960's before it was realized that such

expansion was impractical in terms of the city government's inability to

service such an enlarged area. The city limits were then summarily redrawn,

roughly along the original lines. To cite another example, public apartments,

called "Citizens' Apartments," were built by the Seoul city government before

it was realized that in the process of sub-contracting the construction of

some units turned out to be of less than the best quality. Contractors in

question v/ere then required to strengthen the undergirdings of the buildings.

To give another instance, last month reforestation laws were decreed to

preserve and entiance the greenei^^ in the Korean coimtryside; stringent

pen-alties were to be imposed for plucking branches and small trees. The

law was rescinded before it could be put into effect because it was found

that villagers direly needed this source of fuel. One more example; the

size of envelops for domestic mail has been reduced because the government

received a sorting machine which cannot handle standard international

envelop sizes.
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it seeir.3 rclev3nt in this reg'\rd to refer to the western concept of

rule of I'^w
,

a principle which v'esterners feel is little recognized in

Kore-}, Stated ns simply as possible, ''rule of law" means that no person

is exempt from the including public officials, and that laws are

formulated in accordance \;ith the ^-^xpress wished and interests of the

largest possible proportion of the citizenrj'. On a theoretical level,

a Korean scholar and government official has explicated this point with

reference to the Korean scene much more lucidly than I can do. He has

pointed out that "the rule of lav.' has never been a desirable goal of

politics in Korea," This is because traditionally in Korea "Law" was seen

as "an agency of rigid political regimentation.,. The rule of law advocated

by the Legalists, as popularly understood in the Korean political tradition,

was little different from a rule of punishment or a rule by autocratic

decree." The same a.uthor is quick to point out that this idea of law is a

corruption of both the -western view as v/ell as the proper Korean perspective

v/hich is derived from the Chinese Confucian tradition. According to the

latter, the Confucian-derived concept of ]A refers to a "moral expression of

the V/ay of the Universe." "''/hen both the ruler and the ruled act according

"to harmony prevails." So this idea of ]A, rather then law (Fa) , was

basic to the Yi dyncasty Korean political tradition. The v.’riter continues

that Li "is a moral expression of the Way of the Universe, V/hen both the

ruler and the ruled act according to Li, harmony prevails. The virtuous

live by it, ''/’/hen a society is ordered by law or by the threat of punitive

sanctions, its members evade it v^ith impunity and feel no shame. But when

a society is ordered by lA, its members not only behave properly but also

know Shane. LI and l.a.' are thus mutually exclusive." In practice, la becomes

an unrealiza,ble ideal, "more ficticiously idesl than politically real." And

"the importance of countervailing forces <as a prerequisite for stability was

never admitted by the Confucianists . . . The Confucian political theory in

Korea failed to progress beyond the level of an oversimplified ideology.

/md the judicial function, which is highly institutionalized in the west for

insuring that the law is eouitably implemented, is hardly necessary if the

ruler is "truly virtuous and benevolent." In traditional Korea "the

executive: or the administrative function of government., was primary and

the judicial was secondary. Vhen the judiciary becomes predominant, it



signifies 3. failure of govemnent ty virtue." (Kahm, Pyong-Choon,

Koreon Political Tradition and Lav ; Seoul, Hollym Publishers and Royp.l

jisiatic Society, pp, 15-50).

The crucial t>roblfcin, of course, is in determining when i^he guiding

principle of lA is operative 'ind ’"hen it is not. The Western tradition is

inherently suspicious of rulers, and to most westerners it can never be

assumed that a ruler v/ill act v/ith absolutely honorable intentions. Rulers

have more responsibility than private citizens and therefore need more

institutional .and procedural checks upon their actions. Again, while being

impressed by the effectiveness and efficiency '.vith which public policy is

implemented in Korea, most westerners v/ould like to see less arbitrariness

and more caution and consistency in governmental p2X)cedures v/hich culminate

in concrete policy dev^isions,

I now v;ould move on to my second major impression of Korean politics - -

the high degree of authority consciousness inherent in the system. To me, one

of the most perceptive ''Western commentators on Asian culture is Paul Mas,

v/ho has the follov/ing to say about the social significance of Confucianism:

In the Confucian society the ritual order, good direction,

conformity to the past, that is to say to the cosmic structure,

in the families and in the State, regulate the order of the

seasons, the sun and the rain; thus understood, this society is

an immense and perpetual incantation of the universe. I^'Ian

does not act. He officiates. Good or evil. Certainly evil

if he is not enlightened; the classical books and canons

were his code: one finds in them notably the quota of

ground necessary for each person to have in the collective

structure so that the t'^mpire could rest in pt.ace. (Paul

I'hs, Viet-Kam? Sociologie d'une Guerre . Paris: Editions du

Seuil, 1952, p. 247).

There seems to be a large degree of acceptance of events in Korean

society—social, personal, political, economic— with relatively little

questioning. In a study in v/hich I participated in 19^9 related to urb .n

transitional patterns in the city of Taegu, 1 interviev/ed a number of

citizens concerning their perceptions of political decision-making on

matters related to city development projects. 1 might share with you some

of their more provocative views and reactions. A provincial government

official suggested that the "intellectual level of the ordinary citizen is
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not sc high.*' "The ordin'iry citizen h«,s little long-range perception."

and he is quite dependent on centralized authority. He concluded that

"local initiative" tends to be a c ncept i'virly alien to nc-st i^reans.

A connunity leader from the private sector agr^;ed with this evaluation,

giving the opinion thrat the people were "trained and educated in this way,"

They accept the Confucian dictum that "the people should follov/ established

leadership without question, and should not be concerned about the know-

ledge necessary for the exercise of leadership (
)"•

In Korea, he said, there is no real concept of the government as "servant of

the people," though "lip service is paid to such an idea." In traditional

terms it is "Government high, people low." A university professor suggested

that most people comprehend the idea of city planning and development but

feel uninvolved and do not take an active part. He uointed out that there

is usually some resistance to city projects but only when a project intrudes

upon some individual’s or groups 's particular interests such as property

holdings. In the same study, a professional respondent from the private

sector felt that voluntary associations should be encouraged to help

citizens become more participatory in local affairs. He cited as an example

the desirability of strengthening mothers' clubs in schools for improvement

of school facilities and programs. The people, he said, nave little

experience in voluntary associations and groups. He indicated a major

barrier to establishment and healthy fijnctioning of such associations the

government is often susijicious of such groups," A government official

suggested that one why to encourage mere citizen participation would be to

establish an elective system for city mayor and provincial govemv.r.

In summary with regard to this survey and to this point in my

presentation, a substantial number of community leaders whom I interviewed

felt that the city government was largely paternalistic in its treatment of

citizens. The same respondents, however, tended to agree th-t the masses

of citizens were quite dependent on authority and as yet unaccustomed to

local initiative in community development programs. J^Yom this study it was

found that civic leaders' perceptions of the comn.unity power structure in

Taegu point to a high degree of strucutural and procedural centralization,

and to dependency consciousness on the part of the masees of the people.

(A City in Transition : Urbanization in Tae^, Hcllym

Corporation, 1971)*
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I shill sucmarizfc ny randon comments by characterizing the Korean

political system from iiy admittedly alien and limited perspective as

hierarchical, personalized and authority-oriented, i.s a nearly eight-year

observer of the local pr.litical scene, 1 hero;by conclude that Korean

politics is sometimes lucid and sometimes perplexing; sometimes encouraging

and sometimes frustrating; always interesting and never dull.
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It is a pleasure to comment on the paper by professor Edward Wright.

Before doing so, I must enter a disclaimer as to ny qualifications as an

expert on Korean politics. Unlike other participants in this seminar, my

own observations have been very brief, scareely more than half a year.

Naturally, on the basis of such a short period of time, I can do no more

than offer comments that will be in the nature of hypotheses.

Professor Wright has illustrated the efficiency with which many

decisions can be made and carried out in the Korean political system. These

illustratiops could be multiplied to provide other instances, both positive

and negative. It may be well, however, to stress the notion of "checks and

balances," which may puzzle the observer of politics in the United States.

The philosophical notion behind this organizational technique is the

proposition that it is unwise to lodge the executive, judicial, and legisla-

tive roles in the same hands. In American experience, the articles of

Confederation, which had preceded the Constitution, had been viewed by many

leaders as too weak, so that the Constitution was an attempt to both

strengthen the Federal government and at the same time to preserve certain

features of the checks and balances that were regarded by Americans as

essential to the system: ns James Ifedison expressed so well in his e era i

"to bro^k factions," whether me-jority

Paper Number 10, the system was intended to break

factions or minority factions.
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Such a. system is a constant frustration to those v;ho intend to reform

the workings of the gcvemment — the effort to pass a fivil Rights Bill in

Congress in 1959 and i960 was a painful process, it was finally sneaked

before the Senate as an amendment to a bill shiiting land from lort Crowder,

Missouri, to a local school district. But not only the formal "checks and

balances" of the national system are pertinent to an understanding of the

iimerican system, it is also essential tc understand innumerable state and

local formal and informal balances of power, Edward Banfield discusses at

some length a several year effort to provide Chicago with enlarged hospital

facilities, an effort that at the time of his analysis had temporarily

foundered on the distribution of power v;ithin that complicated urban

environment.
^

For all its shortcomings, however, there is some evidence that

Americans are rather comfortable within this system — it defines their

"expectations." It enables them after long experience to predict the

activities of others and to adjust to them. Thus, rather than to provide

the Republican party with an overwhelming victciy in the national elections

of 1972 , they split their tickets, voting for a Republican president, while

at the same time they were providing him with a Democratic Senate and House

of Representatives. V/ith accumulating experience, sophistication, and

resources, it is not surprising to see even erstwhile rebels against the

system becoming reconciled to it., as has Bobby Seale and the Black Panthers,

who are presently conducting an effective campaign for the mayor*s office

of Berkeley.

Such a system of "checks and balances" owes much to European thinkers,

such as John Locke and Riontesquieu, and %:> European experience; America's

growing pain were suffered in large degree by Europe, Such a system, which

contains many of the liberal attitudes that ibnericans often advocate for

other societies is not easily transferred. It docs not jibe v/ith the

traditions and experience of many peoples in the world. In particular, it

is unlikely that a "checks and balance" system v^ill be comfortable for

bureaucracie® and administrations motivated by strong desires to catch up

economically v;ith the developed nations.

1. Edward C, Banfield and lylartin I-feyerson, Politics, Planning, and the
Public Interest , 1955*
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In the United States, an opposition party is part of the checks and

balances. In some European nations, several opposition parties may exist

to baffle the government. However, '^ne finds different historical modes of

dealing with opposition in Eastern politica.1 environment. 'Phe idea, of

a sustained loyal opposition is particularly difficult to locate historically.

In part, this may stem from the nature of the political and economic arena

the competition is f"'r very scarce resources, in the form of goods and

prestige. But possi'bly, it is more the result of the different cultural

adjustments that have prevailed in Asia, Thus, in Vietnam, cooptation is

an acceptable pattern, where"by the opposition is brought into essentially

subordinate positions in order to provide them with "inexpensive but real

incentives to cooperate." ^ Although such a pattern is not unknown in

the West, it would seem more of a norm in the East.

Professor Wright makes some cogent points concerning the concept of

"the rule of law." He has suggested, convincingly, the tension between the

Legalists and the Confucian attitude toward law, a tension that may be puzzl-

ing to students of legal attitudes in the Far East. This is but one impor-

tant example of differing political concepts between Korea and the West.

To extend this idea, for all its possible oomparohility to the ideas in the

Declaration of Independence, the "iandate of Heaven" principle is probably

quite different. The notion seems to imply that a ruler is entitled to rule

so long as things go well in the society. He is secure from internal

displacement so long as he seems to be lailing in accordance with the Riding

principle of Li. Ir, the United States and the United Kingdom, of course, a

ruler may be displaced whether or not he has governed well, according to

judgements of the citizenry that may be far less vital in extent and depth

than a judgement, say, that Prime IHnister Harold Wilson had lost the "mandate

of heaven." Whereas the notion of legitimacy in the United States inheres

in the system itself, the "ifendate of Heaven" emphasizes a legitimacy that

finds its locus in the ruler as a person. This is a crucial difference,

and it suin»rts Dr. Wright's comments on the "rule cf law." It is not

suggested* that traditional concepts such as the "Mandate of Heaven" exercise

a large and conscious hold on the Korean citizen, but Korea's tradition ^

2. Jerry Mark bilvermi^~'South Vietnam, Survgx.
^

(January, 1973)) 57-58

•
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a different one, and it would not be surprising' if it worked to produce

subtle differences in citizen expectations and behavior.

It is interesting that Professar "right has chosen a quotation from

Paul Mus ,
an authority on Vietnam, to illustrate some points that I agree are

pertinent as v/ell to Korea, ?^'Iuch ’-''ork remains to be done on the history and

politics of both these countries, so that it may be too early tp suggest a

comparative study. However, Vietnam, like K-..rea, has been heavily influenced

by China. It has also a number of other experiences in common v/ith Korea —
in short, there is just enough similarity between the two cultures to point

up their differences in a most interesting light, I find Dr, V/right’s

assessments of authority consciousness most interesting, iv^y first inclination

was to disagree with the conclusions from his observations on the basis of my

own. However, ray experience to date has been largely among an academic

community, v/hich, as any survey analyst ’7ill agree, does not provide a corss-

section of ra population.

On reconsideration, therefore, it becomes difficult to take issue v/ith

the points raised concerning authority consciousness in Korea. % o\m

tentative conclusions, therefore, would probably be ccnsonont v/.ith th^se of

the paper. It is possible that Koreans -are similar in some ways to the

subjects
,

as opposed to participants , discussed and defined in Gabriel

Almond and Sidney Verba in their The Civic Culture .

In speaking cf authority, I think one ought to be very careful in

the use of the concept and related ideas, li. distinction must be made between

authority and some c emmnnsense definitions of "povrer," Authority is formal

power. In particular, it is" ... the expected and legitimate possession of

pov/er." Naked pov/er, v/hich is one common notion of the term "power," is

nonauthoritativ* power openly exdrcized. ^iiliere a current political ideology

is not commonly accepted, naked power may be exercised. ^ This kind of power

was distrusted %nd eschewed (when possible) by the people of traditional

Korea, for it" ,,, turned eg^s that ught tc overlap and interlock v/ith each

other" into a dyadic subject-object rel.ationship. Such p»;'Wer was a corruption

5 . Harold D. Lasswell and Abraham Kaplan, Pov/er and Society ^ New Haven,
Yale University Press, 1950 , pp. 135-141.



of interpersonal decency. ^ In any discussiv.n of authority, it is well

to keep such distinctions in raind.

These comments on auth rity als^ relate t*.- another idea, nimely, the

importance personal relati- n^ni,s in tne Korean perception of authority.

In formal personal contact, there seems t... be a tendency tc piny do\?n

potential conflict, challenge, tensi-n, and c/nfr-ntati-'n. Ihus, in one

survey f civil servants, resj/ ndents hesitated in ansv;er to a question for

fear remarks might be t.nken *^s a personal - ffense by others, ^ There is

probably much more heed paid in Korea to m^t*:ers of pers^-nal relationship

(or "humanness ”)in authority relati-^nship xnd "politics" them t. "issues" or

"interests" per se .

It may be appropriate to add another aspect of Korea's situation in

the world that must make some difference to the political consciousness of

its citizens. The United States, which is presently highly developed

economically if not socially, is a superpever that deals from a position of

general preponderence with most other nations in the w:rld. Alth.,ugh American

intervention in the Vietnamese conflict generated intense and confliotual

emotions among the American public, there was probably vei^' little feeling

of personal insecurity generated by the progress of the war. Even the

People's Republic of China, while it may affect peripheral American interests

in Asia, cannot effectively threaten the United States with its present

military capabilities.

Korea, however, is in a different position. It has r. sense -f being

manipulated, as indicated by a remark of Mn Kwan-bhik: ^"... in the fifties,

Korea's role in the world was an entirely passive one." 'Tho PKC
,
the

Soviet Union, Japan, and the United States are all involved in som. way with

the fate of the Korean peninsula, and all these nations are more pewer u

goods and numbers of people than Korean. The experience of fcrea in a

hostile world of great power national interests was a them.e that appeare

Hahn Pyong-choon, "Toward a New Theor^^ of Korean Politics: n Reexamila-

Son S Traditional Factor's," -enpublished manuscript. 1972 .

Bark Dong Suh, "Policy Ifaking in the Korean Execu^
^

Byung Chul, editor, aspects of Administrative uevei^

TZTclr^n, in n.ia,~ Kn„. Voi. 15 .
»o. 1

1973), 41-47-

4.

5.

6 .
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saliently in the announcements of martial law last year. There is little

doubt that for those v;ho consider politics from time to time, and even

among persons who do not expend much thought to politics, the position of

Korea in the w'rld must appear to be uncertain, unpredictable, and j^robably

insenure. Unlike some other smaller nations, Korea does not reside in a

protective shadov' of a stalemated and well-defined great pcv/er sphere, a

situation of "military cr;\''stallization" as it is called by Raymond aron.

Korea oocux^ies a x>osition in the center of spheres cf influence that are

still fluid and rather indefinite. Thus, ?^hile there are good cultural

reasons for the subject-consciousness among Koreans, the nature of the

international political situ'ition must affect the attitude to\vard gevernment

in the direction i f being at least uncomfortable in the face cf possible

disunity and instability. This adds to the final assessment in Professor

Vright’s papers like him, I have found the K-^rean jjolitical scene frustrating,

interesting, perplexing, and probably somewha.t less lucid than my colleague.
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Being v/ith you today is both a pleasure and an honor to participate

in this worthwhile Dialogue Conference entitled Koreans as Seen through

the Eyes of Westerners . Ii/Jy topic is the Ecohomic Consciousness of Koreans

as measured in terms of the Korean businessmen's activity.

I should like to preface my remarks by saying that for nearly seven (7 )

years I have had the distinct pleasure of a close association with the

Korean business and Government leaders of your country. This splendid

opportunity has been brought about by my responsibilities as the Director

of Operations-Korea for the International Executive Service Corps which

is a private nonprofit organization bringing management and technical

assistance through non-salaried volunteers to some 56 different countries

throughout the developing world. It can be said without any qualification

that I represent the only foreigner who for nearly seven years has had the

opportunity on a daily basis of meeting Korean business leaders, middle

management, and supervisors both in their offices as well as in their plants

and on the production line. In all contacts, there is indeed less of a

difference than similarity bet^veen the Korean businessmen and the inter-

national entrepreneur since the aspirations of the Korean business leaders

possess the same business aspirations of the international business leaders.

The goal of developing an enterprise as a responsible entrepreneur is to

better put forward the principles of business achievements. The lines of

communication between the Korean consumers and the Korean business leaders
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must be kept open ^-nd must be on o.n understandable basis in order for the

Nation to benefit in its entirety. V'ith these remarks, I should like to

discuss in some depth pertinent points that I believe constitute a ready

reference to the Economic Consciousness of Koreans in terms of the Korean

businessmen's activity. The development, the improvement as well as the

linderstanding of the businessmen's problems and his challenges should be

fully understood by the layman so that there can be an appreciation of the

businessmen as an important element in the further development of this out-

standing Nation.

Achieving Now What Pride Prevented Previously

Ear over a year after iry arrival in Korea in June, I966 to negotiate

the Country' Agreement v'ith your Government inviting my organization to Korea,

I was constantly made av^are by the Korean businessmen with whom I came in

contact that "In Korea, we do things differently." I later found that as

my time in Korea progressed less and less wos this statement brought to my

attention, and today I find that the businessmen rarely are making this

statement in their communi netion with foi*cigiiers . It is a my belief, and

T O'jij'e Weil founded that this is a manifestation of the development and

growth of the business community. No longer is the businessman using an

excuse to not vrant to undertake the modernization of business practices

through modem management concepts. It was a defense mechanism for the

Korean businessmen to counter any suggestion of managerial or technical

improvements by merely saying "v%ll, that's -all well and good, but in Korea,

you must remember this is done differently." With that statement, he was

prepared then to build a wall about him to shield him in his thinking from

any outside influence that might interfere with his way of doing business.

Attention to Detail Developing

Every nation has characteristics both on positive and on negative sides

One of the important characteristics from the standpoint of an Economic

Consciousness of developing one's nation is attention to detail. There
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are many different ways in which a product can be developed. The Korean

businessman is conscious of the need for quality products, but

unfortunately, he believes, that he can inspect qu-^lity into the products.

By that I mean having a number of inspectors ct the end of the assembly

line to determine ’^'hether the product meets the specification. It has

been proven worldv-fide that insvc-ction must be through''ut the manufacturing

process. In addition, there must be both quality raw material ond workman-

ship as well as quality component parts, .s.ttention to detail by the

Korean businessmen throughout the different facets of the business community

is greatly l^cicing. Unless each minute part that becomes the whole is of

the highest quality, then the final product will not represent quality.

Often times, it is easy to plaster over and paint over poor workmanship in

order to make the appearance meet the quality standards. Yet beneath the

paint lies the work of c- relessness . Attention to detail is an important

trait that must be constantly developed in the United States as well as any

developing country. There are no exceptions.

Aoathetic Attitude Toward Progress

I should like to point out th-t by and large the Korean business

community has expressed an enthusiastic and an eager response to meeting

international standards of managerial and technical improvement. Yet,

there still exists today a sizable segment of the Korean business community

that is led by men who are apathetic toward progress, "mat was good for rny

father is good enough for me. This trap.ic and stagnant attitude is one

of the most dan^rous attitudes which can aff ct adversely the development

of a business coimaunity for growth and -rosperity . It dees not mean that

tlie K-rrean businessmen must embrace ovexy managerial and technical

innovation which is foreign. However, it does imply that each business

leader should compel himself to constantly be on the look-out for new

ideas, nww methods, and new thinking which will allow him to maintain an

up-to-date approach to his business field.
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Maintaining Balance between Nation'll Ojltural Considen.tion and International
Business Ifethcds

.

V/hat I am about to discuss v;ith you nov; is a subject of v/hich I have

been exceedingly interested over since I first lived in Japan and now in

Korea. There ?-re few nations within East Asia who have been able to

attain goals and aspirations in such a degree of magnitude as Japan, I am

fully aware that during the Korean War, Japan was able to capitalize on

supplying the economic needs of the Korean War. I also recognize that the

atrial destruction of Japan during 'World War II resulted in the need for

complete new equipment for the damaged factories as was the case in Germany,

This ne?/ equix^ment v;hen installed up-dated the entire production capacity

of the companies and thereby gave Japan an advantage over those countries

throughout East ..sia that were not required to replace equipment, I also

realize that Japan, since the Ifeiji Restoration of I967, has been constantly

'tware of and striving for modernization of its manufacturing facilities,

J*ll these factors then must be considered when one observes the outstanding

ability put lorth by Japan to nnintain a balance between national cultural

heritage and new international business procedures. By that I mean the

Japanese businessman has the ability to maintain his cultural identity

away from the office. On his return to the ofi ice he exemplifies a modern
international business approach. Using this th.'in as a background, I wish
to address -nyself to the hone that Korea can little by little develop a

balance between the Korean national cultural heritage and international
business practices v/ithout sacrificing Koreans true cultural heritage.
Quite frankly, to me, this would be a mest difficult undertaking and I

strongly doubt if many /unerican businessmen placed in a similar situation
as the Korean businessman could hope to achieve such a balance without
exerting a great deal of strain.
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Wonan's Place in the Busin^cjss Gomitiunity

This is a subject that I an convinced has had too little attention.

.as a nodern nation develops the tempo of the day to day business activities

increases. There is a demand for greater reliance upon secretaries as

77ell as typists. The day u'hen a business can be carried on only on a face

to face basis is rapidly disappen.ring. The need for quicker response to

business questions and to business activities demands that executive type

secretaries and skilled typists become more and more a part of the

entrepreneur’s top management team. I am not suggesting that a business

leader has secretaries and typists unless he has a need for their clerical

services other than serving coffee. However, more and more, correspondence

will be required in the future as well as mere and more coordination when

the business leader is away from his desk, ^vll this can be accomplished

well hy well-trained women executive secretaries and v;omen typists. Korea

has few natural resources but one of its natural resources are its people,

iind there is no natural resources in any nation that can equal a populatitlin

that is intelligent, skilled, eager, and willing to do a good day's work.

Such is the case cf the v/cmen in Korea who have aspirations for executive

Secretarial duties as well as being typists. The business community's

lack of using this outstanding natural resource must not continue if Korea

is to maintain its position as an effective exporting coimtry.

Upgrading and Intergrading the ?'*EA Graduate into Koreoji Business

In erder to maintain a e nstant supply cf intelligent and skilled

potential business leaders, every nation must utilize effectively the

products of the graduate schools of business. Without this constant imput

into the Koreo^ business community of Wasters in Business j^dministration who

have completed sucessfully comprehensive business courses, K'-rea will find

its supply of potential business leaders exhausted. This holds true also

for Koreans ?/ho have graduated from a Graduate Schools of Business abroad.

The lack of fully utilizing their talents in Korea is a national ec^ncmic

loss. The business students v/hc possess a high degree of intelligence and
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an aV.ve avyragt degTt=e of .-xjjosures to modern business practices are not

integrated into companies usually. Needless to say, this represents a

lack of foresight on the part of the personnel policy of these companies.

should a ji-IBA graduate start at the b ottom v^hile his contemporaries who

did not undert '.ke Graduate School f Business courses arc in positions with

far greater responsibility? Until the business community can support the

graduate sch-ols of business in IC-rea by ^lacing their worthy graduates,

there will be an imbalance of the oropor utilization of this important

source of future Korean business leaders.

Don't Compromise with Excellence

Excellence in business or excellence in any endeavour should be part

of the Eccn- mic Consciousness of every Korea. To undertake effectively a

business task and/or assignment requires the full effort on the part of

the one responsible for the task. Personal gain in the business field must

net by the primarily compelling f;rce in doing business, but the thought

of doing the best possible job as a member of a team. Korean business

cc-mmunity v/ould do v;ell to be exemplified by "Don't compromise with

excellence". The ide'’ of team cooperation in Korean business is not as

strong as it might be. Accomplishing that which is best for the company

by exerting their greatest effort should result in personal satisfaction
and n^'t always monetary gain.

Time moans Money .

i.ll of you have undoubtedly heard the phrase "Time means money".
There are some Korean businessmen who do not make the most of their time
in terras £ an eomonic contribution to the cemmunity. Often tim.s, this
IS brought about by the lack of planning on a day to day, week to week, and/
or raenth to month basis. Although net so nuch the case now, but several
years age., it was quite impossible to est.ablish an appointment with a Korean
busineBsm.an for more than one or two days in .advance of the date. Now, the
situation has improved greatly and is improving constantly to where the
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majority of the Kc-reon businessmen are begining to realize the importance

of programmed time.

Discussing with you this afternoon the subject of the Economic Consciousness

of Koreans through Korean Businessmen’s Efforts has been rewarding to me as

I hope it has been for you. In closing, I wish to emphasize that it is not

my contenticn that all these issues raised today are ones that could or

should be immediately resolved n^v/ but rather ^ver the course of the future.

In Korea, there is the opportunity vand the capability to equal the standards

and thereby meet the challenges of the demanding international business

community. If your business leaders can stimulate their thoughts in terms

of some of these issues, there contribution will be Korea’s gain.
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Comment on: "THE ECONOMC CONCIOUSNESS OF KQi^iNS"

Delner Skillingstad

Mr. Lee Bums has, in his presentation, discussed the economic consciousness

of Koreans primarily from the businessman's point of viev/, I would make

seme comments on his remarks, but then also take off on a different tack for

some of my ovm comments and observations. I do not intend to document

any of the statements which I make. They are merely the observations of a

foreigner who has resided in Korea -and dealt with Koreans on a dail^; basis

for some twelve years.

Over the past decade we have, of course, seen the employment of modern

business methods by Korean businessmen in their relationships with the

international business and financial ocramunity. Not all of the lessons

have been well-learned, however, IV. Burns mentioned the need for "Quality

Control". This is a necessity not only in dealing with the foreign market,

but with the domestic market as well. Koreans are extremely g^od craftsmen.

They are not good production line technicians. V/hat do I mean by this?

According to the Confucian Ethic an artist is a suitable and acceptable

person in the social strata, though he works with his hands he produces an

ohject of beauty and worth, one of a kind, unique in its own sphere. The

production line worker is not an artist, nor is the person who mass produces

a single item. This person has no social status because there is no pride of

labor or dignity attached to manual work. Ifen accept this kind of work

because it is an economic necessity, but they are not, for the most part,

happy in their work, n.r do they take pride in the outcome of their labor,

.l^at is the upshot of this situation? First, because the ordinary Korean

is intelligent and suprisingly well mechanically inclined, for wh .t
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basically a product an agrarian culture. He can pr^^duce a verj'’ good

model, on a one ;n one basis, of almost a.ny product for which he h.as the

materials and adequate plans. However, the production models almost never

meet the agreed on specifications because of the lack of quality central,

which is a m-anagoment defect; but also because :f the lack of pride in

the artifact v/hich the worker himself must have. This latter is a cultural

defect. Nc amount of C'^ntrol cr inspection will pr-r^duce a constantly good

product until the werker has acouired a sense -’f responsibility and a pride

in what he is doing. This comes from a realization of his own worth as a

productive individual as well as an av/areness that he is contributing to

the well-being of himself his family and his country by his efforts. This

latter will have to c>mG about by a change in the thinking of the people as

a whole. This is net an easy thing. Tfith the present stress by the

Government on Science, Technology and Industrialization to the detriment, cr

at least benign neglect, of the philosophical and cultural values, a change

in the mc^de of thinking is being impressed on the populace fr'>m on top.

Tev/ards the end of his presenta.tion, hir. Burns mentions the idea that

tine is money. This may be catching cn in the international business

commimity, that is to say, with thc-se Korean businessmen 'who deal with

foreign businessmen; hov/ever, it has certainly not caught on in the

Government bureaucracy. If one is ever made aware of the fact that Korea as

a developing country, is still a labor intensive, rather than a machine

intensive nation it is in dealing with almost any of the Government offices.

They all appear to be over-staffed with people who seem to have nothing

ttp do but obstruct progress. The responsibilities of these petty officials

are so fractured that to bbtain the permission for the simplest thing

almost involves the inspecting and do.jLanging > f the request by several—

I

almost said, innumerable—people , And should one of the petty officials

be absent from his chair, which is not infrequent, the process must stop

because no one else except the highest person in the office, who also is

more often than not absent, or cannot be disturbed, can substitute for the

absent official. The people who v.^ork in these offices seem to have no

realization v/hatever, that the petitioners night be busy, have other
important affairs, or indeed have a right to the service that they are
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requesting of their Government. To me this is one of the greatest wastes

of time an*^ thus waste of productive employment in the Korean economic

world. At one time in histoiy
,

I am sure there was a definite need for

the do.jang system; hut, I feel that the time has come put scire productive

measures into the gcverrjnent bureaucracy for the good of all the people.

I do not like to make suggestions that v/ould put people out of work, but

I do suggest that a good deal of dead wood be gotten rid of. 1 do net

believe that at this time Korea should be installing a log of computers

and other sophisticated office machines and thereby put many people out of

work; but I do suggest that they streamline their office procedures, and

especially their lines of authority in order t"^ permit the people that

remain in these offices to function efficiently and v/ith the idea of service

to the petitioners.

Many of the characteristics that I have discussed above of the

Economic awareness ^r the lack of same by the Korean people, and so far we

have not really talked about the people in ;^eneral but only a couple of

sectors, business and government, are really the result of the dynamics

of Histoiy. There is very little long-range planning in the operation of

a Korean Business enterprise. Ifcst look for the quick profit rather than

attempting to establish a good product and name for long range, and by

this I mean several years in the future, development and profit. The cost

of capital is too expensive to think in terms of years .and also the political

climate, both from inside and fr-m external forces have always forced the

Korean to think in terms of making the most profit the quickest possible

way here and new,; -and the idea 'f establishing a reputati-on that would

bring in profits rnd make one's product marketable over a long period of

time never even enterred the picture. If we insider the ^'rean People as

a unit represented by their Government. Then there can be no doubt -as

to their Economic awareness, ''.'e are all aware of the five year plans

for economic development; .and the fact that most of the rather restrictive

measures imposed by the feovemment have economic implications. But, let

us consider the individual Korean, or the f.amily unit, do they have an

acute economic awareness? I think that the answer is a decided "yes".

The amount of money that a family will spend on the education of their
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children, especially, but not exclusively, in fav.r f the eldest son, is

itself a manifestati n of this. Education is n -t cheap in Korc i,

all of you here knc-. Koreans sacrifice a great deal to get their children

into the best schc Is and t. obtain for them the best of tutors-and in

this lies a gi-eat deal of the n^n-official costs of educating a chilu.

Education is, however, the stepping-stone t-o upward mobility in th.-. economic-

social world of the country. Koreans will even sacrifice title to land

which they h'ld dear in order to obtain this educational advantage .for their

children. Then on the success of this child the entire family will base its

hopes for a better financial future, f^-ct is even further borne out

by the fact that the favored child will be encouraged, indeed, oven f reed,

to specialise in a field of study thot will bring an almost immediate

economic benefit to him ond th„ family. This without regard to the

iniiividual child's natural talents or personal inclinations. Thus we find

the departments of the Commerce Colleges perennially have a large ratio of

applicants to spaces available. This is true also c.f the medical colleges,,

whereas the biology and life-science departments which would teach much

of the same material and should appeal to students with the same inclina-

tions, have very few o-pplicants because, at the present time in Korea,

people aoe no immediate financial pr:;spects for graduates of these depart-

ments. I will not spell out in this paper the method of saving—that is,

making preparation, ecc'nc'mically ,
for the future—that is common to the

Korean household today. If time allows, I will make some comments <m this

also. Suffice it to say that to the present most of the savings put aside by

a Korean Household is in the categ'^iy '’f discretionary financial assets,

and these mostly in bank deposits or sh >rt tern loans. Contractual type

savings, such as insur.ance premiums and principal payments on Mortgage

debts are relatively few or even an unknovm method of saving.

I trust that I have not been tro negative in my presentation.

I was try intention simply to present the facts as I see them.

Thank you.
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I have been asked to speak about " sj; ^ *J. ^1 or

aiAjAV'expressions which might he translated respectively as "the religious

consciousness of the Korean people" and "the religious spirit of the Korean

people." Personally, I prefer the latter phrase because I do not believe

that a religious consciousness can have a reality of its own, divorced from

a psychological or moral consciousness. On the contrary, in Korea we are

dealing with "a set of concepts and intellectual patterns which are Integra e

within each individual and are interconnected on the basis of both logic and

belief. "(1)

1 The Religious Groups of South Korea

1.0. B.fore dl.ou.riong th. »Ugi.» •Plri* *». Kor,» f.pl., I

first mention the religions which are found here.

1.1. The 1973 Korean yearbook published by the Haptong which I have rounded

off here for the sake of convenience:

„ ^ . • Followers
Religions

Protestants 3,500,000

Catholics
800,000

Buddhists
7,200,000

Confucianists
4,400,000

Ch'on-do-gyo
700,000

Buddhists Won 700,000

Other Religions
1,600,000

Total
18,900,000

Deixnition ui
n

translated here "mentalite as spin .
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2. Problems of Terminology

2.0. The greatest difficulty which is encountered in studying Kore.an

folk religion is to know precisely what is meant by the various terms which
are used to describe it. Because of this terminological problem, I would like

to take a critical look at those terns which have been employed in past

yearss shamanism, demon, superstition, and sorcerer. Then we will tiy to

find terms which are more adequate for speaking of these beliefs.

2.0. The Terms "Shaman" and "Shamanism."

In the opening pages of his v;ork entitled Shamanism ; Archaic Techniques

of Ecstasy , Ilircea Eliade presents shamanism as " a religious phenomenon

of Siberia and central Asia, The word comes to us (he says) through the

-Russian, from the Tungusic Samian," (l) Later he specifies that "any ecstatic

cannot be considered a shaman; the shaman specializes in a trance during

which his soul is believed to leave his body and ascend to the sky or descend

to the underworld," (2)

These definitions are excellent and delineate precisely both the concept

of the shaman and the geographical area in which he is found. They also

demonstrate that the Korean mudang is not to be confused with the shaman.

No mudang enters into a trance, "ascends to the sky" or "descends to the

undeiT/orld. " Instead, it is the god who descends as is indicated by the

Korean expression " Al ” Since the first god vjho presents

himself is not always the one which is sought, the mudang is often required

to put up with several of them, one after another, before the one which she

wishes to contact finally arrives. Unlike the shaman , the mudang does not

go to look for the gods; but instead, she received them and submits to them.

It is they who descend to meet the mudang . The mudang then enters into a

trance which is usually controlled but which may sometimes become a genuine

case of possession. However, this is a psychological phenomenon and does

not fit I'liadefe concept since the mudang becomes the servant, not the

manipulate, r of the gods,

(1) Mircea Eliade, Shamanism; Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy ,
V/illard Trask,

trans,, (New York; Bollingen, 19^4 ), p. 4

(2) Ibid . ,
p.S,



To returr* to the work of Eliade, one finds by the end of his chapters
not only an enlargement of the .^rr phic 1 area in which shamanism is to
be found, including* JTorth and South iimerica, all of Asia, and Oceania, but
a similar enlargement of the concept of the shaman to the point where he
becomes a sort of magician, sorcerer, or medium. As a result of this
conceptual extension, it is not surnrising to find shamanism evei^s where, and
at last one no longer knows just what is the subject under discussion.
Therefore, it is methodologically necessary to consider Siberian and Central
Asiatic shamanism distinct from Korean folk religion as long as their degree
of similarity has not been established.

Such a study would require not only a profound knowledge of Korean
folk religion, ,and of the Korean, Tungus, Buiyat, and Yakut languages, but
also of the Russian language as well since it is in that language that the
observations on shamans have been published.

l-his does not mean that one should deny the presence of common traits
such as the tree, bells, and drums, nor other similarities between Korean
folk religion and shamanism. Rather, it is a matter of methodology. Since
the presence or absende of a historical connection cannot be demonstrated due
to a lack of historical records, we must state that at present they arc
different.

It is also necessary to do away with a number of terms which have been
borrowed from Christian theology.

2.2. Terms Borrowed From Christian Theology

_

r.™ folk

lTu 7
pWoktld

*.
s

“ negldctiUthey becoim angiy, but they can be

r arge number, then. Gods are mob oloe.r to tbe tatln d.ua „d Greeki!^ tbon tb. ,,e,d.b Vabrnb t. te tbe.e latte, t,o terma. ^^ITk re
J”

!and darean folk rellglen .y,. pelyth.detlo.

t. d.t,”'!*'"
^ >» alao. »Mle „ cue teuld .labto deny the presence of superstition in Korean folk yeaaT

anyone wish tn o + + + +
Ik religion, neither wouldjone wash to attest to rts absence from other religions. Unfortunatelyre rgron is usually designated in Korean by the term ^ J

"Introduction an Jfouisme," Revue de Cores iw Hot o
( 15^2

'
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or superstition, and that explains its absence from the statistical tables.
By the same token, the use of the term "sorcerer" to designate the

priestess of this religion, the mudang . is also to be avoided. There is
nothing underhanded about their practice, and the name mudang does not mean
"deceiving crowd" as Hulbert claimed in The Passing of Koro«. (i) This
error comes from a misunderstanding of which Bhinese character designates
the mu in Mudang

, ( ® i: ) This character is written as and not as
. It is this latter character which means" false" or "false

accusation." This mistranslation can be found even today in the work of
Paul S, Crane entitled Korean Patterns . (2)

2*5, Korean Iblk Religion

In Korean, folk religion does not have the title of }^o ) which
signifies teaching^ a.nd which is used to designate other religions such as

Buddhism, Christianity, and "Confucianism". Despite its lack of teachings

or doctrines, however, it still deserves to be called a religion. The Latin

is derived from religare which means "to bind" or "to attach," and

the prefix ^ indicates a prior promise. Thus, the original meaning of the

teiTi religion , " a contractual obligation with a divine being," seems to fit

Korean folk religion completely, since Korean folk religion also exhibits a

contractual obligation with divine beings. Moreover, its polytheism resembles

that of Greek religion but is distinguished from it both the absence of a

divine hierarchy >and by the lack of any coordinated activity on the part of

the gods. Each god is in charge of his own particular type of activity and

he acts independently within his area of responsibility. For this phenomenon

where the gods exist simply side by side, Yim Suk-Jay has appropriately

coined the term "parallelo theism", (l)

This religion is "folk" or "popular" not only because it is shared by

the majority of the Korean people, but also because it has been officially

ignored, if not openly persecuted, by the literati and rulers of the country

since the twelfth century.

(1) Homer B, Hulbert, The Passing of Korea , (Nev.' Yorkj Doubleday, I966 ),

P- 413 .

( 2 ) Paul S. Crane, Korean Patterns, (Seoul R.A.S. Taewon, 1972)* p. 132*

( 1 ) Yim Suk-Jay, Introduction an Mouisme in Revue de Coree, IV No. 2 (1972),
Korean National Commission for UNESCO, SEOUL, p.l5*
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This religion is properly Korean because it ?;as he2?e prior to Buddhism,

Taoism, Confucianism, or Christianity.

According to the San-kcuo-tche (
^ ^ ), the peoples of the Three Han

believed in "spirits," and had '\:arts of villages set aside" (Fr, "bourgades

reserveesj v/here a large tree was set, and upon which v/ere hung small bells

and drums as a form of v/orshipping the go.ds,(l) Cne can find clearly

these same three elements in Korea today.

Korean scholars designate this religion by the term )?

this expression is unknov/n among the believers and among the Mudang-s them -

selves. Mhen asked to vrhat religion they belong, they v;ill answer that they

are Buddhists since they listen to the mudang and she, moreover, gives the

same response. In fact, they follow none of the teachings of Buddha but look

upon Buddhism as part of their cultural heritage and regard it as respectable.

Proof of this is offered by the images of Buddha which are often foimd on the

altars set up in the houses of mudangs . By the same token, Buddhist temples

invariably contain a small shrine dedicated to the god of the mountain

[il ;ff|i ), The extreme tolerance of monks tov/ards local gods permits this

peaceful coexistence between all of the gods. The need for social recogni-

tion and the desire to escape persecution has led the believers of this

religion to adopt a Buddhist facade, but the actual contents of their beliefs

remain intact

.

Thus, we are led to recognize the existence of this religion despite

the fact that there is no popular Korean term for it. Furthermore, it

cannot be called an "ism" because it has neither explicit doctrine nor

sacred texts. It is not organized, in the sense of being a social group

with an established hierarchy, and has no political representation, although

there is an association to which the professionals of this religion may

belong. Tinith very few exceptions, it has no permanent plices ind sheltered

places of assembly, institutions for the formation of trained personnel, a

press or any other audio-visual means of propogation. However, it still

exists and does not seem to be on the verge of disappearing because, more

than any other religion, it is in accordance with the traditions and the

spirit of the Korean people.

(1) According to Li Ogg Histoire de la Corie P.U.P.
, Q.S.J. Paris I969, p. 21 .
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5. The Religious Spirit of the Kore.-=m People

5.0, I would now like to review some of the more informative facts
regarding this religious spirit which I have obtained in during interviews
and in the course of my fieldwork.

3.1. Ceremonies called Kpsa ( v Af ) are generally conducted by professionals,
and may be held indc rs in the Spring for the benefit of an entire family.

More commonly
, the kpsa is celebrated in order to obtain good fortune for

those who have it offered: during the dedication of a building, for a good

catch at sea, or even for sucess at university enterance examinations.

The day before the entrance examination for Seoul National University,

the candidates ga.ther for a convocation and to have a l->ok at the classroom

in which they are to take the examination. On this occasion, it is tradi-

tional for the students of Seoul Wa,tional University to organize a small

gathering for the students of their own respective high schools, during

which they encourage their jimiors to succeed. This year, some former

students of a high school in Seoul offered a sacrifice for their schoolmates.

These students formed in a circle in front of two pictures, each representing

the head of a pig. The organizer of this ceremony, a student, wore a yellow

cap (suggestive of Taoism?) made a speech, performed a deep how,(
)

and offered a tray of (gluttonous rice cakes whose stickiness symbolizes

success). Then, they set fire to the tv;o pictures just as the mudangs do

( ).

This ceremony v/as not a parody. All of the candidates from that high

school participated, in silence and with their heads uricoverod. Hie student

who was holding one of the pictures said to ne i ’'We are offering a kosa ,

in order that the candidates from our high school may succeed,”

On the eve of such a difficult test, when their whole future was at stake,

these candidates and their elder schoolmates had spontaneously drawn from

the magic widespread in Korean society a rite for obtaining good luck.

Confronted v/ith examina-tions or with some deep personal suffering, Korean

people are le^^raw unselfconsciously from the backround of magic which

their society provides. It is not a question of censuring individuals, but

rather it is a mater of establishirg that this magical behavior is embeded

in the makeup of Korean society.
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In France, mothers go to burn one or more candies before the statue

of the Virgin Mary or of a saint on the day before the national entrance

examinations to the universities. There too we are confronted with the

same type of magical behavior.

5-2. This search for the blessings of fortune mainfests itself in a grand

ceremony v;hich is held in the spring or in the autumn along the Southeastern

coast of Korea, and v/hich is kn 'V.n as lyol-sin-koot (
^ cermeny

dedicated to several gods. This ceremony follows the sacrifice offered

to the protecting god of the village. The village community gathers together

around a group of mudangs for several days. It is held every 2,5?4» or 5

years, and is the occasion of a genuine feast for the villagers. The food

and drink, songs, dances, music, jokes, decorations, and money offering for

the gods are the delight of the men, and especially of the wommen for whom

this represents a rare opportunity of amusement. On this happy occasion they

laugh and they ciy, but a serious tone v/ould be out of place, it is a

community celebration full of the love of life, despite all their worries,

cares, and fears. The villagers amuse themselves, and the gods also in the

hope that this will render the latter more amenable to their requests.

This is but another instance of that love of life "in this earth and in that

v/ind" which characterized the Korean religious spirit,

5- 5- The desire for good fortune in the wo^ld of the living is not at all

alien to Korean follov/ers of other religions. Consider the mother who goes

to mass every day at seven o'clock in the morning to insure the health and
well-being of her family; '-'hereas the meaning of Christianity and the^'cssage

f Christian prayers is supposed to be represented by the v/ords of
Christ at Gethsemen; "Let not My will, but Thine be done"(]V!atthew 26?39).

To the contrary
, followers of Korean folk religion are trying to achieve

their ovm ends, to fulfill their own disires, and to persuade the gods.
To paraphrase the words of Christ, "Let my will and not Thine be done."
Moreover, the Gods themselves are do not seem to have any particularly
specific will of their own. They are "neither good nor bad, but are will
or badly treated. Thus, the most important thing is that one should say his
prayers sincerely, with all of his heart and should offer sacrifices and
money to show the gods that they are not being ingnored nor abandonned.
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The Korean gods are not worshipped for their o-m sake, but because of
strictly utilitarian interests on the part of the vrorshipper. The purpose
of the rite is not to praise the god

, but to earn his favor in order that
the wishes of the supplicant may be acheived. In sum, as Yim Suk-Jay has

put it, Korean folk religion is "a method of utilizing divine power in order

to control the events of everyday life."(l)

5.4* This same type of strictly utilitarian relationship can also be found

in the Korean practice of put'ak (
It

) or requesting favors. One

v/ho is approached in that way finds himself surrounded by affectionate

attention, gifts, and various social invitations. This "custom" has its

economic causes no doubt in that those who v/ield a certain degree of power

are insufficiently compensated. However, economic causes alone are inadequate

to explain the existence of hhis "custom". Rather, it is an aspect of a much

larger phenomenon regarding interpersonal obligations which are aimed at

establishing or maintaining an amicable social relationship with those who

are useful or might be useful to you, ft is not so much bribery, although

that is sometimes the result, as it is a matter of creating social ties,

or a certain atmosphere, in order to contribute to the conclusion of a

contract, or for the obtaining of official approval, or in order to succeed

in a particular enterprise that one ’wishes to undertake, But when the

individual ^whose favors are requested has lost his power, he is abandonned,

and he is no longer v/orth anything. Thus, the individual himself is not

the object of one’s attentions, but rather it is the power that he is able

to ¥;ield.

Like the gods, these men are honored for the sake of the services v/hich

they cat render. Thus, the same spirit manifests itself in the religious

domain and in the domain of professional relations.

3 . 5 . In Korean folk religion, there is no notion of release from sin, or of

repentence or atonement for one's faults. Nor is there any method of

purification, of spiritual uplifting or any n tion of spiritualism. Instead,

there is a deep concern for the blessings of this world.

( 1 ) Yim Suk-Jay, Introduction an IVbuisme, in Revue de Coree IB No. 2 (1972)

Korean National Commission for UNESCO p, 15*
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3.6. Unlike Buddhism, there is no renunciation of the illusions of the world,

the cause of all sufferings and distress. Although there is as in Buddhism,

an attempt to suppress such suffering, it is aimed in an entirely different

direction. For Buddhism, it is a matter of suppressing suffering in order

to achieve the cessation of desires, the source of all suffering. For

Korean folk religion, on the other hand, it is a matter of satisfying those

desires which, when achieved, will bring about the cessation of the suffering

which their non-satisfaction had caused. That is v/hy one should not confuse

Buddhism with Korean folk religion. Their ends are very different, and we

are justified in saying that if the their 7,200,000 Koreans who enter Buddhist

temples to give money and bov7 before the image of Buddha, they does not mean

that they are actually Buddhists, in the strict sense of the term. In fact,

one gets the impression that Korean folk beliefs have crept into the

substance Buddhism and have emptied it of its original doctrine completely,

while adopting certain aspects of its outward appearance. The same thing

seems to have happened with Taoism; whereas Jesus, on the other hand, has

been assimilated in a rather negative way, as a Kvri-shin( ), or

wandering spirit.

3 . 5 * If one looks at the life of Jesus from the point of view of a mudang,
one v;ould note that he died darly (55 years of age), of a violent death
(crucifixion), forsaken and abandonned

, that He was not married, or briefly,
that He had not achieved anything in his life. Evidently, this led him to
return to earth to satisfy His soul and to start a cult. Thus, it is not
surprising to see His disciples speaking of him, propagating His cult, His
story, His songs, and His images. There is no fundamental opposition between
the gods of the mudang and Jesus b^i-sin

( ), and there is today only a
surface opposition. Today, Jesus k^vi-sin may be viewed in a rather negative
way but He has His place in the Korean pantheon. Tomorrow, He may veiy well
be regarded favorably, and placed on the altar of the mudang , next to Buddha
and the other gods. The opposition is not total, and proof of this can be
seen in the behavior of the Korean who has himself baptized and then becomes
religious, because the mudang had predicted that he would become a Christian.
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3.6, We h^ve looked at the religious attitude of Koreans v;hen then are

trying to obtain or preserve their good fortune
,
or that of their family or

village. But v;e have yet to more mention the more critical ;\nd dramatic

phases of one’s life: birth, marriage, sickness, -ind death.

3.6.1. Giving birth is surrounded by a certain number of prohibitions

(against visiting), and devotions (to the god cr goddess of fertility.

Sam-sin ( ) Great importance is attached to the time of one's birth

because the signs of the year, month, day, and hour of one's birth determine

his fate (p'al-ja, ), It is a fundamental cultural idea

which few people are v/illing to ignore, especially at the time of choosing a

spouse

.

5.6.2. Prior to marriage, the two families consult a fortune teller(Chom-

chaeng—i , ^ ) ia order to find out if the birth dates of the future

spouses are auspicious and in order to determine a favorable date for the

celebration of the v/edding. Since the years of the tiger and the horse

are inauspicious, girls born in those years experience difficulty in

finding a husband, and certain parents will officially register these

children as having been born in the following year. This is a Korean way

of believing in fate or destiny, and yet trying to change it by deceit or

trickeiy. In other words, one can also have his own say in the determination

of his future.

These fortune tellers are not only consulted for marriages, but for

all of the other critical times in life. Even Christians have recourse to

them during the more difficult moments of their lives. One expects from

them a hope, an explanation, and this expectation, like almost all expections

which are strong enough, will be satisfied. I know a person who had

attended a American uhivessity and whose sole coniort for some weeks had

been the answers which a fortune teller had been able to provide him about a

family problem. Thus it is not a matter of education, but rather the way

in which Korean society responds to the mental stress.

3.6.3.

The mudang may also be consulted in order to determine the causes

of an illness. Formerly, they were fre-ipiently consulted for smallpox,

which is regarded as a sort of special sickness. A complete magical
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pharmacopia still exists. For example, there is a cross made on a person's

fingernails for getting rid of styes which form on the eyelids, and also

packets of salt sev;n to the inside of clothing in order to ward off

dangerous spirits. Sometimes the mudang may be called upon for the health

of a v/eak infant. These pre-ctices take place among mothers who have been

taught at primary school, high school, and even at the university that it

is all superstition and falsehood. Faced with a difficult situation, such

as the sickness of an infant, they tend to refer to the attitudes of their

own mothers, and as their own mothers had done before them, they too call

upon the mudang . We find tl;ere an instance of one of the most important

elenente f the Korean religious spirit; the refering back to a tradition

which is looked upon as efficacious.

Faced v/ith the sickness of a close relative, eveiy attempt is made

to save ilm, f rmerly, traditional methods were tried before finally going

to a hospital, a practice v/hich was som.etimes catastrophic. But now a days

when the most modem means appear to be ineffective, back to tradition they

v/ill turn. Such was the case of a famous Christian family in Chdn-,iu (

when their mother became gravely ill. First they tried medecinc
, then

the priest, and finally the mudang. Everything was tried,

5-6. 4 . In the country, v;hen an old man dies, it is an occasion for bringing
together the entire family. Except for certain moments when cries and
lamentations fill the air a holiday atmosphere prevails. In such a case,
death is regarded not as dramtic but as a natural thing. These funerals
exhibit a touch of Korean realism as well as well as that love of life v^hich

characterizes all community gatherings.

In the case of an accidental death or a suicide, there is held a
ceremony or Jcut as it is called along the a ceremony is held which is known
as a ceremony or kut is held, which is known along the Southeast coast as
an o-kv/i-kut

( Its purpose is to help the wandering soul reach the
next world, to refrain fi->m coming hack to trouble the living, and to furnish
him with all that he needs for his departure (e.g., clothing, money). These
ceremony takes place before the entire village, and except for the close
relatives, the occasion is not a sad one but rather one of enjoyable
entertainment for the villagers.
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5.7

•

By ^ conclusion, we can say that the Kc'rean relit^ious spirit

from the point of vievr of folk religion, is characterized by:

(1) a lack of spiritual concei-ns, v^hich differentiated it from Ciiristianity

.

Its concern is to realize the desires of the individual, the group, and the

family

.

(2) a refusal to renounce the illusions of this v/orld, which differentiates

it from Buddhism. Its concern is to satisfy these desires, not to deny them,

( 3 ) the search for good fortune in the v/orld of the living, that vrhich

expresses the joy of living in this earth and on that v;ind. But fortune is

fickle, incessantly brought into question by the realities cf everyday life,

such as examinations, worries, sicknesses, failures, thefts, .ilso, the

Koreans may tiy to rationalize and expla^^such events with the idea of

destiny or fate. But conetimes one is free to alter this fate to his own

advantage vjhether it be earning the favor of men (put'ak) or of the gods

(kut), according to a tradition wriich is ancient and time-honored.
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1. At the beginning I must disavow any professional competence to deal

with the subject of Korean religion. Although my field of concentration

involves religious and theological issues, and although I have had considei'-

able exposure to Korean life, I have never had the occasion to analyze

Korean religious phenomena: I am reacting as a layman in this field,

M. Guillemoz, However, is deeply involved in the direct study of Korean

popular religion, which he distinguishes from Shamanism. Although he re-

frains from the claim that Korean popular religion is the d^:minant or

controlling religious force in Korean life, it appears that he thinks form

of religion is the key to interpreting the Korean religious consciousness.

It is certainly relevant that he states in the first sentence of his paper

that he prefers the term " " to " ^[^4 " and uses the word "la

mentalite" in his title. This suggests to me th-t he sees the older, more

indigenous, less formal and more nearly unconscious side of religion as

being more significant than the formal, ..rganized, "conscious" religions.

2. Vithin a very short compass, M. Guillemoz has given a clear description

of Korean popular religion (and given it an admirable title, "the H.-.C."),

(= la religion pcpulaire core.n^i-)ind has at the same time pointed .ut some

of the common misunderstandings and confusions surrounding it. It does not

seem as though !?. Guillemoz is contending that the Korean popular religion

is the only important element in Korean religious consciousness, though this

is the only side of Korean religion -.vhich he analyzes. Several problems
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suggest themselves in trying to evaluate the relative importance of the

» Tc. » «. 0.U1..O. ^ln» o»*.. i* i» ”*

to d.ol -1th populor PoUslo. ototiPtloolly. it 1= tr.ated ..a '^p.r.ti-

tion," and is not formally organized. Second, he suggests th.n. on y

popular religion is truly Korean, sxnce it antedates Buddhism, Taoxsm

Confucianism and Christianity in Korea. But while durability mxght we 1

lA oob- TurVio tViPT <=?he©r ven©r?it)ility ©s'tfl.blishes

suggest its importance, one could ask whethe

. T+ nmild 'Veil be that its power
the centrality of the popular religion.

over the Korean religious mind has been seriously eroded by the later

importations. Third, toward the end of section 2. 3, K., Guillemoz suggests

that this vagxe congeries of religions customs not only still exists, but

is a part of all the other religious in Korea. I think this is £in undeniable

statement, but the problem seems to be how to evaluate the relative impor-

tpance ar.d influence of the popular religion, both within the other religions

and beyond them. There is wide disagreement on this subject in Korea today,

mostly because of the difficulty of providing data upon whi%h judgments in

this field could be made.

3. One of the most thorny problems in dealing with religions, especially

the Korean popular religion, is the attitude of the person who approaches

them. M. Guillemoz points out that the powers-that-be have traditionally

treated the popular religious practices with desdain. It is my observation

that educated persons frequently prefer to ignore the very' existence of

popular religious practices, even when they are clearly visible. These

rites and beliefs are seen as an embarrassment, to be ignored in the hope that

they will thereby obligingly disappear.

In very recent years there has been a revival of interest in things

Kore<an. Foreigners have long shown an antiqua,rian and often sentimental

interest in things quaint and exotic, among them religious phenomena. But

now there is a burst of Korean concern about Kx>rean culture. The boom is

being fed by a deep-seated search for Korean self-identity and self-assertion,

often sailing ambiguously under the flag of "nationalism." Even recent

government policy seeks to promote traditional Korean culture, so the former

sense of shame and reticence about popular- religion and folk culture is nov/

giving v/ay to a new appreciation of Korean values. \’/hereas ^'-'esterners once
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found themselves trying to defend traditio nal Korean cultural f^ rms in the

face of Korean indifference or hostility, now they sometimes feel a need

to caution against iincritical, wholesale "K^^rer^-nization.

"

4. Ihiring the la.st ten years or so Christian theologians and *'‘ther thinkers

in Korea have heen much concerned with the issue -".f "indi;?enizati''n. " This

dehate has paralleled the trend tov;ard "Koreanization” in politics and

other fields. Among the questions v;hich have been debated two are parti-

cularly relevant to the discussion here.

A. There has been a search for possible correlations and points of

contact between traditional Christian theological formulations and native

Korean religious ideas and forms. This is the attempt to make a latter-day

arrival on the religious scene truly at home in the Korean setting. In this

vein a theologian like Dr. Yun Sungbum has tried to develop similarities

betv;een, for exanyde, the Tangun mythology and Christian Trinitarianism.

He has also worked out an attempt at a Korean theology based upon Gonfucian

thought

.

Aside from the obvious fact that newly imported cultural forms interact

with those already present, each changing in the process, v;e could well osk

whether a process of "indigenization" is really possible at all. Even the

term "indigenous" seems ambiguous, since it might be difficult indeed to

isolate something in, let us say, the religious sphere which cannot be re-

lated to similar forms in ether cultures. But in any case, that which is

(even relatively) "indigenous" is de facto indigenous by virute of its roots

in the land. Later cultural imnortatiens can be made to conf'^rm. to indigenous

forms, but can hardly be made to spring from a land into which they were

nought

.

From the point cf view of a Western foreigner in Korea, it is

ascinating - sometimes exhilarating, sometimes disturbing-t' see

ontemporary Korean thinkers self-consciously trying to make over the welter

f cultural imports into something more nearly ''Korean." The motives and

eeds for sucji an attempt deserve careful analysis.
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. . hv the indigenization debate has been the

B. The seo'nd issue raised by tne inaxg
^

. -u.-i'+r fbp influence of ’’sharaanisn” or

question of the extent ^.nd desir-.hility of the iniiuen
,

the R.P.C. upon Christianity and other religions in Korea. Chrxstx.a.

leaders are pointing out ways in which such influences can e oun • .

"rpa namely the search in popular religion
Guillemoz has shown one problem .*rea, name y

for favor from the gods and spirits, a manipulative tendency whxch goes

against the traditional stance of monotheistic religion. There is wxde

disagreement over how such religious -misunderstandings" should he han . .

In some extreme cases, pasters, especially in the countxysxde, are quxte

willing to appeal directly to the popular religious mind xn oruer to cultivate

support for their religious program. They are Tjxllxng, even eager, to a ow

popular religion to influence and modify thexr religion. This is clearly

a syncretistic tendency. At the other extreme, there are those who feel

no compromise is possible between the types of religious belief and

phenomena. The popular beliefs, after all, as 1.1. Guillemoz has pointed out,

are polytheistic, utilitarian, manipulative of the gods, and utterly worldly,

while Christianity and Buddhism at least have convictions which cannot be

reconciled v;ith such practices.

So the debate continues. It is a Korean debate, with very little of

it yet available in foreign languages, yet it could be of great interest

to foreign students of Korea and cf religion.

5. In reading M. Guillemoz’ s study I am reminded of a quite different, yet

related religious phenomenen in the West. It has been analyzed for the

United States by such scholars as v/ill Herberg and Robert II. Bellah, and

refers to the "religion” which is really nt a religion, variously termed

the "national" or "civil" or "Imerican cultural" religion, it is not

official, not considered to be a religion as such, yet it operates cultur-illy

very much as though it were a religion. It would be the "popular religion

of the people of the United States, going beyond the burning 'f candles and

other "superstitious, rites. It centers in the national life, is associated

with events in the history of the nation, refers to great nati.mal heroes,

especially Lincoln, and prescribes a number of beliefs which, though

recently much eroded, still exert a strong influence: "the American v;ay '>f

life," "freedom," "democracy" and the like. It is perhaps worthwhile to



ccmpare this Jimerican phen'mencn to the Korean, to see inhere the similarities

and differences lie. It is als' instructive to cc-nsider in which the

formal, organized religions, despite their inner integrity and strength,

are adapted to and influenced by both kinds f national cultural forces.

6. Finally, it is fascinating to be confronted with the analysis in

paragraph 5*5* The Jesus-spirit (kv;i-sin) idea is entirely plausible

within the framei'^ork of the religious patterns of the R.P.C. This

phenomenon suggests to me the possibility that cross-cultural misunderstand-

ings can a times be merely amusing, but at r ther times a more serious

impediment to our comprehension than we realize. The Yfestemer, at times

perhaps wise in his judgments, may sometimes fall into equally bizarre

caricatures of things Korean if he is not observant, cautious and undei-

standing*
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It is only within the lifetime of my ovti generation thnt westerners

have hegun to distinguish the peculiarly Korean qualities of Korean art.

The simple reason for this is that Korea was little studied by earlier

generations: Korea was taken to be a poorer neighbour of China and Japan,

and only a scholar or a man who had lived in the Orient had much idea even

of the differences between China and Japan. 'Oriental culture' was phrase

much use, and it is still used.
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A^FOREIGN VIE^j- OF CULTTJHS AND ART

Richard Rutt

It IS only within the lifetime of iror ovti generation that westerners
ave hegiin to distin^ish the peculiarly Korean qualities of Korean art.
-e simple reason for this is that Korea was little studied by earlier

generations; Korea was taken to be a poorer neighbour of China and Japan,
and only a scholar or a man who hod lived in the Orient had much idea ev*
of the differences between China and Japan. -Oriental culture' was phrase
much use, 'ind it is still used.

We now telieve that we have a better idea of the differences between
the cultures of the three most important East Asi.an nations. In fact those
cf us who are primarily interested in Korea have ^ne so far in specializing
that we are in danger of failing to see Korea in her East Asian context,
and simply regarding Korea in a vacuum. Korean scholars, in their quest
for national self-realization after the period cf Japanese political

domination, have encouraged this trend. One of the most urgent tasks in

most fields of Kbreanology is to restate the East Asian context of Kore.on

culture, and to improve cur d- finitions of Korean cultural concepts in

relation to that context. In no field is this more apparent than in

literatiire; and there are many signs that the rising generation of students

is grappling v;ith the task.

Until that task is fulfilled, however, anyone who makes generalized

statements about Korean culture is liable to say about Korea things that

could vrell be said of the whole of East Asia, It is important to bear this

in mind in relation to v/hat I say in the rest of this paper. Sometimes I

can and v;ill make specific comparis:;ns and contrasts between Korean and
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-t- -i+ is fnir to ossume that I

v-Jheve I «3o not, it is i

Chinese cr Japanese culture.
^

, .«M, o, t.. i.
»

Korea is applicable to ther East
than

-talnly the Tact ^
fro. the Chinese

nil others is « t peculiarly Korean

traditi n that f-rmed the
c-ntrast between European and

doubtless also of Vxetnan
preference for analogy rather

East Asian culture that y.
-

analogically, and Christian

t,n„ analysis. The v.st ^ ^^ogy; .ut since

theology has never een a

^
thinking. Without that tendency

arrstotle the west as en

^
the tectaological

thinking would have

it did, and the disparity between eastern

»!.. th. o«.«™ c.,.»h ...uia ,ppe™.

f*oroi£cn io the Orisni. ,

TO state, however, that the west thinks analytically and the eas

analogically would be altogether too much of a simplification. is

^

divides not only Korea from England, but also China from India.

reason why mahayana buddhism north and east of the Himalayas beoame so

different from the buddhism of India, and underlies the divisions between

Chinese and Indians living in South-east Asian multi-raoial coMnunities

f.day. Indian logic has a tradition independent of the Graeco-,prabio
^

tradition of Eurci.e, but it is still in opposition to the logic of China.

The effect of analogical thinking on culture could be profito-bly

studied in a number of fields, but I shall restrict nQ^self here to a few

considerations of its role in Korean literature and painting. Here the

effect of playing down analysis is most clearly shovm by the comparative

... _ _ j_i A o nrcnlr olPTnATlt in KC T
absence of its cnntrap^.sitive ,

synthesis

literature. Traditional literature adopted rigid forms, such as the Chinese

shih . but developed them in a v;ay that often left n thing but the meohanioal

framework of the form. Thus some highly esteemed Korean poems when rendered

into English show very little logical form; form has become absorbed into

style, and comparatively divorced from meaning. In prose writing this

effect is eveh more striking. Old compositions in Korean and \.-hinese are
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defy
P'^-rngraphing when translated into English, but they

y gxcal paragraphing. The writer's style has been exercised in hie
^ ° sentences, his thought has been expressed more often than not

by 'Tncxlogy
, and the shane cf h-iQ -nr^-r^h- • • j j_

.

‘ '

(discern. In fiction Korea
iinds it hard tc* sh'''w /inv+V\ -?>->/>» ±. n

. „ ^
nothing remotely comparable to the exquisits sense

0 orm of a novel by Jane nusten. The picaresque anecdote is balanced
by the IcPse construction of the Eur< pean picaresque iv>mance

. and Kcrean
traditional fiction, like Chinese traditional fiction, tends to be episodic
in construction. (There is one remarkable exception to this general lack of
form,

j^Vn-mong , 'The Mine Cloud Dream', which, for this reason, deserves
the G^ireful attention cf western critics.)

Modern Korean literature shows the same tendencies. Traditional
literature in the vernacular had few stanza forms. Only one of those has
survived in modem poetry, the and it is not insi^ificant that the
£ijo IS an elastic form. Otherwise, modem Korean poetry has joyfully
accepted the western idea of 'free verse- and thus justified its jettisoning
of form. The develorjment is natural: free verse is congenial both to the
Korean language and to the Kr.rean approach tc literature. Likewise,

modern Korean fiction, though it has benefited from the stimulus of contact

with v/estera writing, has not adopted western forms. The n.-vel lage behind
the development of the short story in modem Korean literature, partly for

economic reasons (it has been difficult to publish and market long novels),

partly for typogcaphic reasons (it is not easy to read long v/orks written

in Chines or Korean in the same way that it is easy to read long v/orks

written in European languages, because the Oriental method of '.vriting is

not visually adapted to prolmged concentration
), but partly also because

the shape of the estem novel demands a concern about form which does n t

appeal to the Korean writer. Even the she rt stcry is carely conceived as

a story with a shape. Frequently it even lacks any sense of development,

but has rather mere of the impressionistic quality that is distinctive of

the shih .

This reluctance to analyse exhaustively (and I must insist that I do

not mean that Koreans never analyse or are unoble to analyse, for neither

of these things would be true) leads to another quality cemmen in much
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Korean -writing! it leaves mrre f -r the audience tc supply than much of

v-'estem v/riting d-’-es. It is con;' ' rablc famous effect -f the

yobaek , the white spaces in an rient-1 v^atercclour. Indeed a good s^h

ught tc leave a sense /f haunting or m^^tericus uncompleted statement.

The effect is s ught and achieved in many of the best si and most .bvious

in the preference 'f si jo v'riters for avoiding a statement in the last line,

substituting a questi'^n fra statement, -* translator realizes that often

he had better translate a negative questi n as a positive statement, a

positive question as a negative statement. It will then srund better to the

f' reign reader; but a great deal v;ill have been sacrificed, because the

vacant space surrounding the questi^'n will have been inhibited by the

statement form, the undefined will have been defined ,
an analysis implied

which the K- rean pcet left unresolved.

Of course these p ints must n^t be pressed too far. The same qualities

can be f lund in s^me v/estern writers, and s 'me Korean v/riters are highly

logical, Yet one has only t^^ read a large number f essays by K* reans of

varying degrees of skill t^ realize that the generalizatirn is v/orth making;

' ne has "nly to attempt translation f a modicum ;*f K 'rean literature tc

realize that the major pr^ blem ne faces is the diffuseness of meaning, so

acceptable in the Korean c ntext, sa unacceptable in the cc^ntext of western

culture, Jind here lies n: st f the 'xnswer f the problem of why the west

h s considered the east m; re mystical than itself when it is clear to

any ne who has lived b'th sides "f the world that the orient has no

prerogatives in the matter.

Preferring analogy means a preference r deduction rather than

inducti n, and therefore means that riginality in art is not so highly

valued as it is in the west. There is n' need t labour this point; it has

been insisted ^'n ad nauseam . It is w' rth noting in TJassing that the T/est

sametimes admires 'Tiginality too much, and values nev/ness too highly. It

must certainly be remembered that the great names -'f East iisian art are as

much the names of inn- vat rs as Chaucer, Shakespeare and the rest the

west's culture herces are the names . 1
'

inn v?,t'rs. Ch'usa is on 'bvious

example, the greatest and also the m st riginal calligrapher of the Yi

dynasty. In pretry 'ne has 'nly to recall the inimitability of Tu Pu tc

understand that riginality plays a role in Oriental appreciation.
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Nevertheless, it is t usual t- .

With ut originality, and .on the\.h l“ T'"trtrtatl „,u, ai,o „,„a , thT..
nnnau,., h,,

»P.ot ,.a^a .«.
standards as sell ns t- r i-

* ssntributss ts stability f

tr-aditi-„ni crib s
-ndsn „1

«. it b.ns npssnrsd ..=t . dsnd b»d

't::::::;: r,™^™ - ^ t. b..i.is. „ ..
derivative w-rk has always been rec gnized^fT!;!' 'r^T'

: :: ittir~r-
btre difficult tc d t

'' sense. The westerner finds this the

trt -o." t

”'' '" •“ -»<»* ef « -k -f

and still s.. t .

, .

^ matters less. re.adily .accessible to thebasacally Christian .ind „r the west, hayalty t the state .and the clan.

c’tuld /r
to m ral problems thatCiuld rend X.trea, but which seem meaningless to the west. Hence Anglo-

sax-ins fxnd the factional disputes of the forean c urt hard to believe,
and misunderstand the source of the power in Korean f~l. literature. They
cannot believe that the disputes .ab.-ut the rites of mourning could have
been taken seri,,usly. and they cann,t see that to the traditi ,nal Korean
audxence the illogicalitie tf ^unh,yang ch..n would be of n, significance,
ecause attention w.as focussed -n Ch'unhyang's fidelity, not on the love

stc>iy.

S' criticism plays a r-le in Korean culture quite different from its
role in western art. It has to bd less virulent. The bor k reviews in the
Kc rean-l-uiguage press tell ne little r n-thing ab ut a b ^k's quality
To say ,a book was less than g^od w,. uld be to vilify the auth. r's character;
to praise it w.ould usually be t to fulsome. we have notices ,..f publication
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mrre often than we have criticism. Criticism exists, and is still

remarkably efficient; but it is the criticism of the grapevine and the

bush telegraph. It works better than 'ne v/ould have expected if one had

experience nly f the westt,*m w- rld. Its drawback is that sometimes a

valuable w rk g"es unnoticed f r too long — but that can happen in the

west too.

There is another quality of K''rean consciousness cf art that I find

hard tn relate t what I have already said, but which impresses me deeply:

the quality cf Korean cc ncentration ' f attention. By this I mean the

Korean's appar ;nt lack of c''‘ncem f ^r the setting of a wc rk f art. Art

exhibitions are startling in their usual lack of careful presentation. It

is en -ugh that the work of art is presented, even if the room is gloomy

or dirty. The westerner has been trained to perfect the setting of a

treasure, the ;.riental cares less for the context of beauty; he can

apparently concentrate on the lovely thing itself. Koreans often seem less

aware than westerners 'f ugliness, though they are unquestionably no less

sensitive t ’ beauty. The right way t'' understand this may be by apr^lication

of 3 -: n buddhist principles, I dc n^it lean the deliberately shocking

scatnlogy of some s<"'n parables, but the practice of concentration inv-'^lved

in son training that leads a man to concenrate the forces of his mind, just

as t ' aekkw(;ndo trans the concentration of the strength of the body; s^ that

a man can abstract his attention fr^m just s^ much < f his surroundings as

he wants to, can tclerate squalidity, vulgarity, sometimes filth, without

erntaminatirn cf his delight in the isolated beauty that he finds. Could

this be the reas'^n why m -dem architecture everywhere is in a bad patch?

It must surely be one of the reasons why gardening never became an important

art in this country.

Jibilty to concentrate and lack of concern ab"^ut the setting must be

allied to the fact that, in general, Korea has not develojjed grandiose art.

It would be easy to adduce econ mic reas-^ns for this, but to d- so would

not entirely .answer the question why the East Asian cultures have n^ t

. rdinarily been attracted t-. nonumental forms. The buddha of ScKkuram is

not only the largest Korean buddha, but is hard t' match in size. The

sculptors of Silla were capable of making large statues, but did n^t . ften
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make them. Buildings v/ere

accounts of large buildings usuallTVT"T"
’ ^ ^^^tory-s

Whether they Ch-in Shi,-huang and
ICc^c. I ,,,,

^ J
kun.

, r the pl.ayboy hinge of

f-m pr-ducing lengthy literary -crks
'

The P^r'"
'

the most significant printinp- -^ch-
—2_a2S .^.langgyong is one cf

1. . "1 Tr”r "• “ •‘™“-

the use , f a single attention-span. Uhot a

appreciated by

East Asia are really c rr a

"
' PP^ar t. be the long books if

Op ^ C..O0P»

Surely tnis is an of'f^h''./- + - f' 4-i_

concrete rather thc'ui the abstract^
Preference for the

discussion of abstr-act t

the w. rds n-w m use for the

.;»:c:r:;::;!::::; ;r.::;r ::::r::r:;v:™"
“'

IS 5i,ass._d. The I ching is a catena of concrete images used as^un ers or m-re than cne s^rt of abstract thinking, and Korean poetsrarely moralized f-r Lng, even .hen their meaning was m st moral. Theysug^sted a concrete image of a problem, -r proposed a situation that
emblemized the abstract. I know that s mo western v.^iters and artists have
preferred this way .f thought, that it is the natural means of expression
0 the Old Testament; I kn^w als^ that Koreans were capable .f abstract
thought, as all the inv luti ns of the s_ngni-hak abundantly show. Tonghak
however, that typically and purely Korean system, dealt in the abstract
through concrete images, and it is the western, or western-trained, thinker
who brings his analytical and synthetical techniques tc bear .n Kr,rean
culture and describes the essence ,f IC rean thought and culture in abstract
terms.

In m-^st ; f what I am saying I am implying, as I said I w uld, that
what the westerner sees m. st in Korean culture and art is its East Asian

qualities. A Korean tro.diti-nal landscape painting looks much like a
Chinese or Japanese ne, a Korean b .'k locks like a Chinese one, a Korean
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b lorks like a Chinese me, pc em translated inti‘ rnglish shDws

little that seem^resh V an English reader wh. has previcusly read Chinese

verse in translakm but n t K-'rean. '"jhat can v/e f-reigners distinguish

as typically Kc.rean qualities?

The ansv/er must be impress! <nistic, and t. that extent unreliable,

but a c nsensus appears in the writings cf westerners who deal v;ith various

aspects f K’rean culture.

Spontaneity is a v/r rd frequently used. Krean culture seems larely

t. have 1 St all t, uch with life. The nineteenth century pr. duced vapid art,

b' th in ijainting and literature, but Kr.rea n'^ where shows the opulent

straining for effect cf Ch'ing art— the absurd ingenuity "f the famous

jade-carving c f grassh^'ppers on a cabbage. Nor has Kt>rea ever pr. duced the

mannered excesses jf Japanese art. There has never been a Korean fin-de-

siecle ; decadence in art has acc'mpanied econ mic and political decadence,

whereas in nineteenth-centuiy England and eithteenth-centuiy China and

ninth-century Japan it accompanied -political sta-bility.

Are the reas^ ns for the spontaneous simplicity of the Korean approach

to art ti be found entirely in material causes? Is it all just the natural

outcome of being a small agricultural nation without a middle class to

produce a bourgeois culture? I d'^ubt it. These things are certainly major

influences, but had there nit been a single-minded absorption >f buddhism

and then c 'nfucianism, there must have been some development of el borate

sophistication such as neighbouring states produced, bbatever the reason,

the Krrean aristocrat's art retains ol:'seness to the life and atmosphere

of the country people which, in spite .f the vanity and display that

undeniably occurred, give a tone f directness and rugged honesty to the

whole culture of the nation. The internati' nal recognition of Korean

culture therefore had to wait until the west had rec<'-vered from its initial

delight in the v/(rtic qua.lities f Japanese and Chinese work. Only recently

have western critics begun to distinguish the g-.cd fr'm the inferior in

riental art; and only when they could do that were they ready to value
Korean art at its true worth. Eyes jaded by famille rose are ready
delight in the kingfisher hues cf Koryo.
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One final quest!,,n • ught t.-. attract n + 4-

aside the questions cf the impact .f ,-ste i

for the real s ul .:f K,iv;-,r,
K-rsa in ,^ur quest

what relationship traditi n^r^
still ask

cultural .r.s. n
little mere than Kr-rn • +

' *” ^*^'^istian p^j^tryhas been

0«» * ^ • »c. »d .he „.„1.

at hame with
c. nfidence, because the poet feels mere

Christian b b T
are bit :T"uiess, but n >t a Korean Ch-rT<^f rnv^ 4.

-T
‘ ii'T-nsiticn must be difficult and

:: ::
-*when It was nearly two th usand years old.

There ought ti* be a v/av f'^rv/ard f'-n *n r^Vivv-; +•^ I r a Christian exi'TGssion 'f Korean»U«„ »

tte „„e „, huail.,, .h, Uk,.* fc.
.. have al„,e,

,, ,p „ ,^. _
tree veh.cl, f„v tfe dietlnolvel, =tei„i,,« virtu, ,f la,.,
on the 'still p int' is a Christian way of prayer; a sense cf moral values
in all acts is, despite the doctrine of moral theolo^ans distinguishing
in ifferent ^actions', on idea latent in the New Testament. I can see that

an unself-conscious infusion of Christian attitudes could make itself part
of a natural development of Korean culture, without diluting christi.anity
or diminishing the essentially Korean character of the culture. As a
^^ristian I should expect no more and no Uss, because the main aim cf
Christ’s coning was liberation.
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Ladies and Gentlemen,

Ho. . " '““"H a-**'- “Ik-

of a„ ,,p.rt alou”””t ,“ir’ TlHalf years and that is «-,r
^

0.0. a
1“' “0 .hon .0

M. 1. Ko^a L,l7^ r ‘ J
‘ "“* ' k»" •

»all, ,i„a
* “• -Ok. H. In^sfself at a loss when commenting Bishop Rutt's talk.

fn croii" ~:::::: :::t”
*“• -

“w... oaf.:;-.*::;”-;
::.a": n;:-h man as working in house whose name is ?fr. Lee ,fr Lee ask 7

g If I would be rnterested in buying an old Korean chest. Of coursewas, an so he made an .arangement with the family of a friend of his, and

half Western, ,ust this sort of thing a Weste^er usually finds terribleNow an a dark small floor, filled up with a lot of old fun^iture and

’

textUes, there were two Korean -Ot-Chang-. I looked at them and I decided;
n't buy them and I wouldn't take them even if they were given as apresent to me. But then wife felt ashamed and she said; Look, the peopleare looking for some money, be so kind and buy it. and so, I bought it

The things were brought to ny house and I was frightened. Both "Ot-Changs"
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were black, black with dirt, some parts of wood and the bronse-works on

them v/ere missing. But then, because of curiosity, I tried to clean a

small part of it, and then a wonderful redish wood appeared from behind the

dirt, I cleaned these two "Ot-Changs" on two weekends from morning till

night, and then the most v/onderful thing appeared. I'-'Ey "Ot-Changs" are

truly among the most beautiful I have ever seen in Korea, But they

certainly were not cleaned for more than a hundred years, I don't think

that is due to son ideas, but due to the fact, that Korean people very

often do not see the beauty of their cultural heritage. Only highest

educated people are able to remark the beauty of an old Silla pottery.

The most beautiful Korean things I have seen in museums and in the homes of

foreigners. In Korean homes things like that generally are not to be found.

In this country, there is a cultural property preservation law, which

is very necessary. It is necessary because the beautiful things of Korean

culture are bought by foreigners and not by Koreans,

Two weeks ago, I visited Haein-Sa, one of the most remarkable temples

in Korea. The main hall of this temple was renovated. I got something like

a headache v/hen I looked at this sort of renovation. This sort of renovation

has also nothing to do with son ideals, I think neither. It can be only due

to the fact that the people v/ho are responsible for it have lost the artistic

of their forefathers. Then, in Haein-Sa, there is this wonderful
court formed by the two long stretched buildings and the two small buildings
containing the eighty thousand wooden printing blocks. It is, I think, one
of the mt.'St venerable sites of the spirit of Korea. These old buildings
have a natural beauty, dignified by age. At the small buildings, you see
from the inside of the court two terrible red fire extinguishing equipments
hanging there. I can only say, that my attention was unduly attracted by
these fiiy red spots.

In Bopju-Sa, there are two things making me mad. This beautiful
architectural complex is killed by a cement buddha, which seems to be the
main attraction cf the temple nowadays. This buddha is distorting, even
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killing the artistic proportions of the architectural conplex Ifthrough the tenple vou *
conplex. If you go

oonorel, building uMub i,
»«iWlne, a „aU

other thing. Uh, a,, „ ewipoetil. and

d.llnltel,. Koreans do^t .. i Z
™«rh this eonorete b Z ““

is .uch an attraction th , f'attraction that .. i. .bo„ i„ „nari, book on Korea?

IS thatTr
““ “'-““‘“-1 oo-PtoK t adaliethat of %ongbok-Palace

. Near this P"Te,r.m xui;nis i^f.lace, now the new Natirn'^T

J..™
.a. erected, ihere it is, the „„ stoi. paged. oP LZZ a, i...

Ton

ohKtok-Palaoo to be anner of the national fcaen.. iihgtTon oanno. that the Korean, originally did... h„. ,h. .....
arnony, beoau.e this .t h.mony i. testified by thing. Ilk. »opj..Sahas n-Sa. „d the .^ongbok-Palao, . i„ yp,,.,
tra^, had a f,„t„tlo .f b„„^ p„p„r.ion., ihl. ..... ofproportion and of har„ny i fi.d i„ ...n g„„

Ilk. the Sooilao soalpture. fc., haraony 1. synthe.i., and ., 0.... of
this personal erperienoe ,ith Korean culture, I a,,, .ontrallot Bishop
Butt's statement on the weakness of Korean "form".

The question of form is closely related to the problem of dimensions.
The Korean forms of art have, in their best products, a great sensitivity
of dimensions. Hiat means, they are in one way or the other related to
human measures. Gigantomania was never a characteristic of Korean form.
I think both, the sense of form and the sense for dimensions are getting
lost in this country. Ix^ok at Seoul City, at Pusan City, and Teagu City,
look at the National Museum, look at the plains in Yo-I-Do Island.

Some words about "form" in general, .ks far as I know, there is no
European concept of form. The Prench still pretend that Shoakespeare is
formless. The British, on their side, pretend that Goethe's "Faust" is
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formless. The Germans, on their side, pretend that Dosto jewskie ’ s novels

are formless. The French pretend Nietzsche's philosophical works to be

v/ithout form. All these judgements on literary forms are, as far as I can

see, not to the point. Of course, Shakespeare is not iormless, and of

course Goethe is not formless, and of course Nietzsche is not formless, and

of course Dostojewsky is not formless.

If the works of these masters of form are judged as formless, that is

not due to their work, but to a narrow definition of the term of form.

I think, the sane applies to the European judging on Asian form, ^t's

the European term of form - if anything like that is existing - with which

Asian form is measured. Iviost naturally, this measure cannot fit to -\sian

art at all. basic esthetic experience in i^sia is, that I, as a European,

have not to change, but to broaden ray categories. Veiy often, a decisive

difference in Asian painting and in European painting is seen in the fact,

that in Asian painting there is alv/ays, or nearly always, left some v/hite

space on the paper or the silk. That is "yobaek". Now, of course, that is

a striking difference if you compare the praintings which, since at least the

beginning of the 15th century in Europe, is oil painting. But in the

meanwhile, I came to the conclusion, that it is not justified to compare

European oil painting with Asian water colour painting. It's very much

more adequate to the thing, to compare European drawings or water colour

paintings to the Asian sort of painting. Since around the year of I5OO, the

art of drawing and of water colour paintings are independent arts in Europe.

And if you look at the water colours by, for example, Albrecht Btlrer done

at the end of the 15th and the beginning of the l6th centuiy, you will find

quite a lot of "Yobaek" in them. If you look at the drawings of Btlrer,

Rembrandt, Michelangelo, ^Takeau, Ingres, Delacroix, etc., you will find

quite a lot of "Yobaek". I think, that is due to the technique cf painting
and drawing. V-^ith the old technique of oil painting you were forced to

fill the i.vholG piece, because othemvise the cclour would spring off after a

certain while. Now, if you compare European water colours and ..sian water
colours, you will find quite a lot of similarities, but also of differences.
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tM. „.„p i„ ^ «.« hi®. ,ta,

on time and space compared ritTthar’oV'ir'''''
different view

iinx oi bhfej ijur )t3 (.^ ^Ti<^ \ i',want, in principle thn+ irr. 4. x,
'P • -me Jurope;in artists

Th, ,i.l»
““ *» « -no *!»<..

from the ,o„„e „f the rt 'Z
' **’““ ®” *“'> >•“

e wants you to go up the noruitains fr-n the v, rv b ^tt - .kn. ley to the highest peak and the clouds The onlook
spend time to get the idea oP the picture.'

"rompoe^L^rZ,!”’'
™»-‘fhtt hn his netietie ehiutie. »„

-hole, ni, ®tle o„’he ,“ZthLT”* T'""'
On^h 1 -

^ ^ ~ ^ shoe as painted by Van

Middle'/"' TT' -the early

is L p"t
,e

’ ' -P--nts a detail of the world. I„ concentrating on the

artisWr^'^V!' intended

itself /
-e^thing needed for this goal is in the picture^self. Every thing not needed for this purpose is excluded.

that r "
^ -Pression

• our categories of composition are n ,t adequate to judge upon it. Thenental painter is not concentrating on a certain detail of the world which
e wiants to condense into a symbol of the whole, but he is concentrated on
he whole itself, to put it a bit par.adoxically .

im Oriental painting, as far as I do understand it, intends to give you the
idea of the v^hole by other means.

There are two possibilities: the first one is to show in the picture tho
whole world, hence the high or the long size of the pictures. In such a
picture, you can see mountains, the sea, rivers, water-falls, villages,
lakes with fishers upon them, forests, in short: the world. As I pointed
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out, you need time to go through such a picture to get acquainted with the

inmeasurable spfices in it. The unlimited space and beauty of the world is

represented in the picture itself.

The second v/ay is, to represent also details of the world, like birds and

butterflies and bamboos and pluratree branches etcetera, etcetera. But I

have not once seen a picture, where there is a v/hole plumtree represented.

There are only branches coming from the side '' f the picture into the picture.

You get the idea f the v/hole by going outside the picture. You have to

prolong the lines and indications of the picture to get the world in it.

It seems to me quite significant that these Oriental pictures, very often,

have been compared to European pictures of a similar size, not so far apart

from a square. But there is quite another artistic intentjon behind it.

These details are nott symbols in the EurC'pean sense, but they are real

details pointing to the immensity of the world, Becasue of this detail

character of this sort of Oriental painting, they can be added together

nearly indefinitely, in screens, etcetera, etc.

This means, the differences in European and Oriental arts are

differences in the outlook to the iivorld. It is clear, that both require

different artistic categories, Ebr eyes -ucustomed to European art, Oriental
art necessarily seems to be "episodic". But I think, this category is not

to the point. So I have my doubts also, if this term "episodic" can be

applied to Oriental literature. I have read a lyth century Chinese novel
of about 1000 pages, three quarters of v;hich were already cut. I think
a novel like this is comparable to "world pictures" of Oriental paintings.
The sijos, however, seem to me oonparable to the plumtree and bamboo pictures.
The long "episodic" novel has the idea of containing the whole world.
Everything is equally important, which, of course, leads to an episodic
texture of a novel. You find a very similar technique in one of the
masterpieces of German literature, in "'dlhelm Jfeisters ' onderjahro"
byoGoethe. In a sense, the total of humanity and nature is thought to be
included in such a work d art. On the contrary, a Sijo or a Japanese
Haiku IS thought to be extended to the whole world. The world is behind,
outside the poem itself.
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art and beaiity in all its f„rms.

Korean. I have to

opinions up.n .^TI JTT
P^aised, etcetr ;ul

-
K’rean intellpnt questionman inteilaotuals confronted ,ith. ,ui. o.,w.t,y i, to fan.

with all the so r
facilities invented in the west,the social consequences of industrialisation.

Korean
necessities, how to maintainKorean culture or something which is worthwile to be called Korean culture.There are s.me people who lock upon Chinese characters, upon Chineseparting upon Confucianism, as upon foreign imports. The. maintain, .ouwill find Korea onl. in the folk arts, in Shamanism, etcetera. Ther: Lo ers Who pretend Shamanism to be blind superstition and who neglect itOta 1.. There are others who think the social values of filial piet., offamiliy relationships, etcetera, the very essence of Korean customs

^^atever it may be, it has to find its expression in the works of art and
Ixterature in Korea. But, for example, what is modern Korean architecture?

ere are things like the new National Iteoum, the Samil-Building and the
tench iimbassy, the one reconstructed a misunderstood Korean tradition, the
other a quite good modern building with no Korean features at all, the third
a courageous effort to combine modem techniques with Korean forms. The
present Government stresses Korean values. On the other hand, it is
propagating puritanistic, Christian western morals. The family is the basic
unit of the I&rean society. The Goverrmient, however, forbids the people to
make presents and to buy flowers for the occasion of a marriage. But how
the Korean people can maintain the consciousness of the importance of
f unding a family if the symbols of this importance are taken away fr.m
the people?
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There seems to be quite 'in incertainty about what is Korean culture.

I, as a foreigner, certainly cannot give a solution to this problem. But

I think Korea should stop to think of Chinese influences as of foreign

imports. If you would take away from CeTanan culture the influences coming

from Italy, from IVance, from the Netherlands, net too much would be left,

-and yet, of course, there is a German culture. The same applies to Korea

and to any other country in the world. So, the Koreans should look cn the

Chinese elements in their cultural tradition ps at Korean elements. They

are Korean, they have been modelled in accordance v/ith the Korean national

character and culture.

^'/here the great culture of East Asia has gone? In mainland China,

the communitst have taken over, appreciating only some parts of their great

cultural heritage. Japan has already been westernized to a remarkable extent,

not to speak of the fact that, within the East-Asian context, the Japanese

development is quite different fr^^m that in the continent. Taiwan is an

artificial state with nearly no historical roots. Vietnam is a country

devastated by war and ideology. So, who can take over the huge task of

keeping alive the great artistic, philosophical, moral and literary traditions

of the Far East? Are the great achievements of the culture of this part

of the v/orld only to survive in museums and in the works of art historians?

I cannot answer the question hov; to manage modern society with Oriental

philosophy. But, from what I know, I think it would he the most catastrophic

loss in the history of culture of mankind, if this East-Asian tradition

would die. Couldn't it be that it is the cultural historical mission of

Korea to keep alive East-asian culture, thus preserving it for the total of

mankind?

I said? to keep alive.

The living life is changing eveiy thixig at ariy time.

Culture takes place where there is change.

" und von Gestalt zu Gestalt fUrhrt's die lebondige Zeit."

And from form to form it is led by the living time, as the Ge-rman poet

Schiller has put it.
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y- IS not the question of thinking life •

question of mking Sochi .m sculptures.

“

It is the question of irkino- iu-

burden and to draw the very
^ ^>i"usand year old

seething .hich rightly
developing creativelyich r xghtly could be called modem Korean culture.




